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E The accompanying cut represents the New Deering Binder, with Ball Bear-,n,gs, and is the sensation in.the implement trade. Their mower is built the same
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The Mogul Wagon.
The Mogul Wagon is "king of the road." It is our pride and we keep it
abreast of the times. All the latest improvements. Times are a little. close, bat
we are selling more ot them than ever.
Buggies and Carriages.
We carry in stock 51) tomplete jobs, bought at panic prices from th) best
factories Will give you!the benefit of our low purchase. Call and look
hrough. Our Harness and Saddlery departmsnt has been completely over-
t ed. New goods and new prices in keeping with ti e times.
E We handle I the six leading makes of wheels last year to find whichwere
I the beat. These three caught the trade and caught lie, and will catch you ifyou
see them. Call and see our wheel display.
Repairing done on short notice!
i Washburn & Moen's Barbed Wire; Avery, Heilman and Blount
' = Plows; Janesville Disc Cultivators and Harrows; I Tip Top Corn
, Planters; Keystone Harrows; Armour, Homestead, Horseshoe &
1 E Natural Fertilizers; Sash, Doors, Blinds and Lumber.
Full Line of Sundries!
al estic Ranges!
Would you buy one if we guarantee you will save
enough fue. in a year's time by its use to pay for it?
We'll do ii!
N( th'ng eke in the line can standagainst it Buy
one and you will soon forget what repairs mean. Cure
your dyspepsia, too.
E First-Claps PInmbing Done on Short Notice!
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WF,,EKLY  Kt,NTUCKY NEW ERA. 
1 A YEAR. 
IIOPKINSVILLE, CH
RISTIAN COUNTY, KEN' tU
CKY, FRIDAY, APRIL 3, 1896.
Friday,April lOth 
PLUCKY LADY
We will have on display
our elegant line of new spring
shoes aid slippers. We cor-
dially invite everybody to call
on -us. Friday, April 10th.
istSouvenirs for ladies and
children.
tree & Compa
SIGN, BIG BOOT. •






SHOT TWICE AT HIM.
Startling Experience of a Pop
ular Hopkinsville Lady.
George Washington told a lie Sun-
day.
To relieve the ree,dens mind of the
impression that the above statement is
an anachronism the NEW ERA hae
tens
to state that the George Washington
referred to is a colored eitizeu of Hop-
About three o'clock Simday morn-
ing Miss Clara Means, a popular and
ace omplished young lady who lives on
North Main street, was awakened by
hearing a snipe ions noise in the back
yard of the residence. She went to the
window and, on looking on,, SAW a man
trying to break into the chicken coop.
Mies Means possesses much more
bravery than the average Newnan. Sev•
eral mouths ago her mange was put
the test. A burglar tried to effect an
entrance to the house in which she was
staying. She !seized a pistol and shot
at the fellow.
Her experience Sunday was a sim-
ilar one:. When she saw the man in the
yard she picked up a revolver that was
lying on the bureau, raised the window
AS quietly as losesible and pulled the'.
trigger.
Uttetiug a yell of surprise and alarm,
the intemad chicken thief ceased his
operations ate ce.ep and toweled acniws
the yard. Just as he was springing
over the low fence Miss Waits tired
.o.other shot in his dins tem. .
Mites Means ee temente' tee capture the
thief. She qui( kly attired herself and.
pistol in hand, slatted aeries the field
in the dine ton of the Lome of her
orother-in-law. Mr. Wm. T. Cooper.
ileiore she reached the Lease she noticed
a man eetering the premises of Mrs.
Chriss and rem weird him as the fellow
at whom she had slot. She hurried to
tier destination and aroused Mr. Cooper,
wee rang up the telephoue exchange
and tried to got connection with the
police headquarters. About this time
the chicken thief came down the road
.tad started to enter Mr. Cooper's yard
but seeing the persons in the hall began
mulling down the road. Mr. Cooper
followed and caught the fellow at the
rock bridge. On the way to the police
station the prisoner escaped from Mr.
Cooper. Sunday morning the :ern-
eers who had been furnished a descrip-
tion of the intended thief, arrested
George Washington, colonel, who dis-
honored the !obit' name he bear* by
rweewing that he Was not the man
wanted. Washington was identified le-
both Mies Means and Mr. Cooper.
.1011•••••m..-
ROYAL Baking Powder.
Highest of all In leavening
strength-u. s. °over-llama loowt
-...011111114
FRANKFORT NEWS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA) •
Frankfort, March 30.-The Demo-
cratic officials at the penitentiary in
this city will be turned out on to-mor-
row or Wednesday. Most of them, an-
ticipating their removal, resigned to
take effect on Wednesday. The new
Warden did not like that course, se he
will record them as -removed" instead
of "resigned"
There is talk now being indulged in in
regard to an extra MeSSi011 of the Legis-
lature, but the Governor has nothing to
say as yet about it.
It Saves Lives V, :ery Day.
Thousands of ease of Consumption..
Asthma, Coughs, Cottle and Crinip ard
eared every day by tihiloh's Cure.-ISold
by 14. Ii HA/dwelt.
1/".11.10... -.nano
!MAMMY'S 11410M
1010'141, ett eltir Peel
litteittelibehl leek 1111, = Isnobo /po
go.
In this filly ere tryllet to illesWet *Nye
end tlielele i.f lefealithe the effete of Mt.
Redeye! his lest in this State. and .te
rapture the full delegation ter Aridity.
Bradley will be at the Galt Howse in
this city to-night, and will meet his
friends, who are to talk over the mutter,
and head off the Ohioan-if they can,
but it seems to most people to be vain
to try.
Why suffer with coughs, colds and
la grippe when Laxative Bromo Quinine
will cure you in one day. Dom not
proddee that ringing in the head like
Sulphate of Quinine. Put up in tale;
lets convenient for taking. Guaranteed
to cure, or money refunded. Price 25
vents. For gale by C. K. Wyly, Hop-
k ingville, Ky. meh4,2tu
JAIL Billing.
[speciee TO NEW ERA!
Lancaster, Ky., March 30.-There was
an ally/opt 111:1,14. at an v:trly hoar this
morning by the prisoners in the county
jail at this place to breakout. The plot
was discovered by the jailer just in
time to prevent any of them from get-
ug out.
erat sow everybody is beginning to
take it Spring Medicine. And it is a
good thing to do provided you take Sim-
mons Liver Regulator-the best Spring
Medicine. It is a sluggish liver that
clogs the system and make bad blood. A
dose a day cif Simmons Liver Regulator
will make a IleW man out of you, and a
new women tee. Look for the H441 Z
on the package. It is Simmons Liver
Regulator you Want.
GREAT FLOODS.
[SPECIAL Ti) NEW ERA.]
Middlesboro, Ky., March 80.-On ac-
count of recent rains and melting of
a
SIIOW oil the mountains, great quantities
of water are now coming down, an
-IP the streams all over this immediate
seethe] are so swollen that property is
a in great danger. Thre
e railroad bridges
near here have been so badly damage(
-,610 by the high water us tee render then
useless until they can be repaired.
Fur Dyspepsia
and liver Cmpleint youshave ft printed
guarantee on every bottle of ehilehe
Vitalizer. It never fails to cure.-Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
FREE SILVER.
[SPECIAL Ti) NEW ERA)
Washington, March :IL-Senator Tel-
ler and and the other silver Republicans
continue to insist that the St. Louis
platform must declare for the free and
unlimited coinage of silver as well as
gold.
VOL. XXVI, NO 3
GOSSi r OF  THE DIAMOND.
Notes .1. bout the Game and the
Pia) err.
Managing Director John B. Galbreath
has retureed front Louisville when. he
attended the conference of the manag-
er,. of the clubs in the Penuyrile League.
He dec.ined to give out any informa-
tion rega.ding the results of the niece
ing, but 1.e wears a mysterious* smile
and looks happy, so whatever was done
must have pleased hint mightily.
He was unable to have a talk with
Hord, but the clever young catcher base
written that he will come to Hop-
kinsville whenever he is wanted. Hord
has had an offer to sign with the Toledo
team, but he prefers to play here and is
pretty sure to wear a Hopkinsville uni-
form this season, He will probably be
captain of the club.
The Niedeville Athletic club is desir-
ous of becoming a member of the Pen.
nyrile League and the prospects for get-
ting in are favorable. The team will
certainly be admitted if Clarksville
comes; in. There will be no team repre-
senting Nashville in the Southern
League and as the. people et the Ten-
nessee Capital are "tans" of a pronounc-
ed charat ter, it would be money in the
pockets or the league managers to re-
ceive the Athletics into membership.
There will be less than ten days of rac-
ing in Neshville this summer and the
citizensw ill turn oaten neueseeeto sport of
any kite'. The team should be auntie
ted by all means.
The Nashville American has the fol-
lowing to gay of a Hupkingville favorite:
Henry Ashford, the aurora borealis
blonde, familiarly known as" Red.'
will captain and play left field for the
team. He is a sensational outfielder, a
strong thrower and a good batsman, and
can always be relied upon to do his part
well. He will compare favorably in
fielding e ith many professionals who
are drawing fancy salaries in league
team 4.
It is euuttful that Clarksville. has a
ball team this seasem. Norman Stewart
and Font Daniels lost big money on the
club hut year. They paid their nem
fancy talents: and took numerous long
and very expeesive trips. Neither
Stewiud nor Daniels has displayed the
slightest inclination to burn any more
of tit lug green, semi there is weedy
else in Clarksville to take charge of a
team.
T. A. Kearns, the Indiana man, who
was to have managed the Henderson
club, WAS Unlade to attend the nteeting
at Louisville, and he may be unable tee
go to Henderson. His daughter is dan-
gerously ill and he is kept constantly
at her bed side. Several other persons
have. said they would take charge of the
Henderson club and one of them may
be selected in Mr. Kearns' place.
The U. S. Gov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder




CAN'T ACQUIRE C O&SW
Supreme Court Opinion Deliv-
ered To-Day.
[seectst. TO NEW ERAJ
Washi 'WWII, March 30.-The. Supreme.
Ciente of the United Stales lute pus. ren•
demi an 'Tinton its which every Male
weenie! 1111d elo141 he Soots/10
I. dein ly udtrt'.t,wI h decides
Hod Istniavilla hob
rine Rellmosel tentiptiliy elm hot Welter.
the I lierettealte, Indio k Pernthweesterii
Railroad, which till readers will re-
member it attempted to buy a few years
ago. The mutt decides that the pros-isl-
et the K entneky Constitution is good,
and that u railroad company eain not in
any way acquire a parallel and compet-
ing line in that State. The sale
of this road to the L. & N. was
made two or three years ago, with
the Illinois Central Company indersing
the bonds. The Governor of Kentucky,
at the suggestion of the Attorney Gen-
eral, emeloyel counsel to prevent the
consul lllll ation of the. deal. The Gov-
ernor e mployee Humphrey &, Davie, of
the Louisville bar, and they have made
an excellent fight for the Co lllll ion-
wealth. The object of the L. & N. in
making this purchase was to shut off all
eompetion in Kentucky.
The effect of this decision will, in all
probability, be to put the C. O. & S. W.
el the hands of the Illinois Central com-
pany we that eoutpany indorsed the L. &
N. bolds, and is anxious to get into
Louisville, thus in eking a through line
from New OTIellIIS to New York.
BEST OF Al L
To cleanse the system in a gentle and
truly benetleial manner, when the
Springtime coulee, use the true and per-
fect remedy, Syrup of Figs. One bottle
will answer for all the fainiey and coeds
only 50 cents, the large size $1. Buy
the genuine. Manufactured by the Cal
ifornia Fig Syrup Company only, and
for sale by all druggists.
KIDNAPED.
Chicago, Mar 30-Within the lasetwo
weeks two attempts have been made to
kidnap the four-year-old granddau-
ghter of Mn,.'. Modjeskie, the actress
in this city.
The find attempt was *made while a
nurse' girl had the child out for a walk.
A man seized the child and staeuel to
run. The nurse' followed him several
blocks 4creaming for help, before alle
stweeeded in recovering heir charge
Thet night Ralph Mudjeaka, the father
reejeVed an annoymous letter warning
him to leave the city under penalty of
loosing his child if he refused.
The second attempt to steal the child
WAS Made It few days ago. since teen
Modjeska has received numerous threat-
ening letters, and has bee taking ac-
tive steps to ascertain their source. He
says he ealemet account for the atenipts
to steal his child and drive him out of
the city.
All Recorsted It.
Karl's C over Root Tea. Ask your physi 'etutaixt and
is tenure care for He attache and y. ur frien -.• for
nervous dilutes Nettling relieves so (14 nNumpti 
•
quiekle.--Sold by R. C. Ilaidwittle 1 -euid b , 4 r-•
SOME'X'RAYs'A RED HOT TIME BOOM ISSUE
Clippings From Ouri




SWEEP OVER THE STATE.
Pungent Pieces By Various Pen-
cil Hushers.
Judge Grace was a great philanthro-
pea says the Cadiz Telephone. He made.
from $2,500 to$7,500 every year for thir-
ty years. During that time his actual
personal expenses seldom exceeded $1,000
a year. Every dollar over and above his
actual expenses was expended in reliev-
ing ;he wants, or supposed wants, of his
kindred or friends. No worthy objet t of
charity ever met with a refusal when he
had money to meet it. He. would bor-
row money to aid a friend, and if his
imitate had been one million n
year he would have. found charitite to
consume it.
Miss Maud Kirkman, of Elkton, will
probably enter the race for .County
School Supt.' intendent of Todd county.
In days gone. by we said through these
columns that we would positively take
no country produce in exchange. for the
paper, see $ the Columbia Spectator, but
that wit efore we hopped out of the
state of engle blessedness, and was at a
time wr we Wore eating all that our
poor el- :Wily could scrap up. But. now
things . rlightly changed, and we has-
ten to  oar too hastily spoken
%cords, are Low ready and willieg
to take. t year preduceor anything else
von wee roll in, from a SAW log to a
baby cc 'este.
The .owing itein from the Louis-
ville Star 44 clever. It is the slate her
the '99 electi  in Kentucky, formulutteel
as a neelt of the "Blackburn deal":
"Gov. -nor-Charlee J. Bronston, of
Fayett .unity; Lieutenant Govenor-
John P .'inn, of Mercer county; At-
torney-4 . evral-Wm. Goebell, of Ken-
ton county; Auditor-011ie James, of
Crittendeu county: Treasurer-Daniel
E. O'Sullivan, of Jeffereou county: &X-
retary of State-John P. Salyer, of Ma-
goffin county; Superiutendent of Public
Instruction-J, B. Hiles, of Bracken
county."
Physicians say that the annoying dis-
ease. known as mumps is prevailing to
an unusual extent in Henderson, says
the Journal. Several fathers and moth.
ere have lumpy-jawed children, and the
end if not yet. Multiple is a geed deal
funnier to look at than to own. The.
man, wornaii or child who has had it
will never forget the experience. Proba-
bly the hardeet thing to bear about the
iteimpst is the lack of sympathy the suf-
ferer gets.
It is net certain that Dr. Clardy will
be without opposition for re-election as
Congreseenein front the Second district.
L. P. Lawrence, of Calhoun, MeLean
county, may enter the canvass, and if he
does en theee will be others to get within
the breach -L'aducah News.
A young lady of Lamasco is wonder-
lug whether she is to be a bride in
April or remain single until site meets
another chance, says the Princeton
Banner. Some time ago she put an ad-
v'erteeement in a matrimonial paper n.-
(preset* correspondence with a view to
matrimony. She described herself as
young and handsome, the daughter of a
widow with three farms, which was al-
so true, but in a funny way. Her moth-
er owns three traces of land all remark-
ably small and very poor. There were
twenty-sax iiiirevese to bee advertise-
tweet, and out of those she *elected one
and wear to hint fte seal a laglary,
showing Is Intliiitionse retell fulieW of
tweisty-tive or therealsolits. Three week.
Neu the. yertimt 111*11 enete ?WM 119114Mo;
ill itavillsrol, III, to Princeton, and went
letittlaseo. The young fellow wrist III
44 4. the Will. Wenel Was wed to lief, Mel
after giving lort time 141 "Mt up," he
went down. Ile.rettiaitied a etIllide cit
weeks. calling on the. young holy every
other day. At the. end of that time he.
paid all his bill. and le.ft quietly.
AUGUST TENTH NAMED.
Date s• ctrd For the Di mo-
eratie District Convention.
Thee Democratic committee of the Sec-
ond Congressional District met in Hen-
son Friday. Pneent T. er. Morrow,
Christien ; Jo Stirmau, Deviese; F. D.
Cooke, Hopkins; T. H. Beverly. Hen-
derson; D. H. Hughes, Union; T. V.
Dickson, Webster.
Preeinet meetiug are ordered to be
held in each county on Saturday, Aug.
1st. und coviity couveutiou on Weenies-
Aug. 6th.
She District Convention WAS ordered
for Madisonville, Monday, Aug. 10.
The basis of representation at precinct
meetings is 1 delegate for every 50
votes east for Hardin, and fraction over
25. Each precinct to have at least I
delegate.
The (-minty representation at Madison-
ville will be I delegate for every 200
votes cast for Hitr I '•t• et over
MO.
According to this apportionment each











Neeessary to elect, 33.
IS hat (cod Brfldt/s Say.
We, the undereigned, conmider Mr.
T. L. ( /rahanes Jack. Monarch, a very
fine breeder. His colts are large, of
fine form and good color. He is also a
sure foal getter.
(fee. W. Bowles, Casky, Ky.,
Alex Fulcher, Fairview. Eye
J. L. Wright. Pembroke, Ky.,
M. B. King, Church Hill, Ky.,
E R. Elliot, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
w4t
Miss JennieGlasa.
Miss Marie Boyd, of Eddyville, and
Muss Jennie Glass, of Hopkinsville,
deserve great credit for the interest
they are. taking in the Priem Sex.iety
of Christian Eteleavor-Prison Column
l.j,yvllhi. Tale,
HEART.
The. Republican Executive. Committee.
of Christian county met at two o'clock
this afternoon ip the city court room.
Nearly all of the prominent Republi-
cans in the county were presette
Resolute:Ins indorsing Bradley for
president were voted down.
Ed. Glares offered resolutions indors-
ing McKinley for President. This was
overwhelmingly earned amid prolonged
shouts.
Bradly was; indorsed fur ordering out
the State troupe.
Precinct conventions to selest dele-
gates* to a county convention to be held
at 2 o'clock next Monday ' afternoon,
were ordered to take place at two o'clock
Saturday afternoon.
7 Maj. Sam R. Crutnbaugh's candidacy
for delegate to the St. Louie convention
was unanimously indorsed.
Otho Anderson made a flowery speech
and ended by moving an adjournnient.
Before the merest' could ese seconded
Hebert Lander, the. colored lawyer,
sprang to his feet obtained permission
to address the crowd. His remarks were
mu the nature of a "roust" for the. com-
mittee for declining to endorse Bradley.
This censure was greeted by howls of
derision send there were numerous cries
of "Rats," "Se down" and a few helms
Lander waxed hot and retorted that
he was a gentlenum and expected and
demanded to be treated as such, but he
soon decided not to attempt to face such
violent opposition and took his seat.
Then the meeting broke up and the
committee filed out of the room shout-
ing foe McKinley.
A Fact W rthtLeaweig
Consumption, LaGrippe, Puounicrian
and all Throat and Lung diseases are




Work Accomplished by the En-
deavorers
IN THE HOL SE-TO-HOUSE
CANV ASS.
• beton:tell as many of those who are
interested in the Endeavor work did not
hear the report of the House-to-House
Visitors, it is deemed advisable a brief
report. The figures in which you are
interested are as follows:
No. of families visited, 679.
No. of printed invitations to S. S., 500.
No. over 21 not church members, 271.
No. lx.tween 4 and 21 not church mem-
bers), 648.
No. over 21 not in Sunday-school, 1263.
No. between 4 and 21 not in Sunday-
school, 254,
No. of charch members having their
membership Oise% here, Ill.
The. above figures do not include. the
boarders in the schools, many of whom
are ehristians, all whom attend Sunday.
school.
It ought also to be stated that some of
those reporteel "nut in Sunday-school,"
belong to the Horne Dept. of S. S. And
now for a few explanations and suggest-
tions
I. The work was /1/4 thoroughly done
as we could do it. Some few were over-
looked, but not intentionally.
2. The visitations were undertaken in
the interest of no one church, but of
every church in the city. The informa-
tion gathered has been given to the
church to which it belongs.
3. Those' who made this canvass
were cordially received and deeply im-
pressed with the importance of this
work and of the good that may thus be
accomplished.
4, The work thus far has been done
by the Local Endeavor l7nion as such,
but now must be prosecuted by the in-
dividual churelies. The greeted bless-
tags ATV yet to ono. from this visitation,
if those Interested in the work of their
church will further lesisteuln It. Thee
fiNttrt• show the ttmatrtuttity
for wittit
And Its 1110 KtillfsllYttft#01 began this
work bit "Christ Mel the eltureh," let
I hem, mid Idiots cc lititIONe it "for His
#111111P. sake-.'' W. .1. Kist+.
l'res. t Local Union,
L. Price's Cream Baking Powdat
World's Fair tiigbest Award.
& N. Earnings.
A «imperative. statement of the' gross
earnings of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company for the third week
in March are as follows : Freight, '246,-
710 ;;pussenger, $ 76,625; miscellaneous,
$240515; total /340.400 which is a de-
crease of ee,66.1 when compered with
the. corresponding week in 1495 and a
decrease of $12.095 cenipareri with the
eirrersioneling week in 1594, and a de-
crease of $66.125 ceempared with the
corresponding week in 1e113.
For the first three weeks in Mareh
the. gripes earnings amount to $1,079,420,
all increase of $1,i55 over corresponding
period in 1595. but a decrease of rese,400
from 1594, and a decrease of $195,240
from 1493.
For the time between July 1st 1/495
awl March 21st 1s96 the gross; earnings
wen.: Freight. $10.6e7,670; picesengee,
$3.452,398 tnita•i•llaneons, $963, 4t15; to-
tal $15,0k3,933, which is All inesease of
062,163 over corresponding period of
1594-95, and an increase. of $1,0e4 4e7
over 1593-94, but a decrease. $1,550,8e9
from 1592-93. Mileage,
Rev Barrow's Sig;4tirr1.
Rev. J. T. Barrow, formerly of this
city and now of Oweilsleiro, hit- a sug-
gestion for law-makers as tee the man-
ner et electing U. S. Senators. He.
suggests* a change in the law so that the
legislature. would have to take tea bal-
lots fur Senator, one each day for eet
days, or twee each day fo' Ave days. 
Ifno Senator is elected, then the. mat-
ter gate to the people at their next reg-
ular State' election, the incumbent hoei-
ng until his successor ire thus chaeia.
A Good Investment.
The Safety Building and Loan Com-
pany of Wincheeter, Ky., will Nell to
persons desiring a safe investment for
money, 7 per cent. full paid up stock,
interest payable scene-annually. Hold-
er of stock cieli withdraw money after
12 mos. Continue- cannot call in this
stock for five years. This deck is for
gale now at par $1451 a share. This




Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder





THE NEWS OF THE NATION.
PIPSCIAL TO NEW LEA.
Ilerelkfort, March 31.-A number of
warrants for the December salary of
members of the Legislature were pre-
sented to the State Treasurer for pay-
ment, but were not accepted by that offi-
cer on account of the fact that the.
money necessary to cash the was not on
hand, and the Treasurer further has no
idea when it will be. It will be remem-
bered that when the Legislature ad-
journed on the 17th Mgt many mem-
bers then tried to draw their per diem,
but were refused. At that time the
Treasurer only paid the members their
mileage and stationary accounts, and
that took nearly all the funds then on
hand.
BOOM IS SAFE.
[selectee TO NEW ERA)
Maysville, Kg., March 81-The friends
of Governor Bradley, in this city, who
had determined a few days ago to ask
him to withdrew from the Presidential
race, after hating further investigated
his chances, have dee•ided that his boom
Ls safe-that he can and will receive the
vote. of Kentacky in the St. Louis con-
vention-and 4IIIVe therefore determined
to withdraw their request for him to
give op the retie. The Governor had a
consultation with a number of his
friends from different parts of the State
at the (ialt forIll134. in Louisville last
night, and it et thought that this action
of his Maysville feierids is the result of
that consultation. It is said that his
friends talked to him last night in such
a manner as to cause him to be very
hopeful of getting the complimentary
vote of this State in the National con-
vention, thus putting bin in a position
where he might be brought in as
a compromise candidate in case McKin-
ley did not get the nomination on the.
find ballot and should feeling run so
high as to make the nomination of any
of the other men now in the. field dan-
gerous to party success.
DROPPED DEAD.
KPIKILILL TO NEW EILA. )
Lexington, March 31.-Mr.
Robb, a well-known
place, droppe4 dead at
this morning. Mr. Robb was











SPEkIAL TO NEW ERA. J
Nashville, Tenn, March 31.-John R.
Beasley, the lawyer who was recently
shot by Chief. Justice Snodgrass* of the
Supreme Cbart of Tennessee, has
brought snit against that officer for $10.-
000 damages. The affair created flinch
excitement at the time it occurred, as a
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of a
State hi not supposed to go about armed
to the teeth. '
TIM -IOWA."
IsPW'1,41. Te NEW 5014.1
March 141:-The hatih
ship lost Is wont Intinctiod fn.*, Crimp •
shipyard Sett atsitly aftsrtinots Whet'
she slipped 414to her ersolle and (lipped
her virgin deed in the waters of the
Deleivare, MAI'S navy received
the mood pewerful fighting vessel a-
float.
FOetGING AHEAD.
;sele('tee. TO NEW nu)
Washington. March 31.-Maj. McKin-
ley's candidacy goes cheerfully and
blandly on ie corroboration of Senator
Chandler's cielebrrted boodle interview.
He carried pittsburg ill Saturday's con-
ventions over Quay's opposition. Out
of 376 deleglitee chosen he is credited
with 244, or 54', per cent The manu-
facturers are making themselves felt in
the race Snore strongly every day.
Platt's control of New York Will keeps-
t/ov. Morton second with the sixty
votes of the Empire. State.
A COMBINATION.
tSISI('IAL TO NEW ERA)
Austin, texas, March 31.-It is said
that the PSpulises and Republicans in
Texas have a move. on foot by which
they hope to capture the State this year.
The Republieans have made a fluent
proposition to the Populists by whirl,
the Populists are to place the Republi-
can presidential electors on their ticket
tele year, While. the Republicans 
will
put the Populist candidates for State of-
fices on the. Republican ticket.
EtelJISVILLE'S MAYOR,
ectesctse Ti) NEW ERA]
Louisville, March 3I.-An opinion
was rendered by Judge Field yester-
day to the effect that Mayor Todd's
term will expire in November of this
year. The ease will be at once taken to
the Court Of Appeals.
THREE REASONS.
elleactei. TO NEW ERA)
WAfdlitilibon, March 31.-The follow-
ing are the three chief reasons given by
the. Supreme Court of the United States;
ley which the Louisville and Nashville.
Railroad Onntoeny cannot acquire the I
C. o. & SW. railroad.
"Find-that a general right to pew-
ehase. or ceinsolielate with other nails
WAS never Conferred on the L. & N.
mad,
esieconde-That the Chesapeake Com-
or property with that of any other road
owning a parallel or competing line.
-Third-That, concede* that the re-
quiaite power existed in both the coin
mulles Secret] 204 of the Constitution
of 1891 was a legitimate exercise' of the
police power of the letate. and forbade
such a eceueolidation.
BIG LOSS.
Is:Melee TO NEW ERA
Lothgville, March 31. -Member, of the
Pleasure Ridge Park Dietillery Company
still estimate the total loss out buildings
and whisky by Saturday's fire at $600,-
000. Insurance on the; to the extent of.
$398.335 had been placed in Louisville.
What insurance is held by foreign hold-
en* of whisky in the warehouses- can sot
be accurately computed for !some days.
two ASSIGNMENTS.
:SPECIAL TONEW ERA)
Lonieville, March 31.- Neve-burger,
?venire & Co., of this city, itmagned
yesterday, with liabilities $1i0eAse and
assets of $60,000. A deed of assignment
was also filed by Mewls. Levi, Newbur-
pier di Co., with liabilities about $100,-
000 and assets estimated at $125,000.
Both Anne, wholesale- noteme, hope. to
resume
THREE HUNDRED PERISH
sPECIAL TO NEW ERA.;
Wsehingtote March 21.4.-A cablegram
to the t7hineese Legation in this city to-
ddy brought news of a most horrible
fidelity that occurred yesterday itt
Kiang. China. An 4.xplogion of toweer
took place, tithing three hundred mete
THE FOUR BILLS,
Ti) THE NEW MU.)
Frankfort,Ky., March 28.-Gov. Brad-
ley vetoed the resolution for the benefit
of the widow of the late Judge Caswell
Bennett. He allowed the Hiles Com-
pulsory Education Bill to become a law
without his signature. and iutopted a
similar course with the bill to pay the
family of the. late lease- Wilson his per
diem up to the time his successor quail-
sled.
REVOLT AGAINST REED.
sew *1/11, TO NEW MA -
Washington. Mardi 2S.-The revolt
against Czar Reed began in the HMIS!.
yesterday. In spite of his order. the
lions.) voted to take tip bills on the pre
Tate calendar, and later, against his
wishes. and in spite of his floor-bowleg,
adjourned until Monday.
REFORMERS.
[SPECIAL Ti) NEW ERA;
Syracuse, N. Y., March 31.-A State
convention of "the retormers of the State
New York, irrespective of party af-
filiations,' has been called to meet in
this city on April 214 to elect delegates
to the nominating convention of the
Nat on el Reform party at Pittsburgh on
May 25th.
REED OR McKINLEY.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Concord, N. H., March 31.-The Re-
publican State Convention to instruct
delegates to the St. Louis convention
was called to order to-day. There is a
fall attendance. of delegates. The Re-
publicans of this Slate are thought to
be about equally divided between Mc-
Kinley and Reed, and one of them will
receive the instructions, but at prevent
it can not safely be predicted which one
will be the fortunate man. No easel-
candidate will be voted for at all in the
convention.
AWARDED A MEDAL OF HONOR.
specter. TO NEW ERA.
Washington, D. C., March 30.-A
medal of honor has been awarded to
Brevet Maj, Gem. William J. Sewall,
United States Senator from New Jer-
sey, by direction of the President, for
.1)ospicions gallantry At the battle of
Chancellorsvi lie, May 5, 1/463. Although
a Colonel and badly wounded this officer
assumed command of a brigade and re-
mained out the field threughout the
battle.
THE EVANN B11.14.
Pi4k4 111. UI ssw 55 I
Washington, Marl, 111.-Tbe tern'
wince use Way. anti Moans Itsa tilfroed
to retort favoninly the Evstio hill In
tottnit illetilhes to 144114. theft onesie Its
fond. ,The bill Was 11fItt41 HIP by intern*
al revenue add the 'fade* dietillera of
the country. It is said it will have. a
tendency to increase. our extort trade in
bottled goods.
TO MAKE EP: ROCKS LITTLE.'
Georg*. Washingeon, the' chicken thiet
at whom Miss Clara MeallS shot Sunday'
morning. wee tried before Jueige Hall -
bet"' and mete to the. work house for
twenty-one days.
ise•
The open weason for wild ducks ex-
pires to-day. As wild ducks are scarcer
in this part of the State than hen's
teeth. it Is Apt probable that any local
hunters will get into trouble by violat-
ing the law.
•*•
The small boys have. already started
playing basic ball. The ••Virgillia
Streets" and Jesup Avenues- have or.
gauized for the season. They will play
a match game Saturday.
THE. NLW PfILSIDLNT.
Tribute to Edmund Harrison of
Bethfl Female Coilcge.
The following es a (lipping from the
Western Recorder of last week and is a
purely voluntary tribute. front a very
high source. Prof. H. H. Harris is 
one
of the. ablest seholare in the 
South and
a man of the highest Christian 
charac-
ter. He is professor in the S
outhern
Baptise Theological e3eminaryen Louis-
ville, Ky. The Recorder says:
"Allow me a few lines to give some
expreiseion to my own delight and otter
my congratulations to the bret
hren on
the election of a loved frien
d and life-
long colaborer to the 
presidency of
the Bethel Female College..
 He is by
leirth and training a high-toned
 gentie-
man, by divine grace a devout a
nd sim-
ple-hearted Christian, by 
heredity. edu-
cation and practice. an exeellent 
teacher,
and withal en earliest, soun
d and ',opt •
Ian teacher of the (;ospel. 
l'arente may
commit their daughters to his care w
ith
every assuranes that his beet
 efforts
will be employed tewareis sec
uring •
complete tic% elopement in all the er
rioes
of 'creel and matinee, in leree
eth and
thoringhtiess of int-eller tnel culture.
and ill these spieitnal charms th
at make
the ere 'NV 11 of lei!! woe:
. • hood.
patty was Sever veeted with the ix) Or Price's Cream 
Bet.insr
'e consolidate its capital stock, 
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It seems to be settled that the Missou-
ri Dente-It-racy will, in its State conven-
tion. instruct for free silver.
Event Christian couiity, Where tht.
Repthhetins have beset accustomed to
swallow everything that was in any
way connected with Republicanism-
eeeept the negro who furnished the
votes to elect the ticket-has rejected
Bradley, and goes for the Ohio man for
the Presidency. It was right to reject
Bradley, therefene it was unexpected.
McKinley not only trespassed. but he
walked all over the grass of -favorite
son" Quay in the Pittsburg. Pennsylva-
nia, district Saturday. When it comers
to getting votes MeKinley is like Death.
in that he 'is non:Teeter of persons."
But if elected to the Presidency he
would be like Death to flue country in
IllOre respects than one.
Edison ie deeply interested in fluor-
escence, which is defined -as the proper-
ty poosieseed by some transpanqit sub-
stances of becoming self-luminous while
they are expiated to the direct stetson of
light. It is a branch of science which
has been but slightly explored, and, in
connection with the new ray. may be ex-
petted to give some ettrpnsing results.
The St. Louis Globe-Deuescrat says:
"The fact be-slimes more distinct as the
days pass that the silver question as a
factor of distail a tee will be entirely
eliminated fr. m tit' Republican situa-
tion before' the meeting of the St. Louis
Convention." Before the St. Louie
convention shall have adjourned the!
Globe-Demoerat will have had ample!
cause to change its opinion.
Bradley's managers and friends are
easily satisfied, that is, if the report
that they arta., r18I lAtitql Ile will receive
the vote of the entire. Kentucky delega-
tion at Sr. Louis be true. But then,
these fellows who an. advising with
Bradley do not care a snap about his
chances, and are satisfied if they can
only succeed in pinking him neurvr
that they do :-most t.f them have axes
to grind.
The English are hat ieg a hard time
of it in Matabele land. It is a shame
that those people should object to being
robbed of their rich lands by the Etglieh.
This im not the first time that those peo-
ple have shown hew ungrateful they
were to the English for (outing way
down there and aettling out their midst
and tektite the ilia Mineral* that eh
riumber their Willa them it,
Katikpe, where they will not bother
thew any mom
The nitwit-MI and busineed troubles in
this country began in 11473 when the in-
famous crime of the demonitisittion of
silver was committed. Debasing by leg-
islation oue-half of the metallic money
of the country. stoppiug its coinage and
placing the whole weight on gold has
practieally destreyed one-half of the
primary money of the country and
doubled the value of the other half. As
money rises ereryth ing else falls. There
can be no genuine prosperity while the
prices of so many commodities are fall-
ire/.
Touching what are called -the ameni-
ties of war," Archibald Forbes remarks
in his recent book that much that is said
upon the subject is mere humbug. The
object of military operations, he points
out, Le to deal as hard blows against the
opposing army We possible, and then to
cause so much suffering to the inhabi-
tants of a (oniony that they will long
for peace. "War is hell," Sherman
once declared and Sheridan said,
"Nothing should be left to the people
but eyes to lament':
The law carefully guards the secrecy
of the teatime between a physician
and his putiente. Not only is he protect-
ed in a refusal to diseckee facts thus ob-
tained, hut when he sells them for any
pm-pose' he is liable to a severe penalty.
In such a case jusst decided in England
a euplaining patient has been awarded
$010,030 damages against a physician,
and the court ruled that it did not make!
any differ-tire whether the story was
true or a.se. so far as the question of
the ferdunt's culeability was con-
cerned
The ruin ofa badly-Organized, badly
equipped Italian army, led by a rash
and imptasive General, will lead the
Dervishes and their allies to imagine
that they can wipe out a British line of
battle. Their first charge upon the
modern rifles and machine. guns will
probably be their hat. l'hey will, or at
least what's left of them, will fine! a vast
difference/ between fighting English
troops who are well paid and well fed,
and fighting Dagos who reeeive only :3
cents per day pay and are exceedingly
poorly fed. _
Representative Larnham, of Madieon
county, is in a bail fix. He has been
promised the position of Deputy Intact-
knee Commissioner, and he wants the
place now, but the A nititor. ailing un-
der orders from Bradley, will not give
it to him yet, leaatise he will be needed
in the Legislature if there should be an
extra session. They ean not afford to
have him resign, because his successor
would boa Democrat-he having slipped
In on account of the failure of many
Democrats' to vote last fall. With a
Democrat as Bnruarn's stumessor and
Republicans AS successors of Landes,
Well, Junta and Walton,, the parties
'would he tied on joiet I allot, and tithe
fart will probably keep Bnruam out of a
good office.
The Christian county Repuhlicane al-
low the negro..s to vote, hut when they
get up to speak in opposition to the
white booties they are called down from
the pereh--ae R. N. Lander, the colored
lawyer, found out yesterday. It does
seem that the newton will never learn
that their only business iu politics is to
vote AR their boot directs :-whenthat
has been done they have fulfilled their
mission, and can go off and die PO far as
the white Republicans care. Between
elections the negro is of little import-
mice to the Republican politicians, but
they begin to manifest an interest in
them as soon as the political pot begins
simmer, anti this interest grows deeper
and fleepeZ the closer the eleot1011 draws
near, and on election flay all white Re-
publican politicians stand ready to shed
the hot drop of their hearts' blood in de-
fense of the -
aft, r 1rra has east his hallot,-thsit from
an -Afro-Ani ‘rican" he hecopk,44.imply
a plain, sat ry-day "d-u ni s.;er," mid

















1iABUSES TO CORREts ..
ere Is one reform in nen to tho
niter. of a Legislative sesein t that 1
ple ought to demand a con- I
to demand. until some . , • n is:.. .1
 
u is the matter. We refeii to th i
twee of mileage to the menders td .
*tuns Under the I.:tie as it
Ain& anti has been standilig sin, ,
. the members of loth botte•Ites ,s.
Senora' Assembly,/ are alltet.ed, tit
tient to their per diem of $Se the
of fifteen eente for espeh mile
tied between their respectii c hunt, e
the Istae..capital in going hi and re-
her l., front ecesions of the Leg; elatnre.
ago, before the I.:ulnae s were
t and when potpie had to -wet in
-! coaches and by steambot ts, tie.
alioivanct of Fifteen cents per n ile we
mat 
-
., and a table was made out m
wh h was placid the distance the
con ity seat of each ((flinty te  Fr.uik-
for. This table was an oflieti guide
for he clerks to no' in paying; e mein•
be4. and the distance placed; in this
tab was calculated by the stage route
usuAlly traveled by the public between
the several county seats and the, capital,
AIL ill mazy eases was Ilees 1 y very
ciriuttona. For instance, the Idistanee
frton Hopkinsville and the coities in
thi4 immediate section to Fraiiktfort was
cal I:dated to Smithland, a St amboat
Luting on the Ohio river . iuth of
Pat ucali, and front !here up the Ohio to
the month of the Kentuckse river. and
then up that stream to' l - Frankfort.
making the mileage very great, as one
will readily see by looking at .a map of
those winding streams. That Was then
the route traveled by everybody. anti
was the most convenient. From many
parts of the State the route to the capi-
tal was even more round about than the,
one cited. In those days the fifteen
cents allowed was not too much, con-
sidering the expenses and annoyance of
traveling. This table of distances has
never been changed, althea** it has
been. many years same ally one
Frankfort by the routes laid de




• lature is paid according MM.
ow that the railroad has supplanted
thel stage coach and the steanS lost. and
that it costs only three cents ier milt to
traVel (where one has not a pa',) as a
matter of justice to tax-paye of the
State. this legalized fraud oug to be
stopped-in fact, ought to hay ended
years ago. There has not heed a TIP tu-
ber of any Legislature for the past twen-
ty years or more who has traveled over
the route for which he has drawn mile-
age, and this being the case he has had
no Short of right to the money thus paid
to him from the pockets of the People of
Ketauctry. When this matter Di brought
to the attention of any legislator, as it
hail frequently been done, he sitnply re-
marks that the matter of Making a
change has been neglected, been over-
looked. owing to the fact that, the mini-
berg had generally been too baste to at-
tented to it-but they never neglect to
draw pay for many miles that they nev-
er I travel. Many honest men draw
1
thi s mileage, knowing that as 0 matter
of ustiee they are not entitled to it, but
thsfr silence their eonscienceeby staying
that the law allows it, and if it is not
right the law ought to be chanced. But
thasi law never will be changed ntil the
peeple rise up and demand it: The leg-
islators are net going to ent off nythinsr
frolm what they can get from :the State
un il public opinion forces three to do so.
ere is another matter along this
e has that ought to be chat ged, too,
-and that is in regard to stationary.
Seetion 374 of the Revised Statutes of
Kentucky tBarbour and Carrell, Melo
says : "In lieu ,if stetionary there shall
he allowed each Member of the
t bewail Asessinitly thiclutting tin.
Lanitetiatit•tlovertiori the
ing sums To oath tiettatoe tint
mil of Pill, and to oath itopreavutative
the Atm of 001, and fur such sum this
Auditor shall draw hie warrant on the
Treasurer in favor ef such Senetor and
Representative at the beginning of each
sess-iou of the General Assembly to be
paid out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, Stoup:as.
noWnvElt, that $.5 addition be allowed
to the chairman of each of the
several committees of both Houses."
This is a bad idea, and a costly one.
Many members never use any station-
ary, but pocket the money and are
ahead just that much. Few of them
transact enough public business to cost
as much for the stationary as is allowed
fors-and certainly the idea is not to
pay for stationary used for privatebusi-
&este The way for the State to do is to
buy the stationary and give it to the
members as it is needed., , and, in
this way, thousands of dollarS will be
saved. There are thirty-eight Renators
to draw $3.5 each, and. one, hundred
Representatives to draw PIO each. A
caleulation will show this to mimed to
a large gum. Few of the members of
either branch of the Legishithre will
ase. de worth of stationary in the sixty
days they are in seesien. ,
ese matters. Here's a chance fir
the public should demand :a change
in 
the Republicans, who, in the Ompaign,
Milled so much of economy, to. 4o some-
thing of real value to the State.;
The members of the Legislature have
no right whatever to make any cone
plant because the warrants :fpr theiray 
cannot be caah(xl by the Tee:stouter.
On account of the disgraceful way in
wla ch they behaved and on account of
their failure to do anything in the way
of 1 • Wien they would have rio right
to 'kick' if they Nevrat got illy pay
for that session. Kentucky Inut already
paid very dearly for their worL, and it
will be years before she gets ithrough
paying. If these men had *Retitled to
the ,business they were sent to Frankfa t
to transact, and had provi(Ld Means for
putting some money into the ,Treasury
their warrants could be cashed. They
haee nobody but themeelves to blame
for the fact that there is no Money on
haat!. Besides this, they should ri-
me4ub.r that they are not the e ily peo-
ple lwh., hold State warrants that the
Trttaurvr can not rash. There are hun-
dreds of public schoolteachers, vho, in
order to get money to buy the nervosa-
riea of life, have had to sell their claims
at in enormous discount. The toerubers
of this Legislature, before lets ing
Frankfort. drew their mileage and sta-
tionary money, which in mat y eases
more than paid their expenteis whilt•
they were in attendance at the Capital,
as the mileage in many eases, amounts
to a large stun by reason of ifs being
caloulated over a very eirenitonS route.
Mfr. Frank, Col E. G. Seth+e's op-
.
pen' nt for the Congressional uomuna-
tlt)T is in this city, or at least 1-he was
last night, and he is affiliating With the
Pas ell wing of the Repriblienn party,
or t least he was last night, 'Satellite! he
wit seen doing se. This meaoa trouble
for Ago as sure as anything, aid if he
donl't keep his eyes skinned hi , will get
an badly knocked out as Brea* was at
the. /114seing of the Christian County
Executive Committee.
We peer you a Remedy Which Insures
SAFETY to 1.1E E of
Mother and Child. '
'VOTHERS'FRIEND”
SOBS CONFINEMENT OE Rs pArt.
gollItillt AND DANGF R.
Makes CHILD-BIRTH Easy.
Ellerilorsell and recommended It. physi-
els a midwives and those who have
It. ja.waro of substitutes and
Se t hy esproot Ir wooI 'on to ',I' wo. ,
Ss per halide. Pk irrkl F'I'.
1.501 dicer' c ,Lal0000r
FULD REGULA1G11 CO., Alatinta, ea.
pear. ST ALL 1/11.Uld..ISTS,
so
elreall101"
"Big as a Barn Door.'
PLUG
For 5 cents you get almost as
much "Battle Ax" as you do of
other high grade goods for 10 cents.
Before the days of "Battle Ax"
1
 consumers paid 10 cents for same
quality: Now, "Battle Ax"
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The Georgia Senatorial contest be.-
tween crisp and Holt, Smith promises
to be a lively one.
It will be melees to hold -a-eonvention
in Tennessee as Bob Taylor already has
nearly all the votss-and will soon get
the remainder.
_
The resolutions of the New Hamp-
shire; Republican State Convention are
about as complimentary to McKiuley as
they are to Reed, as they declare that
either the National convention none
inane; will snit them.. The Democrats
ars, going to let the Republicans have
the vote of New Hampshire in the Pres-
idential eltation next November.
The. coninnuitier-in chief of nil the
armies of Kehtneky sts ins to be of the
oeistion that 110 one ill tile State eXeept
hilnibelf hits any idea et or ilesire and
ability for administering justice. Of all
the Governors who have pretested him
in office Bradley is the first one who
eVOr underomsk to) instruct circuit
jullges in regard to the managemeet of
their offices, and who ever manliest,
that a man would not get a fair trial in
any of our circuit comes because he
was a negro. That letter that Bradley
wrote to the Judge of the circuit court
for Green county was written solely for
the purpose of gaining political enpital
with the negroes The reply of the
judge watt, If hp were Reims to lii diet'
OW 11 a letter Hi all, the MINI 1411' for
h1111 tes (tore modes
, -
State of Olite, City of Toledo,
Lucas County.
Frank J. Cheney utakee oath that he.
ie the renter partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheny & Co., doing business DI the Clty
of Toledo, County and State atoresals.
and that said firm will pay the aunt of
one hundred dollars for each and every
as. of Catarrh that can Lot be cured
by the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Feaeis J. CB EN FA-.
Sworn to before me anti subscribed in
my preemie*, this tith day of December.
A. D. ltsse.
,
A. W. GLEASON,SEAL! Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
ter'Sold by Druggists, The.
With McKinley as the Republican
nominee for the Presidency there is to
reason why the Democrats should not
be able to win with any good man. Mc-
Kinley is a man of only one idea, and
that idea is one that the people have
twice repudiated at the polls-the pro-
tective tariff. It matters not at all whut
sort of a platform the Republican party
may put McKinley ,upon. they can not
deceive the public. McKinley is a plat-
form within himself, and nothing that
a convention (-mild adopt would cause
the people to associate hint with 1110re
than the one and only policy he ever
defended or ever pretended to know
anything about. His very name is a sya
nomyn for a higIL tariff. McKinley is
weak, and the prominent politicians of
his party know it, and if one will only
observe closely it will be readily seen
that the politicians are not supporting
hint-except a few who see that his
nomination is inev:table and who want
to be ou the is hieing side. The big
lead that he has over his opponents ito
not tine to popularity, and his friends
do not pretend that it is,-it is due to
the fact that three-fourths or more of
the votes he has received have been
bought for him by the pattered mane-
awful-ere, who want to write the next
tariff 'awe() suit themselves, as they
did the one a few years ago, which was
called the MeKinley bill, but not one
line of which MeKinley wrote hints!?.
His manager, are not CVO•11 deifying th, t
votes are being fought for law, anti
Senator Chandler and other Republican
Senators make this charge openly, alto
they are not replied to. These maim-
faetarers are going to fortes McKinley
on the party, IMO bankers and all other
classes of business men who know how
a threatened revision of the tariff para-
lyzes hardness; for menths are not going
to take any chances on having him
to re-open this question, and they
stand ready to supply money In aliy
quiintity to defeat him if it cannot Is,
done in any other way, and when it
comes to money,the manufaeturers will
not be in it against the 1)u:finess men
who will cotubine to prevent any new
interrnptien to business whieh has just
fairly begun to recover from the. result
of years of Republican misrule. And
these men who will put up this mon, y
are Republicans, but they are not will-
ing to ruin the countey for the sake of
their party.
A mirror could not lie if it wanted to.
The glass has nothing to gain by eat
tery. If the roses of health and plum,
lose of beauty are leaving your fn. •
your mirror will tell you so. Health .
the greatest beautifier in the world
When a woman wee the indications of
ill-health in the face, she may with al
most absolute! certainty look for the
•anee ill one or both of two conditions-
enstipation, and derangement of the
iirtrans distinctly feminine. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription will cure perma-
nently and positively auty so-called efe•
male complaint." Dr. Pierce's Pleasaitt
Pellets will cure constipation. There is
ito reason its the world wily a woman
should not be perfectly healthy. She
Will gain in health, strength and
li011oWS and angles will give place to
fullness and grail,. She will he that
noblest and meet beautiful or all ciao-
tam-a perfect woman.
--
Send 21 cents in one-cent staunps
World's Dispensary Mtslieul Assoeis
lion, Buffalo, N. Y., teat waive Dr.
t Pierce's llsen page "Common Sense Me-si-
Ical putfueely illustrated.
•
The people of this sentare- t hong! t
that, Chweland as 00111 Is' feel enough
to announcce himself for a third term in
tin' White House evidently did not know
tin! man.
-
MeKinley is knoeking Reed's best eye
out up in New Englund. Reed must
haves been misinformed or he would
have never said that all New England
was ('honoring for him to make the race.
Bradley kin ves the people cif Kentncky
too well to attempt to call an extra rece-
ption of the Legodianre and elect it
Unittel States Seeman. without having
tailed special elections in Demo. retie as
well as Republican distub ts.
It is thought that the present Congnes
will pees the hilliest I:filler mark in the
matt er appro., iriat a .IIS. Nti 11,1111:
the Ilepublivaits ars always talking
alesat hard times. they ought t.. know
exactly how hard they ate as they art•
the people' that make tin in so.
It is striaigo that an ind • ,t pa-
p r should always be chteSea ith a Re-
publit an paper, but such i, the tate of
the independent Louisville Commercial.
It pt-el ably :mans that ;t is md; eeleet
oi any Deneerstic adhesive. Tis.com-
msreial titn•t he independeht bes ins., it
has fir years stated that it is.
Siliator Pettigrew.. of Si it I oitkota.
I. a hod, lie atteiiiiisi !mho
, 10110,1111th Inity,,111 tin, 'Alf •i1VAtjt•
for 1144.11111111 trIm` RI1 1 'nuttit tat I, III,
ehltte Oa sty plate's! In 011fils'il
by 411,1 to. oleo*. free raver. They
is not appoint him tletegate untal
h,'etl this.
If nit 1.Afrit se.halt 01 Of L gislatur
is to he called for the purees.. of trans-
acting bus Mess. for remedy tho• finale
cial troubles of the State. the (11.verner
would do well to leave. (sat of the calf
the ele.etion of a United State* Senat(its
or else the wind" 14,1Sir111 would Is
thrown away just like thaluet tat• is-as,
aud the State would ma be Ixetetitteel a
bit, but on the contrary vionit1 be tiewper
in debt.
_ .
Rather a strange state of affairs exists
in Temuesee. The Democratic amid Re-
publican conventions will be held before'
very long, and yet there is no avowed
candidate for Gewernor in the field,
Harrisa. the only 
Democrat who ari-
nounced, having withdrawn. Bob Tay-
lor, however, is receiving the instruc-
tions of all the counties, as he says It
will take the office if the people forts
it on him, but that he will net chits.
after it. It "seldom that a politician
van he that indepetelent.
Dr. Price's Cream baking Powdei
WorldE• Fair Highest Medal and Diploma.
IOWA SILVER CONVENTION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
DO's Moines, Iowa, April 3.-Anios
Stekel, State Chairman of the Silver
Party of this State, has issued the call
for a State convention in this city July
14. The ( onventlou will twine! thirty-
five Ilelegutes,to the. National
Union Convention at St. Louis. July22.
The (all states thst old parties have re-
peatedly pledged themselves to Milt ritain
the! parity of gold and silver, and have
just as often repudiated their pledgee
and that the people must act indepeud-
ei.tly of the parties. There is much
talk of bringing Bob's out as in candi-
date of the National Bawl:Lille Parts-
for President. That talk has been
fat ing in seriousness in tie,' St- s • and
out ef it for some time, told it is a I'S-
tt!tir011 of the silver men Veit their
rem sentient W ill take ate, h ill that eine.-
Spring
Medicin
Your blood in SprIng is almost certain to
be full of impurities - the accumula-
tion of the wester morons, had ven-
tilation of sleeping rooms, impure air
in cl wettings, factosies and shops, over-
eating, heavy, improper foods, failure
of the kidneys and liver properly to do
extra work thus thrust upon them, are
the prime causes of this condition. It
13 of the utmost importance that you
Purify
Your Blood
Now, as when warmer weather comee and
the tonic effect of cold bracing air is
gone, your weak, thin, impure blood
will not furnish necessary strength.
That tired feeling, besot appetite, will
open ths way for serious disease, ruined
health, or breaking out of humors and
impurities. To make pure, rich, red
blood Hood's Sarsaparilla stands un-
equalled. Thousands testify to Its
merits. Millions take it as their
Spring Medicine. Get Hood'-, 'cause
ood's
Sarsaparilla
the lino True Mood Puraler. All (Imagist.. IL
Prepared only bye. I. Hood &(o., Imuell. Mass.






Did Address the A t' Bottles 4,000,000.
P. A's.
known Failures 2 only.
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[SPEC1.11. TO NEW EIZA..
Louisville. April 2.-The Court of
Appeals hits just rendered a rivets on in
regard to the case of John R. Mures
sheriff of Jefferson comity, whose office
in January With deelared vacant by
County Judge Ritchie. because of his
failnre to renew his bond on the day
the law requires. court decides
he is entitled to his office ftir the re-
mainder of his term. tints snstaining the
deeisfbn of Judge Fields o' t a L tuitovills
Circuit Coma who decided tied the
Comity Judge had uot proceeded legally
when he removed Mums and appoint-
ed Schultze.
DENIES ALL.
[SPFA'IS.I. TO NEW Eli 4]
Lenisville, April 2.-In an interview ,
taken in by one of his friends and
published by request, Gov. Bradley de-
ities neatly everything staid to have oc-
enned during his visit to Louisville
Monday night, except the speeches at
A. P. A. councils.
NEW PRESIDENT.
Washington. April S. - News from
Kingston. Jamaica, says that T. Simon
Sam, formerly Minister -of War for
Hayti. has been elected President to
succeed Gen. Hippolyte, dees.amel, by
the Senate and Ileum. if Represetita-
Wee. Perfect tranquility revailti and
then. tire 110 ilidientiMIN Of any distat•
isfact Mn it ii HIP ele See fir executii e.
JUDGE PULLIAM.
Frankfort, April 2.-Gov. Ilradley ho
is said to he serionely considering th,
pardon of Judge Pulliam. formerly
County Judge of Breckinridge county,
and about whose killing of the titan
Miller, with all the then and subsequied
details, the public is centiliter with.
Great masque ef various kinds has
been brought to be ar oie Vie Governor
In Pullinin's behalf ever sines. the lieu
Aeltithlistrntieut began. His datightste
are hew hero lulu tilIng foe alt ill1111.4thite
'Pik lir IRIP'sr"
In the ease, mitt severat of the Stott
(inlets are also using their influent.,
with the Covert:or to get him to St rat
the plosion teward which le. is said t.,
have become very favorably Dictated.
UNDER WATER.
[:-MelaI. TO NEW ERA.]
New York, Aoril aecouut of
the rides and the melting snow, all the
streams in this State are more or less
swollen, and in many caste they are en-
tirely out of their banks. Five or six
towns in the State are entirely under
water, and the losses in them will be
tremendous. The people in those towus
have taken refuge in the surrounding
country. The streams have not yet In -
gnu to go down.
5111.05.55.15545/55  
Gladness Comes
Well a better understanding of the
v v transient nature of the malty phys-
ical ills, eitieit selfish befi.re properef-
`ores -to! nt le e lions-pleas/int eiforta-
rightly directed. '11.1141e is etsufort in.
the knowledge, that eo ninny ferms ut
:sickness( are not due to any actual dis-
ease. hut :simply to u conatipated conch-
tion of the eyeiem. which the leasant
family laxative, Syrup of Isises, prompt-
ly removes. That is silty it is the only
remedy with mill ions of (i! ni i 1 ies. and is
everywhere esteemed SO highly by all
win value good health. Its nenetitial
effects are due to the fuel. that it is he
one remedy which prinnotes internal
eleaulineee without debilitating the
organs on which it nets. It is therefore
all important, in ender to get its bene-
fisial effects, to note when ytin pur-
chase. that you Italie the rennin... arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia isie Syrup co. tally and sold by
all repot:tide ft, irsd- ts.
If in the enjoyment of geed health,
end the system is regular, luxutivee or
ether remed;ce are then ttt needed. If
tiffliete,1 with a0- netoul dkea,,p. one
may be cemmend d to the treat skillful
physicians. bid :f a..e d of a hotative.
,me should have. ine an.1 with th.•
a-,'ll-infn-nt it teat-ye:lice.. Syrup of
ram stands laigive-lt and is tti-''t largely
used and git es most f.r.•iiet al rait.i.villoeti011.
. - -
[orrmussioner Sale!
Cil emit Court, Ky.
W. T. Tally
agitint
z.I. t ruttlintigh. )
In s-trttl" if S 111.10•nient and order of 'ale
t e. 4 Itrirtlem tireult Cotirt, rendered tit
the •-•• Member term tlo-reof. III floe
OiloPt%, t'POIPo. I R11/1 1I Ortlt•t•••11 so 1111Ter fOr *4110
oil III, Collrl hullo. door. In 11014013.A M.,
1•;,.. to the blidiert at tiU1l1 auction
o
‘1(indity the roll flay of pri 1
01011 as II o'eloek it, its., or therenistot,
'omit s Court 1100 I 111114.11 ft errolli ot .1 to. I.!
  Ito., the folio's hog described propert.
•
Om. trite] of 41 nerem and 12 poles of Mod
ing on the itorth ride of old Coition
It. roplke• Nati !Mout tai, Wrst of Hop-
kinm%111e, Hy. 1101 nen. tenet of Mod
iat Montt Ii •Itio• said road tool 14.11j011111114
III.' Prat named t Both of said !Meta ''f
kind were porcham-.1 by said rumbatigh
V  5.1. al,' 11.11,. I tot 1 (Wit .1 1.1
-Aliit'runihnonti iess t•Orek farm for It, ,ru iii tili
Med horse!, Thin Is n hart% Impro%
pint, tool a ,ry7salliiiiblo desirniole. Poof-
rlo•froot t b,-r'-.,f to primitive the 'Altus lot
.% ordered to he llllll !Mink to $7.-
A record impossible sinless deserved.
rleARAINTFE -Pat-chase* ow miry refunded
should 11110MR•toi 1140,4 rips... Olken Ita
doected, /ad to benefit any in-r-ein suffering
with Dyspepsia, Malaria, (lolls and Frifet,
Kidney ..ti.11.1%,r Tumbles, 11111011,01e14, Female
Infirmities Impure Blood. Weakness, Nervuuil
Troubles. Chromic Headache, or Neuralght.









Fo.%..s la ;• 1::%.17er v-A0
Genwal and tiervout.i De;Otty.
Nr,okiic,* r•f" .7•• a•t
mind, t i••••.•••••• of Er..
or 1.ree--, . • ,• •
Young. Hoolst., N..1
Manhood ['di Ibastort I.




-likeetits in a ci
AO. r
il 
It en t.-t-tlfy Irma 50 t4tates arid Fnreigl;
Countri.ta. Send for 111.....criptive ei-
pia Pat hip a ud uroofs, mailed (sealed; tree. 
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Cu'' so' Ito o' sr obi
CATAR11, laDACHE,
hEtainG:A. 1.zGRWPE,
\ Wii.l. CURE .-,'1..':;."-".,!4.1:
r . • • .gi, i-r.o, i ,'" :. Ili it2rti,(1411,:,0
1.1 o t1.-•; .. 101 ,,,',I  'ii. pft., t
- ..s ,,1:* to, I:.: t 1 Pt.:
; , 'ENDORSED ',','''
,,- ....„, i, i,1/2,. t
A.-,?,' 44,7---;.-...\ Oh ,,ot-. for I-,.,"
I'. \',\• ...0 
.„,/.....',Vlot 1 ../ 'viatica loo
‘. Cl.",oloDf .6ore Throe. - ,.., .
s .„..%.,-...,.......,:,...rwl---r china. Loa OR11.1.1,
Hr.,. 1 eVer, ISPOo
Ab...... -_. 1 ! 1..• to ....t P..top..1..1 .-..ito - MA iltalolorul aid ••
lallAb*Crill tOtlifoo
.1... mfrs. •Terp to 'h. ahrliplem INtens lhaernsi
I. 1•1.rtooto• I'm•Itnto oft 1•., LI. t .. Ir o •otto•torli. o
ow t•oto ••, I otokoo 000ir l'I'ftrmA!...5 Pr.., Co.
4, 4,1i -,4,1•• ...,...1.-5 ,•• A, t N-I- tt *5 MCI I o
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM
roll root', o nett ttI totem, 01.1111.14.1., eNsta,Woloopol,
&Yroottil, o/0•10410111 1 • rl• 411 tott0t 004101110•0 to
g11.144 l'ine. 47oe it lhar1har Psi% rat Alet1111.•ra 5ot.tor.. Guinn, is Drug_ IQ, IT-




and is the result of c.dds
mold sudden clintatie
changes.
it 'an he cored I.y p•,a4
set reuse ly Which la •Topf
41 • directly lot, it,. 1.011•
tills. tic, git,ck ty
wIrised I plies f 5,
ELY'S CREAM BALM
aroo nest-telt dt..  uncut•  or u tt enr,
for Nasal it Cold in Head alit/ eta, es%
er sl ine.t.e,. 11 op sand ele• air* Ii,
na al tits-awes stain t.11-11.n.1 Inedimmao t.
lett,• the* tol, °rotate:. the litambiane
rls 0-00 e- ?hr. ro,aes nr Ira t-
Prier- Sir I•npast i. or le
RflOrt rrt- a•ren stem, New Tors
81 ‘VALL 13APER BrMAII
1. New tlealgns.lie rind Witup. Elettneat Fills Se 00
, 'slat up. !Writers ;,
won*. rate*. reit
F , for postait••:Ing. le. It. .•
- I:. 1. 1.11w.rul
HINDERCORNS,
•ro•renly ortm-e Cure I.or( Aor.. r4 S 1. r. Ergo,. ern.,





-cr3s1 fir nand real&
isllYROYAL FILLS
j
• Oriel Sul iim.i COM, apoppstspo.
, '!•., 1.•o• haploid.. t•o.00t• oak
ti '.... 4 • ...,:.4 o or.C.41 4..i.r• F000.o• to r..•
• i• •t..414... o 44 honall.
..._ / 4•...‘, • ook,1 • rips firol • • . Ti.
ias whe, ats ,•••••••,-reo..••••••••11•/-• - d ,...., a. .. 55 • , d .50 At 5,4"do  ------
- 
 d ...4 ,...
ho -, ..10 , 1 i t C., woo •o• t ....la 51-1
Vor **Meta, r roo. 1 atl.••• •• .. ' '• . to• prtern
-. v..1_ 1 I y.a.1 't '.... I, , , .0,4 i'ar•ro.
•-•" orbgeForpterf too:ask..•(-1P., llopool!...ro Pinto."







Farmers, Ilhe the 0111 Reliable
El oiliest ead 
Lottie
Fertilize)
for your Sprites clops Bight Grade.
Beet quality. Seed tor fret, pamphlet
containing full infonma ion. Maeufais
t areal by
MICHIGAN l'.1I1L4' Woitifse,
I /. n bit ,
For sale by Forma As Bea.
1 -31 W:101hfi'pk;u,vill', Ky
IT \kV 111i :? I
SIGNS OF SPi1N6
Coons ..y Ntattltoo.' I hut t thin" tilt-
too.•toto. -wo•oo.•tiol .oto• oo.loo •t o•
to.o•s, rt. owthilsot.11%.
,!,•., h,•“1:itlo Tl,..
I,, lter for a 1114NNI o.
"eft
oti:.troluoi,tt.000•I ot it. lolo•Alti Howl. Illotoio r- AA ill
ire prepared to coMply prompt I% 0011 the." 
sRaedrsCa pl oaNolot.1.111. For the ptirol'hlige Viet% the ',Orrin's- Ir must eit-eute bond %%Ill. appro% ill surety,
or sureties. bearing lettni Interest from the ri la Compound.of rale 11 111 11 P11111. K1111 lot% Ing the fore.,
oo1 alpall












A Condensed II:story of ---
Brown's Iron FuI ALE
th..c ruka VI sit-I'll Om
"r 131 avid a II slf Ler 4.
11'..ter-Woeks All (Jet -r The House.
Hotel building with .10 rooms all fur-
I mean all the fnreit are hones,
Saila ntel kitchen to run the heel. Th.•
property is lexasest ett the Ohio Valley
Ratko:el Ili unites instil lb phinsville,
Ky. Six trains per day, eonnoctirg at
Princeton with Louisville Rod Wes-
tern K sanely ane at liopkiesvilie
with trains coming frron the North stool
Soli*. My reitSoll for Selling iii Oil Ile-
(111111t uif my health, ',lily. As I have
!nide money stemIlly there. Any 1"r-
rant Panting to low eau corn-void with
ate' at Cernl.lin 51111/1 ,•S 1 /11 the prettiness
for Celli, :11111 Wallaee, my agents, Hop-





Vsluellle Heal Estate FOr Sale
Mrs. Eliza J. Flouting desires to sell
r reasonable prices aIld
apnents the folkeVing destrilient prop-
eity, lying it Christian County, Ky., in
the tioghlorhood of Hoe-ell and Hern-
i A tract or paneled of land mar
ii 11, Ky.. contaieing ISA acres. IA
acne of which is timbered mid balanee.
Ii cnitiv: thee imptevensettn consist of
"In sta1.1.•. I ere. tee. Ad-
, fraelt. tiWttnillW ItOntow ontailling 3
.11 / • ,erni of John W. Terrell, and is
11 miles South of Hopkinsville.
S. A st in the town of Herndon, in
Christian remits-, which has inset it a
eottage and a stere-Teuirni ladostna.1,14‘,..,-,.1
Lick. containing 50 acres.
3. A trace of timbered land in Flat
4. A fine farm it.
improved and in a fine state of cultiva
flea. containing 1.4e.twecia mid eta
acres of hind.
For terms. prices and any further in -
apply too
N TER Wi ),
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--UM-. 41E Ft) . . .
q Daily New
%theik Sale. .
• . . J iti•nsii
s()Ii's
f.)0 31;.0 day Apr 4 l8S6
and on FilPt and Third Saturdays in each month thereafter. 11 perica
hating Ileistes. Mule, Cattle. Hogs, or sttak of rutty kied I,, fell would de
well to hring thorn to its, and persons desiring to' purchase anything ef
the kind 4e iespeetf ally invited to ittett.1 these sales.
CHARGES RE.1S()NABLE. To enable ear endornere mahe
their wawa kilown, we have provided a RE( HSTER in whish Close hav-
ing stork tit sell, or wauting to buy. may register their want,:
ll'ispef-tfully, J. .M. RENSHAW & SON. Hepkineville. Ky
_
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1s the tune to which we will stai I
the hall torolliiigthis spriug in °lir
clothing dep irtriient.
e are showing more clothing
alai) the eombiJ ed stoelis of all eoni_
pet iCtyi and at prices lower than ever






4•.1.. r.j A. tl , pdersop & Co
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in endless variety now rolling
in, the beauty, style and cheap-









Odd Bicycle Pants. See our
line before you purchase.
We will sell you a
Good black Cheviot Suit (nearly all wool) for
An all wool black or blue Cheviot Suit for
An all wool imported Clay 'Worsted Suit for -












The one guesting nearest gets
it- 8 ̀)() 00 Bicycle...).
The next nearest guess get*
gas-
a S.") 00 .,iitt.. 1
- The next nearest gets
'wort h of gooils.
op,
awl-
IIPI'". Best line of boys' clothing in




1 On all cash purchasc•s of
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KEVILLKY  1\EW ERA.
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, APRIL, 1896.
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W. E. RAGSDALE - R. E COOPER. CI,
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Our Charges For Selling Tobacco $2.50.
NO COMMISSION!






AND NEW ENTERPRI SE.
- -  
04 H oP K NsvILLE, KENTucKY.D0
Our EIEM For Se11i TaIMO, $2.1
* No Commission! *
E. P. CAMPBELL, President. CAPITAL AND suR.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier. PLUS, $275,000.00.










  19.728 57
67,982 35
Loans and Discounts 
Banking House. 
Other 1:t4-al Estate 





E. P. Campbell, Pres.,
D. B. Beard, John P.Warnett,
Dr. E. S. Stuart, C. II. Bush.
LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock  $250,000 00
Surplus Fund  25,600 00
Individual 1.   180,330 27Deposits )
Due to Banks  18,465 00
Unpaid Dividends  261 00
Dividend No. 61 this day  7,500 09
$181,556 28
J. E. MEPHERSON, Cashier.
Sir With ample capital we are Prepared to extvd ev.aT ;ft 'oar mitsi,l,att with
banking. We deficit the aweociato if parties c.ontoutplating a chaug.2 a division of their Lasiness.
coneervet:v.
ji FRISA/1 talLE
The Natural Market of the
Dark Tobacco District
Previous to the year 1S70 Hop-
Linaville unknown as a tobacco
market, a few loose dealers furnish-
ing the only means of a convenient
market. That year the ilea was
conceived of establishing a market
for the sale of tobacco in the hogs-
head. One or two farmers and
their friends determined to try the
experiment of establishing RH auc-
tion market in Hopkineville. The
first warehoese was built and the
tenture started of opening up a corn
miscion warehouse, only selling 2,-
476 Llids., the patronage being con-
fined to those farmers close to Hop-
kinsville. The infant industry had
to contend with the frowns of the
old' well-established markets else-
where, that looked with little favor
upon the enterprise, seeing what a
strong competitor they might have
in a few years. Their fears of a suc-
aeseful rival was well founded; from
thia email beginning Hopkinsville
hem grown into tee best market ler
the bale of dark tobacco in the
coed ; and justly so, for during its
existence it has established and
maintained a reputation for honesty
and intelligence in handling the
weed that her former rivals hive
been forced to acknowledge its un-
urpassed. They have now eight
houees, conducted by a.: reliable,
responsible commission firms, a
tirge board of bueers, who buy for
local account, as well as represent-
ing all of the experters to all conti-
nental European countries, and all
the manufacturers of dark plug
work and snuff in the United States
and Canada. There are also three
large stemmeriee preparing tobacco
for the English and Australian
trade, also a factory putting up to-
bacco especially for the African and
South American trade. These, to-
gether with a manufacturing .estab-
liebment that makes annually a large
quantity of chewing end smoking
tobacco, with such an array of buy
era and the central point for all
handlers ef dark tobacco, with the
ability and character of her ware-
housemen, is it any wonder that she
claims to be the BEST MAI,E.ET FOR
DAME TOBACCO IS THE WORLD? We
t.ope our readers will give them a
tiial, feeling assured that a trial
ehipment will convince them that
their claim is well founded, and that
they will•coetinue to patronize Oat
opkinsville market.
The Best Market.
The flu-in of Alfred Lewis & Co.,
lecated in this city, is one of the
largest rehandling firms of export
tobacco in the United States. This
firm was formerly located in Louis-
ville. When asked if they were will.
rig to state for publication why A.
Lewis & Co. located in Hopkinsville.
they gave us the following article as
a few remoas: "In answering your
question it will be necessary to state
hat we prepare fer the expert trade
tobaccos that have good length and
widtb, of smooth texture; heavy
body; such as are grown in the dark
tobacco dietriet. As the Louisville
tobacco market was ly•ing gradually
iubmerged into r.irley nierket al
uoet to the txelueion of better qual
-ties of d to'xid.zo we had to seek
rim stark elsaNhere, ig f:orc
hloplin•ville, and Clarks-
%ills; Until we decided it was baler
  - -
65, 4 00, 4 90, 6 25, 6 40, 5 40, 870, 400.
6 70. 5 25, 5 75, 6 25, 6 60, 6 60,4 80,4 80,
4 50, 5 00, 4 25, 5 25, 5 10, 8 754 44, 4 50,
670.
19 hhds., $1 40, 1 55, 2 80. 29.3, 8 10
1 40, 1 75, 1 80, 8 30, 3 35, 1 20, 1 50, 75o.
2 70, 2 00, 8 10, 2 60, 3 30.
Market active and stronger.
TOBACCO SALES.
R.AOSDALE. COOPER CO.S. SALE?.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co. of 31
hhdo., this week, were as follows:
21 hhds. good and medium leaf, $11-
50, 11 50, 11 50, 11 50, 11 .50, 11 50, 11 50,
1150, 11 50, 11 50, 1050, 10 50, 7 30, 7 30,
7 80, 7 00, 7 30, 7 10, 6 25, 6 10.
18 hhdo. common leaf, 70, 5 09. 5 80,
5 00, 5 30, 4 80, 4 75, 4 40. 4 00,4 75, 4 50,
3 80, 3 60, 3 85, 360, 340.
14 hhds. lugs, 3 50, 2 40. 1 95, 1 70, 1-
70, 1 50, 1 60, 1 40, 1 60, 1 40, 16.5, 170,
1 10;1 oo.
Market stronger on all grades.
.We will commenre selling tobacco
Tuesday, on the first Tuesday in April
and our sale day thereaftor will be
TuL•oday and Welineoday.
Yours Respectful:1y,
RAOSDA1.E. Coorzit a Co.
0a/THER WISTS. se.nx.e.
Sales ty Gaither & West, Starch 25.
1886, of 70 hhdo. as follows:
19 hhtis. good to lino leaf, $11 30, 11 50,
11 11 50. II !Y). II 50. 11 00, 960,
1000.900,1100,1109,10 (x1,1100,960,
9 45, 10.50. 10 7-).1%. r.
It lihda. of niedians good,t45 40, 7 110,
-• 30, 7 :13, 770, a 10. OP, 1 ;`, 60.
23 Ithds. common la ti 30, 3-
A FINE BUILDNi.
Ragsdale & Cooper's Win :ternse
at Hopkinsville a Mammoth
and Handsome Structure.
PROGRESSIVE B9INESS MEN.
While in the city of Hopkittsvilis
a f iw days ago the editor The Times
took advantage of the opportunity
to visit the mammoth new ware-
house, recently built by Ragsdale
Cooper, at a cost of about $20,000-
This modern structure is one of,
if not the largest., and most cotiveni-
ently arranged buildings in the dark
tobacco district, and is owned and
controlled by two gentlemen whose
reputation has already extended over
the entire tobacco field 1.8 being
among the most enterprising and
public spirited men in Southern Ken-
tucky. They have unlimited 'confi-
dence in their little city's future, not
only as a growing and flourishing
town, but as the coming tobecco
market of this section, which confi-
deuce is proved by their works in
the outlay of the large amount of
each this building represents. To
these gentlemen the varioutabusineso
interest of Ilopkinsville are greatly
indebted for the standing • tobac-
co market that town to-day.
They are indeed hustlers and- ever
on the alert for new trade and new
business. They do not believe in
being idle, waiting for something to
turn up, but are ever pressing
against the bit, moving onward with
the progressive march, and the busi-
nessmen who go ahead of them in
the stretch have not only got to get
up and dust, but have got to break



















for the manufacturers to be located
where they obtain the raw material,
just as the iron and cotton plants
are moving to the South, so we de-
cided to move to the c titer of the
dark tobacco district. Thus in or-
der to be more in. touch with the
source from which we derive our
product, we moved to Hopkinsville
as the center of the dark belt, where
the dark tobacco is grown, and, of
course, the bulk of the tobacco ac
cording to the natural consequences
of gravitation will, we believe, center
in Hopkinseille. The next question
to determine was, which would be
the moat available point. With this
in view we made a tour of inspec-
tion, which resulted in our moving
our factorp to Hopkinsville. The
principal reason being the fact,:Hop-
kinsville is so situated geographi-
cally as to be nearly exactly in the
center of the dark belt, which mtkes
it the best and most convenient
market for the flamers to ship to
It is our candid conviction that the
Hopkinsville market will to the
dark tobacco district what Louis-
ville is to the Burley section. In
this connection we are gratified that
our expectations are being fully
realized, as her trade has more < than
doubled what ft was live 'Jeers ago,
with flittering prospects of, selling
more the present year than any of
her competitors. Having purchased
tobacco from all the markets we
candidly state that the Hopkiuseille
inspection gave more uniform satis-
faction than any of the Western
markets The warehousemen had to
pull down their old barns and build
new ones to ha-. e loom for the in-
creasing shipments, and the good
work is still going on in the way of
new warehouses, new factories and
new patrons in every shape in the
tobacco line, and will say the Hop-
kinsville tobacco trade stands ready
with open arms to receive all who
may want to caet their lot with us in
the business, believing there is not
another in the world where there is
any more equitable and fair dealing
with his fellow man than here. The
warehousemen, personally, are clever
gentlemen to deal with ala.1their
honesty and integrity remain un-
questioned. The inspection is above
reproach both at home and abroad.-
THE RACKET 
THE GREAT






649-553 Broadway J. H. K _ 214-216 Blain St.r'Lr Hopkinsville, Ky.:
Genuine up-to-date store!
20 stores under one root! A
sight seldom seen! The finest
block in Hopkinsville! Built
expressly for us! 3i stories
high! Filled with merchan-
dise from cellar to roof!
"W-1-1-Y"
We have the nerve to buy!
We have the cash to pay!
We turn the goods loose at a
small, uniform profit and
make friends and custom-
Everything Marked in Plain Figures!
One Price to all!
lat-There never was a time when our power counted as it does now! There never
Was a time when we so completely undtrro'd others as we do now! We are going to have
your patronage if low prices and .first-class treatment will get it. Notice those little "tell
tale" tickets in our show windows. •
op- Our statements are reliable. Anything not as represented, money
will be refunded.
, WANTED--Stoeks of Dry (-11-ood4. shoes, liets, Clothing, Etc. Will pay spot cash!
Size of twels wanted, $1,000 to $20,000. Will buy any stock of goods at bankrupt
pnces. Address: J. H. KUGLER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
M. S. Meriweathcr
AP,









The Largest Wholesale and Retail
GROCERY ever in Hopkinsville.
Our list of goods too numerous and
varied to mention. Exclusive
agents for Chase & Sanborn's fa-
mous Boston Teas and Coffees.
Barrel Salt
Granulated Sugar 18 lbs. for *1 00
2-lb can Bull Head Oysters 15 eta can
1-lb can Hull Head Oysters  9 cts can
Bulk Soda 4 cte lb
Tomatoes 8:cts can
Tomatoes 90 els doz
Greenwich Lye 
Greenwich Lye 






*I 10 The finest line of Fancy Groceries to be fe und anywhere. 
The the cheapest and
best asst rted stock of Tinware and Queensware. 'We make a specialty of all kinds
of Imported and Domestic Cheese. H J Heiek Company's complete line of Pre-
serves, Pickles. Catsup, Olives and Mustard. We carry a first-class line of Moistest s
and Syrups. We make a specialty of heavy Groceries, consisting cf Sugar. (
fee, Salt, Molasses, Coal Oil, etc. GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHISIN
.I.Cobodr & Co8.cts can
12 cte can xj Proprietors "Diamond Grhcery"
  5 cte can
4 eta cake; 7 cakes for 24 eta OPP. COURT-HOUSE, 
- - HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
• •
".
 90 eta doz
19 de lb. package A'
10 cts can nC:DI
10 eta can rri






Is the Largest in the
South.
It does the Iyest work of any Lanndry -
in the country; consequently, work is
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This hotel, situated on corner of
Main and Ninth streets, Hopkins-
ville, Ky., is the most conveniently
located bowie in the city. Situated
between L & N. and 0. V. depots,
accessible to all the warehouses, it
has become a favorite stopping place
for a large number of the dealers
and farmers who patronize the Hop-
kineville tobacco market. The Phoe-
nix is under the management of Col.
Jas. 0. Cooper, an experienced hotel
man, hming been connected with
WI business for the past twenty-five
years. During the past year this
house has been greatly improve
with all of the modern conveuiences,
consisting of water works, electric
lights, bath rooms, water closets,
new furniture, clean bedding, etc.
The table, a most important factor,
is one of the best to be found tiny
where, loaded with all of the delica-
cies and subetantials that the market
affords. To stop at the Phoenix
when in the city will be a guarautee
that your future patronage will be
given to this hotel.
WEST At LEE.
CARLIAGE FACTORY.
This is one cf the most enterpris-
ing and progressive firms in Hop-
kinsville, and is building up a very
extensive business throughout South-
ern Kentueky. Their factory is a
large three story brick building, sit-
uated on Virginia street, between
Eighth and Ninth. Here they ern-
play a large number of skilled work-
men and have every facility for ex-
ecuting fine work to order. Boll
gentlemen are skilled methanirs
thoroughly posted in the details of
their work and know just how every-
thing should be done. They allow
nothing to go from their shop that
is not well done and their work is
guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Special attention given to repairing
buggies. carriages, etc. Be sure to
eall or write to the above firm when
you need anything in their line, inch
as .buggies, barouchee, phaetone
drummers wagons, carriages and
vehicles of all kinds.
BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE.
In this bank Hopkinsville has one
of the most so.id and progressive
financial institutions to be found
anywhere. With a capital and sur
plus of $275.000 together with the
large line of deposits, the business
transacted by the above bank is
quite an item to Hopkinsville and
surrounding country. This institu-
tion is decidedly larger than will
generally be found in a city of this
size. That the people have the
greatest confides°, in the manage.
went of this bank is. not surprising
when one takes into consideration
the character of men who fill the
offices. At:its head to guard its
every interest is that wc"f' n—n,
able and conservative business man,
E. P. Campbell, who has been emi
tient* successful in the management
94 his own private affairs, thereby
giving assurance to the public of his
ability to look after the interests of
the patrons ef this bank. The cash-
ier, J. E. McPherson, who is univer-
sally popular and accommodating,
has been continuously in the bank-
ing business from his boyhood.
This bank solicits a share of your
basieess, and will extend every
courtesy consistent with coneerva
tive banking.
DUNNAVANT & CO.
The above firm have decided to
remain in Hopkinsville. They are
contractors and Willer' of twenty
years experience, having done work
at Memphis, Niudiville, Vickaburg,
Natchez and other Southern pointer'
They need no introduction to the
people of Hopkinsville, having built
the -Latham Hotel,- said to be the
finest and best constructed building
in the South. They have just com-
pleted the handsome three story
block for Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
which oecspies the entire square on
West Main street, between Tenth
and Eleventh streets. Parties con-
templating building or improving
their houses will find it to their in-
terest to correspond with the above
firm at Hopkinsvills, Ky.
GRAVES & CONDY.
These gentlemen carry a large line
of jewelry, consisting of diamonds,
watches, rings, clocks, etc. They
are now quartered in the handsome
buildng at East corner of Main and
Seventh streets. They are both
practical jewelers, having spent suf-
ficient time at the bench to under-
stand thoroughly the work they un-
dertake to do. These gentlemen
stand prepared to guarantee their
work, and would not misrepresent
any goods they have for sale. In
their store can be found everything
usually carried in a jewelry store,
and their prices are such that it will
be to your interest to call le-fore
making purchases elsewhere. When
in Hopkinsville give them a call, it
will pay you.
THE RACKET.
This store, under the superviien
2f J. He Kugler, is certainly one of
the greatest beneficiaries and son
veniences that the city of Hopkins
title has ever had the good forturP
to possess. To attempt to enume
rate the various articles handled at W. T Cooper
the Racket would consume a space fancy groceries.
larger than this supplement. Their
business is indiscribable, and to be
appreciated would require an occu-
tar investigation. Their stock is
immense, the ir patronage is the
largest of any store in the city, yet
scarcely a day passes during the en-
tire year that they sae not receiving
new goods Thu questiou is often
tusked how can the Racket sell BO
cheap, and the doubting ones hire
predicted long ago thet this house
could not afford to eacritiee their
goods at such low prices without be-
ing bankrupted. This house has
beeome one of the permanent fix-
tures of Hopkinsville and is now
entering on its fourth year of a
suoceseful business career. Every-
body that visits Hopkinsville goeieto
see the Racket store, and when
once there, will be found purchasing
some article.
If you want a nice, nubby, well
fitting suit of tailor-made clothes
don't fail to call on Clark, the tailor,
No. 4, East Main street, Hopkins.
rule, Ky.
FRED EHERSON BROOKS.
Mr. Brooks, the California poet.
humorist, recites only his own
poems, recites entirely from mem-
ory. He is indoreed by the press,
pulpit, the Lyceum and the people.
The New York World says: Fred
Emerson Brooks delighted a large
assemblage that alternately lauglied
and sighed at the wit, humor and
W. T. Cooper & Co.. of the
diamond grocery, have "got 'em all
in a long trot,- and grocerymen as
well as those outside are all guessing
how they can sell their goods so
cheap, saying it can't last; but they
are still turning them loose and do-
ing business at the same old
stand, opposite the Couit House,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mr. Alex Cox, of the firm of Cox
& Boulware has just returnei from
pathos, sentiment and 
philosophy of the East and is now receiving the
the California poet. Mr. Brooke
will lecture at the Tabernacle in




the sales on the Hopkinsville To-
ince° Market will thereafter be held
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays of
each week.
When in Hopkiusville call on
F. A. Yost & Co., harness and sad
dlery.
he Racket, shogb dry goods and
not ions.
& Co staple and






Geo. A. Clark, the tailor.
West At Leo, buggies, carriages,
etc.
Juo. it. Kitches, furniture
undertaking.
Buckner & Oweleey, real estate and
insurance.
Hopkinsville Tobacco Manufactur-







Buckner & Owsley, fire and life
insurance:and real estate agents, are
both good business men, and will
give:their personal attention to all
business consigned to them. The
contract:issued by their company,
.:The Massachusetts Mutual Life,- is
the best contract and terms more
favorable than that of any other
company. Office over First National
Bank, Hopkinsville, Ky,
eeseee
largest and best assorted Meek of
clothing, hate, caps and gents fur
uieLings eYer brought to Hopkins
villa, and his prices are astouiehingly
cheap.
F. A. Yost & Co uarry the most
complete hue of harness and sad-
dlery ever seen in Hopkineville
Farmers who desire to get the
cheapest and at the ham.' time the
best should not fail to call on them
at No. 18, Ninth street.
Wm. Ducker and Dick Everitt can
now be found at Jno. Kitchen's fur-
niture and undertaking store. Both
of these gentlemen are experienced
embatmers and funeral directors.
Ragsdale, Cooper building, Hopkins-
ville, Ky.
A BIG ONE.
Hopkinsville has reason to be
proud of several of its big establish-
ments but as to the immense wagon
factory, !plaining mills and general
supply house of Forbes & Bro. she
rknowledges no superiors and few
equals. These stirring people are
just now building a brick addition to
their immense plaiuieg stalls. Their
capacity in elle line of Louse build-
ing is something like one quarter of
a million dollars annaally. They
can also turn out six complete
wagons per day. In these two lines
their trade extends mr a number
of counties in Kentucky and Tennes-
see. They are also extensive jobbers
in the two famous makes of bicycles.
The Victor and the Stearns, their
purchases in this line so far this
season runs consideraby over $10.-
000. They carry a full line of both
makes and any purchaser in the
counties of this territory oan get a
wheel the day after he orders it, and
they also carry a full line of repairs
for them. Their store looks like a
Chicago cycle show on a small scale
•
As a sele line of their hardware
department they have special causes
for gratitic,ation at their success with
the Majestic Range. They claim
that the sale of one of these family
peacemaker makes a friend to the
house of every member of the pur-
chasers household. Scarcely a day
passes without one of these house-
hold joys being sent out to gladden
the heart of the weary housekeeper.
A prominent editor at an adjoining
county owns one and says it is a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.
Economy in fuel and durability of all
parts are its strong points. A visit
to this establishment will interest
any one, whether he wishes to buy
or not.
•
Mark your hhds. to
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SA FRANKE
SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS
aieTo Wearers of Fine, Good and Stylish Tailor-Made Clothing*.
Commencing
Monday, April 16th,
We are going to give away 100 of
these Elegant Nickled stem winder and
stem setter Watches for ten (10) days
only to the first 100 customers who
will buy a suit of clothes worth 812..50
or over.
Prize Metal Awarded Paris Exposition
Highest Award Metal and Diploma ob-





THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.,
Manufacturers. New York.
This Time Piece
Is made by the Ansonia Watch Compa-
ny, -and is considered the best in the
jewelry trade, and sells at $5. We don't
charge you a cent, but give it to you
gratis. Remember, this is no "guessing
scheme or lottery," but a bonafide pres-
ent to the first 100 that come to us to
buy their spring suits.
Don't Wait Until They Are All Gone! Come At Once!
The Rcliabic SAM FRANKEL No.15, Mail St i
ITS PURPOSE.
Aims of the Library
Association.
WILL HELP EVERYBO D
The Plans of the Organ;Ltion
Succinctly States.
The Library Association. recently
formed in this city. :iam for its purpose
the tetabliahment of a library on a
broad basis; and it aims, not only to
supply the people with good 'reading
and good lectures, but to afford a platse
where those interested in any title of
study, may come together as a einh and
pursue their work under favorable cir-
cumstances.
The library proper is intanshal to con-
tain books of r, fereace baring en all
subjeetm, and standard works of history,
science, literature, criticism are. Ht re
the individual student or the club will
find ample means provided for carrying
1111 work that each alone cenld ma pro-
vide. In this way the amsociatam hopes
to envouraite study anti systematia
reading on the part of thieu. who hove
not curried their et 11111 III ''i 11111 liii
eriiitiary whims) is WM'. 11r W 1 '*5 IsIS iii
pltriale special lilies id Malty lie readitat.
The library will have a tame eirvalat•
flat departmem of carefully ',leave
book's, but its work will not by any
means be confined te providillg hoeks
to be loaned to its members.
Leet tire courses will be prevideil.
bringing to our city the ablest (orators of
the United States; and as fast as theta-
sourree of the astaa`iation permit auxili-
ary lines of work will be d.
Suitable places will be pro,a.led for
historical and scientific collet:thins, M.)
that all that is interesting in Ism:al hi/s-
tory way be preterved and the resources
of this part of Kentucky may be shown.
Hopkinsville is especially well situated
for such a collection and library. and
their growth here will do much to at-
tach to us the beat ('lass of citizens of
the .surrounding town.: and country.
There is no reason why this city
aaould not be the intellectual center of
a large district, drawing to itself, by the
opportunities it offers a large and very
desirable class of citizens. Our schools
and colleges are bringing to na annually
many families of culture and meansaind
WI' can also offer equal inducements to
professional men and adult students
along all lines. This the Library ASP.0-
1011 plans to do.
Three classes of membership are of-
fered.—anunal, family and life. The
annual meeting of the association wiil
he hold in the court house on Tuesday
April 7th, at which time the officers and
Board of Directors for the ensuing year
will be elected. A committee has been
appointed to have the association duly
evairporated and the articles of incorpo-
ration provide that the organization
shall be permanent and that its proper-
ty shall never be diverted to any littler
organization or institution.
SUNRISE MEETING.
Christian Endeavorers I% ill
Hold Early Easter Service.
Attention is again sailed to the East-
r sunrise prayer meeting to be held
next Sufelay morning, April 7ith, in the
Cumliellitiel Presbyterian clsurch, at
six is'elock. The reason the time is ear-
lier than usual is that the meeting will
Slut mutt ict with other early nasal :11;4
whieh are to 1),- held. But unpins- wise
111IS 11W 'M1'1111141 11111. of these prayer
meetings will net RUM% 1111' early hour
te prevent them frees' attending this
one. These inisaisets are the teedIll
terastilet the Endeavor Ni slit 1111
hhia. ea urea will be devised VII fin'
III.. 04410111ft Milt hilf$1111,,
sieuvor pruyer 111 Will Ile
. hpic 1.11111•• W111 he
Listed, and every taa • . • eapected to take
part. subject is:
-The gift of life and how to use it,"
—Matt. 11):3-1-39.
"The return Of Easter. starts many
thoughts of life. It tells of the coming
of our Redeemer from the grave. He
had met death and conquered it.
"The very season is in harmony with
the glorious Easter thought. It is the
spring time. Life is bursting every-
where. groves are opening, beauty is
springing out of desolation, fields,
forests and :gardens are full of em-
blenus of resurna:tion. The warns 1wal-
ing heavens over us are full of life.
Surely the God who so cares for plants
and flowers cares yet more tenderly for
His children. 'God is uot so poor a
honaelasper as to let the best perish and
thapoonat live.' "
CONCORD CULL1NGS.
A Bright Letter From a Regular
Correspondent.
Spring. in all its beauty, is upon us,
and farmers are beginning their work
in earnest.
Miss Kate Clark, ot Pon, has returned
home after a week's visit to relatives
anal friends in this neighborhood, much
to the regret of a certain young mall
North of town.
Miaa Maggie Johnson, of your city,
Was the guest of her eouein, Attie Davis,
last Friday.
Mr. Ed Vaughan, of Ca.sky, was call-
Ii ig here Sunday.
Mr. Arkly Yancey, of Pon, was in the
neighborhood Sunday, attracted by the
good roads and spring flowers, and
balmy breezes.
The party at Mr. John Davis' last
Friday evening, given in honor of Miss
Kate Clark. was a grand success. .large
crowd was in iltt..11411111(1. 31111 tile names
are too numerous to ise•ntioe.
(-neva disimased at 1 1 e'flis-k, after
thanking their host ala I 1104.3'14s for a
very pleasant evieling.
Mims Addle NI inor spent last week
with Mime?' Willis. and ,\1 0111 Reeder.
Mews, W. H. Roeder, W. C. Davis
and James Reeder, Jr.. sittseillssl the
sir+, ins•el hat at Crofteill Saturday.
flir Littli.field and misfit, Mrs.
Tom Teller, ef St. Louis, were called to
this Wave hod week by the dioaterials
illness). of their mother, NI Es. James lat•
tlefield. We are glad to leurn she IS
much better.
Miss M1111111' Davis is going to enter
the publie sch(*ls+ of Hopkinsville for
the purpese of parsuiug a euurae of
st ndies.
Miss Nannic Reeder. city, was enter-
LANDES.
Has He Hight To Oc-
cupy His Seat On
THE APPELLATE BE NCH
lithe Constitution Were Liter-
ally Construed?
Frankfort, Ky., April 2.—There is
considerable speculation being indulged
in by the lawyers here am to Judge
Landes' right to sit as a Justice of the
Court of Appeals. It has been said by
many that if the law and the Constitu-
thm are strictly construed he will have
41) get off the bench. Some pretty good
lawyers have given opinions to this ef•
fis.t. and the talk has been sufficient to
tause $mile of the Judge's friends te
intik up the matter for their own mitts-
faction. Thi. rumor evidently had its
origin in tI1111 Of till. elliiStit %Wink
Wilivli ferldits any member of the Leg
Wattle. to be appointed to certidis tif•
flees until a year after his term as Rep
resetitative or Senator expires.
'rhos section bearing on the MAP is
Section 44 (if the New
w inch reads as follows: 
Censtitution,
"No Senator or Representative shall
durieg the term for which he was
elected, nor for one year thereafter, be
appOillt141 or elected to any eivil office
tained two days Last week by Miss; Ethel
Davis. MISS BREEZY. 
of profit in this Commonwealth, which
shall have been creattel, or the erriolu-ar,
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder meets of which shall have been in-
hered Cald asks Dogma" far. prawask creased during the said term, except to
V-
•
such office's as may be filled by the elec-
tion of the people."
The "term for which" Judge Landes
"was ele('ted" has not yet expired; to
say nothing of the year:after expiration
having elapsed. A Legislature the last
one) during the term for which he was
elected did "increase the emoluments"
of the office to which he has been ap•
pointed by increasing Appellate Judges'
salaries frone$4.000 to $5,000 per an-
num.
$ome lawyers say. that:haalethe in-
crease of the eidary•taken place at the
second &vision instead of the first, dur-
ing which Judge Landes was a Senator,
he would be clearly ineligible; but, that
action having been taken two years ago,
makes it doubtful.
Judge Landes' friends say the ex-
ception at the end of the section lets him
ill all right.
TREASURY STATEMENT.
What Uncle Sam Collected Dur-
ing Last Month.
i)TEcIAl. To NEW F:R A !
Washington, April 1 .—The forthrom•
Mg monthly treasury mtaterneet WIll
show receipts during the mentli of
Marsh of P1,041,149, as follows:
Custorns,$1 3,344.2 15 ;internal revenue.
$11 ,536,264 ; miscellaneous, '21, 160,tinte
For the nine month?' of the thwal year
the receipts are substantially as follows:
Customs, .1 '1#1,9643,'„loti ; internal rev•
euue, $1 10.404, h-44 ; mimeo' holism's, $1 ;fa
2311.31s; ; mak i tat a total of tc,o,now,kin.
Tilt. ferplie premed month will
be isheut $1,34.10,11041, mid for the nine
mouths .104,3111,;UF4,
FITZ'S REPLY.
555-t'latI Ii lac Soot' FRA.1
Mareh 31.—In reply to Bob
Gray's telegram pretTering bucking for
another tight with Maher, Fitzainnuons
sent the following reply :
'Defeated Maher twice. Let him
tight Corbett. I am going to take a
rest. He is easy game when I get
ready. Regards. Lion FITZSIMMONS."
 ,111• 
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Awinisd Gold Malai Mid vista Far, Sas Freer. )
April Fool.
A Naw ERA man was to-day asked
the origin of Apra Fool's Day. The
American Encyclopedia gives the fol-
lowing about the matter: -The first
of April is called . in the -English lan-
guage April fool's_ day, but the custom
of gentling people on empty errands and
laughing at them,: is connnon in every
country in Europe, and wherever the
European races have settled on this
continent. Twoaccounts are given of
Its origin. The ioriental scholars say
that it is derived from the FIL'IJ feast
among the Hindops, where a similar
custom prevails. The older opinion is
that it conies from a celebration of
Christ's being sent about to and fro
between Herod. Pilate and Caiaphas. la
France the fooled man is called poiasoa
d'avrill, meaning a silly fish, like a
mackerel, easily caught. In Switzer-




Mr. G. H. Waineken, a Clarksville
tobacco dealer who is well-known in
this city, and Miss Clara Fowler, a
charming young Paducah woman, were
married lama night at the home of the
bride. Mr. Malrelin Smith, of Clarks-
ville, Was best maR. The couple passed
through the city te-day on their wed-
ding trip and will go to Clarksville to
live in about two Weeks.
A Aataral
Karim's Clover Root Ts-a purifies the
blood and gives a clear and beautiful
cannplexiou.—SoldJiy R. C. Hardwick.
, Editor Boyd Resigns.
Mr. Hedley Boyd has handed in his
resignation as editor of the Leaf-Chron-
isle. Clarksville. Ile publishes a eard
in the Tine* %titling lii(t resignation
is (kW 14) R desagreement iu the policy of
the paper In which he allot the °Waa'
IS iuh,t 1101 111111110111V* tlit.ir views.
They Like Them.
We pils•ure thank's every 'lay fur the
beatif al name books which Vi' are
11W Ii'.', if Yalu hay chit sf"'ll mita
call at Naw Etta Olive
-
Jut POW eVey•ylxxly is beginning to
take a Spring Medicine. And it is A
goad thing to do minified you take Sim-
mons Liver Regulator—the best Spring
Medicine. It is a, sluggish liver that
clogs the 'system said make bad blood. A
dose a day of Simmons Liver Regulator
will make a new nom out of you. met a
IleW Wolliall too, Look for the Red Z
on the package. It is Simmons LiVef
Regulator you want.
,s-seseeassa• a
'MUSIC FIRST OF ALL
THE BEST On THE INDOOR RECRE-
ATIONS.
eat ape. ens Tit!maze ravels; All Tune.
rest *ports- it. .;hows, flowerer, That
they Ain Dot • Fit Enaadatiaa re, ssell
Iliseigoag.
. Wedieltentriv, Match ittkesIn hie tot-
' Witt today le, toliti•itt 4 fli,-chvetti ti
efiltjtatt of ithltefeill lillefertie=i1A,
&PIO tteltrelitelii," illa tell Whit 0116:
sas ;fteity i gneffillitiliel Vtli di, "Thep
• titer eat Ole Woriii es not fitaisitlg IF."
Jedgee eat, lib , "And it Came ill paw,
hnn their hearta were merry, flint they
d, call fur Monsen, Unit he way make
sport.''
.ere were 3,00e ptvple Resembled ía
emple Of Dagen. They lied come et
gent of eye/etes stni.00n. They
11 ready for the enttrtainmant.
,..-an ea clap and pseud, 'ma-
the amusement to begin. and
.ed, "Fetch him our, fetch bini
Yonder I see the Lend ohl rant
g, led by the haudet a childeum
•ry midst- of the temple. At his
, ppearauce these goat up a eix,nt • f
hum and derisicn. The Win! old
• t pretend. he is tire& and wants to
- himself against tb• 1 illire ‘rf the
_house. 1.-.;o he says to the Let wb • leads
him, "Show me whereobe main pillars
are!" The hod flees ea Then the stroeg
man puts les right head on une pill:u•
and hia left hand on another pillar, and
with the tnightiest vusli that mortal
ever made. thrown biraself far sard un-
til the winds horse comes down In
thunderous email, ertodiug the andieurn
like grepost In a winepreas. "And so it
Cate* to pars, when their beer:» Wt70
merry, that they raid, call for eamenu,
that be mitr,ruake os sport. And they
called for Suneou out of the prieon
borne, ten he muck. tine) sr, nt.•'
In other wordkithere armamneements
that are deetructeve, and bring clown
disaster and death upon the herein of
those who practice them. While they
laugh and cheer. they die. The 11.000
who perished that day is Gaza, Erre as
nothing oompared to tho'-ens of thous-
ands who have been destveyccl Ly sinful
ILEUttat1121.1.1ts.
For tie% Not "beer
But my firat text implies that there is
a lawful nse of the work?, as welt as an
Unlawful abese-cf it, and the difference
bietweett the man Christian unit the man
i
-Christian I. that in oho frtiv-r Vtl.SP
0 bias tittOttit the **hi, while hi the
ittif oit_et, the ittifitt hittiiett4 Ifit.i. fi-i
*1144 "" 11°11101 
te Ifo i1;14'i.7:I i' 
:411 .:-tti1:1 fil 
Owe 
I 
Pre irniil *lead' Iiittaecilal:
t t Lit :re ta lia, le+1.1.c.il, la
which the true branehes duty suit the
winds trunapet, nun the tbundess drum,
and all the ariteuelors of earth aud sky
come clashing t heir cyan= ls I Ian whom
did God spring the arched bridge of col-
ors resting upon buttredies .of , broken
storm clued? For whom did ne gather
the upholstery of fire around the win-
dow of the setting Mu? For all men.
but more especially-for his .awn dear
'children.
If yea hanki a large mansicn and
spread a great feast after it- tocelebrate
, the complete= of the structure, do you
. allow strangers to come in aud occupy
• the place, unite you thrust your own
,children it. the kitchen, or the barn, or
the fields? Ok, sof Tort say, "3 -am very
glad to nee strangers in my mansion, but
t my own eons -and daughters shall have
the first right there." Inoweliod has
built tit= grand mansion of a werki, and
he has spread a glorious§ feast in it, and
while those who are .strangers to his
grace may come in. I think that God es-
pecially intends to give the advantage to
his own ebilthen--thaie who .are the
eons and dangistcra of the Lerd Al-
ruighey, those whe through grace can
look up sal say, ".Aebe, FatherSn Yea
-cannot make me believe that Cud, gives
more advantages to theovorld than be
:gives to the church bought by hie own
blood. II, therefore. people of the -world
have Wade with dole:ram sympathy
upon thee who make profession of re-
ligion and have said: "Thom new con-
verts are going down into private= and
into hardship. „Why did they not tarry a
lit:le longer in the ea :id and have some
eile It. enjoyments mill aeon:aunties and
-...fieereationer '1 soy to such wee of the
*odd, "Yew ars greatly mistaken, " and
before I get through I will rtiow the,
Thom people twbo stay out of the king-
dowt.ot God have the hardsbipa stud sell
alsalals. While those who come in have
the jope and satisfactions.
In the name of the King of heaven
and earth I serve a writ of ejectment
upon aLl the sinful toad puleuted who
have squatted on the domain of earthly
pleasure all though it behamed to them.
while I claim in behalf of the rend and
the pour and the true, the 'eternal in-
heritance 'knee God has given them.
Hitherto, Christ tan philanthropists,
clerical and lay, have busied themselves
chiefly in denouncing sinful recieations,
but I feel we have no right to stand be-
fore men and women ia whom hearts
there le admire for recreation amount-
ing to positeve DectimIty, dell,hltielLig
this and that ea the other thing, when
we do not propose to give them some-
thing better. Clod helping me and with
reference to my last amount, I shall ete
ter upon a where out usual in mermon•
Wag, but a 'object which I think ought
to be promoted at this elms. I propose
low to lay before you alma of ile• rue,
reattolle Whieh arm hut telly muss me,
but positively helpful and adVantageou‘
The Charms et Masks
In the Snit place, I eoluteend, among
indoor recreations, music—vocal and iii'
fortune:ital. Among the nest things
created was the bird, so that the earth
might bay. music at the start. This
world, which began with so sweet a
serenade, is finally to be demolished
Saud the ringiog blast of the archangel's
Oippepsto go ilmt m lbws wm music M
A
!the start they shall be innate at the
close. While tNiti heavenly art bas often
been dragged ilea) the uses of supersti-
tiOn and dissiesation, we all know it
may fa the means of high moral cul-
ture. Oh, tt niaa grape thing to have
our children nroneht ripened the souod
of cultured voices and amid the melody
of ninvierel instruments.
There It in this art en indescribable
faseinnt4ett fee the lemoeholli. Let all
th se fauillifs Who klieg the Means to
fifteen it lalta Ilt1110 it 11011 tit
tittP111, A. 144141 sts the hued Is large
Otifetatiii wittliaa" Ilia keys teeent Ii
414/.1" et* litht-J411410 'LJelt,ett.01 44140o
polio flu I/1 1111e heavenly oil epow
theta peter*. rhino whit neve Nemo MN
mitt flutfaillyi ativ: ju.tutaktiledoryeowi•
*stormy nights, seasoue ef sickness., busi-
uess disastera, will •lu little owdrel de-
pressing the soul which can gallop off
over musical by. or scar in „Mbilent
lay. Is will cure pain. lawn! rest fa-
tigue. Lt -will quell passion. It will re-
vive healtb. It will reclaim dissipation.
It wilisuengthen the immortal sent. In
the bustle of Waterloo, Welliugton saw
that the highlanders were falling back.
He said, "%Vns the matfett there?"
Fie was told AI& the bind of music had
mind playing, and he called up the
pipme arid owed them to senile up an
ueeiritingenliand DO sooner did they
strike the air than the highlanders were
rallied and helped to win the day. Oh.
ee who have been routed in the cenflirts
of life, try by the force of music to rally
'our scatteretrbattalioas.
I am glad tie know that in our great
cities there leniently a night in which
there me net concerts, where, with the
best tansicul instrunreutit and the meet-
eat voices,. people may find ,entertain-
went. natrenize such entertainments
when they arteaffonled you. .Buy semen
tickets, if aotatrun, for the gather:limier
cud the liaildel and Hayttu adenines.
Feel that the 61.60 or ne that you spend
for the puree of hearingan artist piny
r I:4Z Is a profitable iuveatuicuis Le
your Acadersdp of Music roar with the
acclumatioappreciutivellatiteDefili es-
marbled at the nincert or the oratorio.
A hound limy.
Still further, I commend, as worthy
of their supaone, the go-nineteen). This
institution is leaning in favor every
year, and I know of -nothing more free
from di-.se atikati or more celculated to
reenperate tlai physical awl mental en-
ergirs. While there are a good many
people who time employed this institu-
te= there is a vast limber who are ig
nor-ant ef its eseelleuriee. There are
men with et n-rad chesta and Week
Fitivt nen d dents/ArielInk,thtobgh
the pyriiiittsl t
ODA
j-,, 4. Han iagen
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6c, ..I 't{S ated be-
cause Richard *Water and tart Hell
were invalids they thinkt t by the
same eiekliness they may dale to the
same grandeur of character. I want to
tell the Chresntun penple if my align--
gation that (*id will hold you teepee-
sible for yen: invalidism if it is your
fault end wben, through right exercise
and prndenee, you might be athletic
and vane The effete of the body upon
the soul you acknowlnige. Put a man
of mild disposition upon the animal
diet of whininabe Indian partakes, and
in a little his bkxtd will change
its chemicalts‘portions. It will become
like unto oodeaf the bon or the
tiger or the bear, while his disposition
will change laid become fierce aud un-
relenting. The body .haa a powerful ef-
fect upon the soul.
There are good petiole whose ideas of
heaven are al/ sent out with clouds= of
tobacco smoke. There are people who
dare to sh Oen the physical vase in
which 1 the nrwelof eternity.
There are war 'with great hearts and in-
tellects in bodies wen, out by their
awn neg lectransmagn decent machinery,
capab'e of propelling a .Majesetic acroas
the Atlantic, yrc festened in a rickety
North titer impeller. Martin Luther
was so nit far God, first, because he
had a nob and, sect:telly, beeeure
be had a ular development which
would havo enabled hiusteo thrash any
five of bid perseentors if it had Leon
Christian so to do. Physinal develop-
ment which merely shows itself in fabu-
lous laths/n:1os. in perilous rope svalL-
ing, or in pugeests• encounter, excites
on our contetupt, hut we confute to
great ailm4gasu fsr the man wliu has a
great soul -IV an athletes loony, every
nerve, muscle and bune of which is col.
oersted t( it neve Ole it *MOW to
we oatrate that ram, through utg•
het, should allow their physien1 htiult Ii
to go down id repair—a ship which
ought, with 1 soil met and every than
at his post, be carrying.' rich cargo
for eternity, phrying all its man In
atopp.ug up leakage.. Wheh you ink,
through the gymnasium, work tiff your
spleen and yeur querulousness and 0110-
hakt of your physical and mental ail-
ment., du not turn your back upon mall
a grated metlicanieut
Still fielliVeI etWatsslid to you a
at If Ilarttlea.
large clm•a *I parlor games and recrea-




ow. Them parents Mi-
not expect Tie keep their ohndren away
from outeitni dissipations unless they
make the daamitic circle brighter then
anythiug they can find outride of It. Do
int, then, Ai iii your home surly and
usoiyiatiarMla mud with it half tion•
dientintory leek lemma in this sportful.
nese of per rnithlreta. You worn young
times yourself , let your elilliirtet Irti
yoall$, liermarm your eye!! Wit ilitli met
your nintlffilirete stiff de wit ilenoutevi
aportfulnems In flame open whose eyes
there Is the first luster sod in whose
foot there is the bounding j a of robust
health. I t:, nk Clod that In onLdrew•i
ing teems In our parlors tMre are
inutimereb A games and sporta which
have not upon them the least taint of
Iniquity.
1,./Sht up all poor Mum with Lana.
oentitilarities. Do not sit down with
the rheumatism, wondering how nee
dren eau go est so. Rather thank God
that their hearts are so light, and tht ir
laughter is so free, and their theeks are
so ruddy, and that their expectations
are so radiant. The night will come
aeon riootietnaten the heartbreelt ped
the pang litTd ihe Nettleton—it will
enure soon enough fur the dear children.
Hut *loth the storm actually clouds the
Op it Will be Hine etiengli lot pee II/
kathi liat pier leer t'efill thee,
WW1 rttitt bathes ihtt itidy Ills
entitle mild Within %WWI lint 110; 110011)
Hetet Of oaf tOeii tle#, hitt the 1111101101
W1411114 1101440 ileetil *1111 1140 opollf11114001
of 1111 the pas; 11Pler,,-vlitaW aall chenille"
twin imbleetis cud bitt;htut.t tool calls-
theniue suit lawn tennis tied all those
atuutietneote which the pease people of
our homes know au well how to con-
trive. Then there will tie the parlor sd-
zialitiea—groups (if people assembled in
Four homes, with wit and mimicry and
joviality, fining the room with jey from
deer to mantel and from the carpet to
the ceiling. Oh, is there any exhilara-
tion like a more of genial souls in cue
room, each one adding a contribution of
his own indivielual merriment to the
aggregation of general hilarity?
Suppose you want to go abroad in the
city; theu you will find the panorama
and the art gallery and the eequisitecol-
lections of pictures. You will rind the
museum and the historical society rooms
full of rare ceriusitiee and scores of
places which can stand plainly the test
en what is right and wrong in itLatIo•-
nienta. You v.111 find the lee turieg hall,
which has been honored by the names
of Allanaill Ill natural biterny, Detesting
in chemistry, Leyuton tie gni( gy, alitc_h-
ell in astroucrmy, Jelin B. (tough in
morel r.,f‘rui, awl scorns Lad lin:Wren,
of tine who hue. plant their wit and
genius end ingenuity through that par-
ticular channel upon the bonne and CCP-
SCiall4C11 nod inmainutiuns cf ru, ti, s P-
flug tin., cuautty Zeiycles (atelier ti, ad-
vm.nce than it would base berm without
tbe lecture platform.
(Outdoor Sporta.
I rejoice iu the penuiarizotion of out-
door sports. I hail the crognct ground
and the fisherman's rod and the sports-
man's gun. In our cities life is so un-
healthy aud unnatural that when the
census Laker repnenate a 9ly as having
44)0,000 iuhalatants there are only
20%000, siren it takes at leen two men
to amount to cue man, so dtpleting and
unnerving and exhansting ia this tnet-
repolltau life. We want more fresh air.
mine stuliget, lucre of tier 111,311;1(M of
field aped& i try out Is it in behalf
pf this chili* of Ural as et..stiits ill tat-
tle itliktistht f Wish Nett
1;4 hitt. if its Obit tief
11-111119 eit v0414%1141
14b1 fft.1 faiht tit HR. s4 14411
01-#V4: t it4i 444 IC.1141 44411
ft") tiP4+41tpatoll 344414 Roof lap° irg I93101elire
it4h 'eV. 1 4's
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We shall June the atiouth and grassy
Lawn, and we will call out retinae of tall
oecupatieus and professions and usk
them to Sean in the bell player's sport.
Yea will come :hack from there outdoor
exerenew nod recreations with strength
in year arm and color in yoet cheek aud
a flash in your eye and coarage in your
heart. In this great .battle .that is open-
ing against tie kingtiotu of darkness
we want not sent; a consecrated soul,
but ii strong arm and stout lungs and
mighty muecie. I bless Gosh that there
are so ruaby merest ions that have net
on thew any unlit of iniquity, recreu
tions in which we may engage fur the
nreugthening of the body, tor the clear-
ing of the tetelleet, far the ielutuituttien
of the soul.
There is still another form of recrea-
tion which I ceumuend to yen and that
is the elea-are of doing geed. I have
bettLI young men, weak and cruse and
sour and repelling in their disposition,
who by one heavenly touch have waken-
ed up aid become blessed cad limning,
the ground .naltir their feet and the sky
over their Leeds Li-caking forth into
music. "Ole" says some yawn/ wan in
the house today, "I should like that rec-
reation above all others, but I have not
the means." My dear brother, let us
take an account if stock. You
Jasge estate it you ouly realize it. 'neve
ands, two feet. You will have por-
baps daring the nest year at least 0110
..!.•:,'.!, • ...! u v. .:
have nee° cluetfol lo .ka If you want
to employ 'hem. You will Lave 5,0eu
ploseitut w.ird• if you wreit to pita:,
them. NUW, t-, hat SW amount that Ii to
start with!
You go out tomorrow morning, and
you see it ci of real thetituttou hy t bus
wayside. 1 in give him V co zits. The
bliud matt bean (he pennies rattle la
him hat, and lie sty., ' "Ilanik you, sir;
Um! bleu you n' You posy down the
street, trying to look indifferent, lInta
you feel from the very depth of your
soul a profound matoductimi that you
wade that man happy. Yon go on still
lariher and lied a poor boy with a
wheelbarrow, trying to get it up on the
curl-eve. He funs in tile attempt. You
say, 'Stand bark, my tad; let MO try."
Yuu push it up on the curbstone for
him and pass on. He wuneera who that
we'll (neared new was -the; behind him.
You did a kindness to tho boy, bat you
did a great joy to your own soul. You
tsill not get over it all the week.
Oil the •I riot tounouw morning you
will see ii ick men passing mien,.
"Aii," you soy, "what eau I di lo aodits
this HOW hiall;y1 Ho certuiely does but
Want money ;lie la not poor, but he is
sick." tit se him tine of thofte V,1•00
elteerful lis,kis that you hay,. 101114 mi
up for the whelp your, u.k Joy and
hopefulness lieU, leis mall. It vrill.thrill
hint through, HMI thvre will 1st a reac-
tion upou your own lurtil. 11014101a fl lit-
tle farther, you will come to the stole
of a friend who le embarrassed in, land-
:Nee matters. Yen will go in and pity:
"What a fine stere you have! I think
bueiners will briglean up, and you will
have more custom after an hilts I think
there is crowing • great prosperity to all
the oountry. tiood morning." You pamammo
•
ilagoteih the thigh that day, and was
taken to his tent, where I Weed to
take care of hike The battlefield was a
couple cf miles front the eamp of the
evening before. At the time I was with
a party that had just lost a mountain
howitzer tu the Indians, but sce nevor
Like all dancing, the root of the ban got it back, though we tried hard
let is to be found in rehinoric times, enough. The Indians had sense enough
bat Italy ens the home %Otero its to destroy it, and a let of ammunition
growth became coincident v. ith the besides. 60TtIP things happened that day
development of the opera. With the that I wouldn't beheve if I hadn't seen
Medici it was imported into }name, them. We were out on a skirmish Itue
and flonrished as a (siert etnertainment
under Catherine de' Melici. As the ban 
when just in front .-f me I saw an In-
dian girl with Ler hand over her eyes,
let increased in popularity it was grad-, just like she had been looking out to see
nally aseoeisted with the libretto of a who was comma.
great poet and the tunic of a great noel "I called out to the onicer near me
sicisn, and it ussol to be put on the that there was a little girl in front.
stage lay some noble patron of the arts. 'All right, don't hurt her.' Rays he.
Princes of the royal blood frequently; And when we went up nearer we found
took part in the performance—Louis that she was dt ail. ehe hail been shot
XIII, to wit, and Henri IV, who had. thrown) and hal died so neldenly that
a special dancing room built in the sheham routed a uraecle. ehe loeSed
arsenal. Even Le Roi Soleil did not for all the world as if the were alive.
dream it beneath his dignity to inner- , And there was an anent neat so that
senate various chararters in the ballet the Leonel went into h.s sLO: I:' or one of
until ho was prevented by ht growing the soft ribs and came eut in snenly the
corpn lence. same pleee it V.Tlit iii, after going
Gaetan Vetetris, who styled himself around his body and keeping tinder the
in Proveucel dial. et "le den de in skin all the way. Tim doctors ran a
dame," brought the ballet to its perfec- cord through it, and they used to mill it
nom and when age deabled hien his back and forth every day to keep it
eon Angeline was' a worthy successor.
Mlle. Camary danced with the 
father,' 
a 
from healing too fast. Be got well, mid
there was black ring around him the
while Madeleine aiiiruard, the protect-1 yea of his we. e„, of the 
r 
seas of David the painter, wa. a pen- thing, y„,i
1,::ip,,Lary et the son. '1 b see!, .:ry Was, "Wu „ninon find :my dead 
to
a quarter gone before the goldee age of speak of after the tight, and we wonder
the ballet in Leillon. Great ed „hat had nen,, One of the nnuts
however, were done at lire Ilajesay'la wont out end came back and Feld, 'Heap
theater in ogle Victorian delve "(11' Injun death ' Wri'Aidn't find mitt marks
seller" was t united work of Heine, ' of it, test be show ..d tut %%here Ito re
Theephtle Gunner irni Adolphe Adtim, I ww, hodiel ca lied by the 'Junin da
and the premiere dementia wit lotta You kuuw an Indian will bury his deed
Gnat, bhe was tinevewled 1)7 F011117: if be has to take all Linda of chruic-s to
Hasler and Tongan who was !pinion'I do it, There were over 100 halite iii no
Wised by Thaekeray, and was alive not hole we found en that aide of the bank
many yeem_a_go...—fiaturday Review, of on ng,,r.
wino a 1107 Cam Da "Old Chief Joseph was a man to re-
A recent peew in the children's page member. There was never a geott•ral who
asks, "Wlfat can a toy do attyliown' was more brave than lie was. He was a
Well, by the proper use if a tack he eau match for some of the best of them.
lie his pa talk in four different km- 1 When he was at the head. there was no
guages ;thy dropping a little ammonia such thing as one soldier being good for
ou her back lie can nteke the family cae eight or ten Indians, as you hear einple
drill a hole through the wraith/bed ; by say.
his free and diriusemmum conversation I "General Gibbon was a mighty, flue
man. I don't expect to wept LI betterto his sister's best young Willi he el,au
make that sister cherish pesseniatic feel - one. Ile was as bravo as they imike
lugs toward the universe. What can't a &era, and he was always as good to his
boy doe—Minneapolis Journal. Imes ail ii nether wiluld have been. 'there
will be many a man who still lives in
A Westrls'uole this winery who will be sorry ti-tilt ti.b-
"Major bluff we dies a grunt deal of buy is deucL "—Helena ludependeut.
talkistg uhtlut himself will his experi•
ucee, H.; is i lily ol olp:„(e, man,"
INItit( true."
..011 4.11,1 , his.1 1.1,a,tstiiaa his',rrat,,,iru  thuse .Iobv uenrlt forou,o. ,41011111$ thinre no x041
, , fol ten peltitill hall, sir I
Iii fits Ato I a
father or a mothert—tharluttaelowa
A Now Woman et Orafoh. (P. E. I,) l'attlue
A ?Heeling woman hotel keeper of
Burns, Or., who is credited with being As Vatalllaa Paperlae,
one of the Lest looking as well as most
Husband (to his wife, who in going
successful hotel keepers in eastern Ore-
out. V.'s have eelpel t hut young tame
and you have helped yourself.
A Thought to Carry.
Colonel Gardiner, who mat with his
elbow on a table, named with all extrav-
agant viauns, looking off at a dog on
the rug, saying, "How I would like to
change places with hini, I be the dog
arid he be Culenel flattener," or thee
two Munition inieehmarire who wane d
to No lute the lagatetto for the mike of
attstoline the pleb) awl thaewars
"If noll fro lit there, fog will Miter
HMO Heti Wit leiter mho* Noy Wilt to
palm Mill fell In ieleild lima the peeta:
Iwo," 1.11011 Ills), hinds their will. Ned
*010 114i Orbs to help the wipe And thee








flee whet, tire wanted to
bring the gospel to the uegrottei at the
Barbados, end, being denied the privi-
lege, sold themselves into slavery, stand-
ing side by ride and lying side by side
eytyri by the very each ef suffering, in
order that they might bring those suien
up to life and Ged and heaveu? Oh,
there is a thrill in the joy of doing good!
It is the must tuagnincent recreation to
which a man over put bis bend or his
head or his tante.
But before clueing I want to impress
upon you that mere secular eaterfaill-
taeuts are DCA a et foundation for your day. He had sent out scouts, 
and they
soul to build on. I was reading of a hateiciineb ahcack ant he1Tsaiyd ha
t!dieren.t foundwtre
woman who had gran all the rounds of 'heap Indians'
siatal animeeneta. and she came to die- as many tepees as uenal, but thoy 17.1d
,nhe said, "I will die tonight at 0 learned somehow that Oct° tarts' as
many us 16 men to the tepee, atel they
-not; yin don't seehniwyto"beid; k"lel "glit:a qs
shall die at 6 o'clockeatid my soul trill
be lost. I-know it will be lost. I have
sinned away my day of grave." Tho
noon came. They theired be? to Petit re-
liglem counsel. "Oh," she mid, "it la
cif tei use. My eny gene. I have been
all the rounde of world4 pleasure, and
It is too late. I Isbell die tteiglit at 0
tenon. '' The day Ines seen, and it
came to 4 o'clock and to 5 o'clock, and "Tint° Wani't a ilniu in the es ird
she cried out at 5 o'clock: "Destroying who didn't hold up he§ hard to stem
spirits, ye shall not have me yet; if is that ho as favor of a fele. That
not 6, it is act it!" The moments went
by. and the shadows began to gather,
and the clock struck 6, and while it
was striking leer soul went. What hoar
Clod will call for us I do Dot know—
whether 6 o'clock tonight, or 8 o'clock
this afternoon, or at 1 o'cloar, or at this
moment. Sitting wbere you are, fallmg what they wanted to ea. Be tend them
forward, or drooping duwu, where will that if they were going to go into the
you go to? I light there wou141 be no nederattuidieg
The last hutir of our life will soon be! that they would he natter his cerinneel,
hen., and trim that hour we'., ill teview
Obotitu otthis tlay'n 0,es:wiling,. It will be a eel- It
!tab hoer. ft fetitti our detith pillonivis that, and it to a teinerkoble fief that
both it hiii'k hick *1114 seen ls ssn iti tunic *rh-1 skid ti-ore 
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mend mid take the remaining pound et
tiseh and the reit:unities drop of blood,
and upon our last reoxirtuuity fur re-
pentance and our last cheater for heaven
the curtain will forever drop.
Short History of the tsaiiet.
I••• alb e....1111.1. • 41111.1..oli • on.
BATTLE OF BIG IIOLE1DIRECTORY6
_
REMINISCENCES of A MAN WHO WAS
IN THE FIGHT.
Warm In Ma Pral•es of the fonraTe and
Goodness Of Gout Gibbon (1,1.-I Jo-
seph Woe • right.i. Who TeoMod the
QnotlItIos of 1114 Opponrnta.
WiDiatti Waraleorie tras with ihs Itits
tto Iota I 141b1wit I in fenthee Whoa lialits
Nil for 111110 111011 flee te;itti W III 10 he Will
Ills ottaishinioisr of the flehiffiltellt ti the
1-1410140, ne Wile It limo OM
het Neff we$Ilid,lsusssflIblilttif the euh-
oral slid Iii kahor oliaoss iii 6,4110:iif
the councils to wl.le 11 only tie toiantl
few wenn admitted, a council
the one held the eveuitig before th- bat-
tle of the Big Hole, when the cemniaud
of General Uibbuu engaged three times
the number of warriors under command
of Chief Joseph, the meet crafty fighter
who ever crossed this' path of Uncle earn.
The battle was a victory for the whites.
"If anybody tells you that General
Gilesin wasn't a tighter, jast tell him
he lies and charge it to men' said Wil-
liam yesterday. "General Gibbon was
all right. I remember the evouleg he
called the officers tesather and advised
with them about the Saute of the next
estimated the Indians as several buu-
dred, I don't remember just how many.
General Inman] was expec.ed in a nest
time, and Gellert./ hem calla] the win-
cers together rind said to t1;:ao;
'' 'Days, the helihne are Crlf th-rn 1
Mrs. Carricoahead •-f us and the rpwatica is whetherwe will go after t!..let or n:t. Sti!
know, if wo wait fur fieneral fluwaid
we sohy never have a chanx.'
Jeff D. MCIfii
n"..,-Foolwcar




Only First-clasa in the city. Eviit
thing nent end cleau. ALL NVMSBM
BaltlIERn.
F.
was tho Elled of a tree Gibhou W35,and
that was the kind et men he had win]
him. Thera were nd or 27 citizens el
lived down in that country who woe
following the command and camping
just a short distance from me General
Gibbon called them in in. 1 asked titan
Gender 'plow**.
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Office Up Stairs, Opposite TelepheaVa-
Exchange.
t '0 R. 9TH .4 X1) ..41.4







KIM A, VILLE, KY-











Prs ft rrati eti,IKet,000
Coutatou 111 40(1,001) 411.1,
All Stock Issued onihe
GUARANTEE Plan.
- • C- gr-lat'q
• •
• 1 - .o iclior
so,gonti as to send inn a eurtnin lecture • • UI •' U.local newspapur that she will nut be re•
rrom time to time. I shall hardly tune
spousible hereafter for any debts con-
age to get to sleep without, you know.— Hopkinsville, Ky.
treated by her husband or her sea. I limporietioae lhatier.
off OD a journeye—Aud then, Emily, begon, advertises in a recent issue of the
e
forbesezt-rc,-













*Wcw acuaTiv make r• re in tio,1 of • ne-h•lt
t1ergLr price. • IVe c
when )n
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. Manufattutinff  a. v.
[INCORPORATED)
. PelAnliACTUP tt.9 Off; r
Kentucky DiAmond Twist.
choice Gm-enville, county to contribute ten thee-sand del-Chewing Brands:
Old, Kentucky Greenville, lars for this purpose, feeling almost cer-
014 Home, Ringer Plug, 1taln that the road will be built. Two
Ring Leader Twist, meetings were held yesterday by a
Spokane Twist: number of business men of the city to
talk the matter over. At the meeting
last night a coramittee consisting of
Smokin Brands:--Red Duke&Old Joe W E Ragsdale' Nat Gaither'
•
v.-  a JFUL
JEWELERS
Main Street, - - Hopkinsville, Ky.
D1.4.AIONDS TV-1TCII ES
JET ELRY SPECT.ICLE3
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A•t.'; ggrOur gtock is first-class, ;qui our prices
ric...ht. We make a specialty of repairing and
do it we'll, NN' e are agents for the
White Sewing ri-scitine"
.4.
Fomerly represtuted by 11r. C. E. West, and carry
a full line of N. elle', Oil, Etc.
build the long yolked of railroad from
Cumberland Gap, where Kentucky,
Tennessee and Virginia corner, to Cairo,
This would be an ideal road.
and for the past forty years, at different
times, efforts have been made to raise
the money with which to build and
equip this line, but all efforts have
heretofore proved futile. It will be re-
m nnbrred that abott six years ago the
people of Christian county voted t-200,-
WO to aid in the 'construction of this
same road, but that the election was
declared by the Court of Appeals to be
illegal because of the fact that on the
same day a subsidy of t200,000 was alao
voted to the Ohio Valley Railway Com-
pany. After 'this .decision the people
having the matter in charge suddenly
ceased to press the project before the
public.
Although little has been heard of
this proposed road for some time Col.
Neal and a number of gentlemen at
Mayfield and other places have been
quictly at work trying to induce capis
talists to furnish the money to build
and equip the road. At last they have
succeeded in interesting a number of
German capitalists, who have sent over
Baron Do Courier to represent them in
the matter and given him authority to
close the deal and take all the bonds
necessary to build the road and put it in
good condition provided he, after a
careful survey of the line and inspec-
tion of the country, thought it would be
a paying itiveetmebt. The Baron ar-
rived in New York a short while ago,
where he was met by Col. Neal and
others, but as no survey had been made
nothing could be done. .
A party of gentleman, who are going
over the proposed line,arrived in this eity
yesterday and are still here. They are
endeavoring to secure from the citizens
along the line enough money to pay for
a survey and for a part of the right of
way that people have declined to give.
They want the people of this city and
M. C. Forbes, W. J. Withers, W. A.
Wilgus, E. B. Bassett, Geo. C. Long,
E. B. Long, L. H. McKee, and Moses
Elb was appointed to see the citizens of
the town and county and to solicit con-
tributions to the ten thousand dollars
they are asked te give towards survey-
Las and buying right of way. The pro-
jectors of the road say that the people
will never again be asked to put
up any more money. Baron De Cour-
tier is said to be well pleased with the
proposed line and at present he is said
to be heartily in favor of bailding it,
but he can not do anything until he can
get a survey and have an engineer to
estimate the cost. The Baron has been
at Cadiz with his party for geveral days,
but will be in this city this evening and
will meet and discuss the matter with
the citizens. He will be assompstaied
by Metiers. R. B. Wicks, W. L. Moor-
man, Warren Moorman, prominent
r inroad contractors, and also by Mr. C.
T. Ford, of Central Valley, ,Ky., and
Mr. E. A. Green, a New York capitalist.
This party will go over the entire line to
Cumberland Gap.
A number of years ago a partial sur-
vey of this line was made, but the wm-k
Will have to he done over. Tilts rorit1
will traverme a very fine Notion, ran,
AN IDEAL RAILROAD
From Cairo Str&ght. Th (la to
Cumberland Gap.
IT WOULD EE AutlesT AN MR LINE.
H. re is soraithing that is of interest ping ek:sar across Kentucky frorn East
to every man, woman and child in this to West en almost an air lice. It will
end of Kentucky. I pass through a number of good towns,
There is a move now being made to I such as Pineville, Williameburg, Burka-
vilie, Thompkiasville, Fruellin, Ruse
,1011vill,°, Elkton. Hopkinsville. Cadiz,
Benton and Xiyfield. This lire will
be a direct one to the Atlantic coast at
Norfolk, and will shorten the distance
between the seaboard and St. Louis
about two hundred tales. It will not
parallel any other road in • Kentucky—
traversing a section of the State hither-
to unexplored by raiLeotuia, and it can
net fail to be a paying iuvestment. It
Nvi:1 open up a territory that is natu-
rally rich, but whic,ii has been neglected
because there are no railroad facilities
fer getting the products of the country
to the markets.
Jndge L. E Anderson, who is one of
Mayfield's most prominent -citizens, is
enthusiastic regarding the proposed
road. He ;Tent several hot1119 this
morning in the County Clerk's office
ascertaining details relating to the
wealth and ropalation of Christina
County:
"The line is sure to be built," he said
to a reporter. My faith in it is com-
plete. I shall go in advance of the
Baron and Mr. Green and secure in
every county through which the road
will go complete *nestles whieh will be
staniped with the official auala of the
counties and deliver to the Baron, who
will forward these and all other informa-
tion to the European capitalists, who
will furnish the money.
"My connection ;with the new road
Ponies simp4. from a desire to assist in
Making as prosperous as possible the
portion of the State in which I live, and
from an intention to purchase what
lands I can along the line of the road."
In referenee to the money Hopkins-
vile is asked to furnish for the instru-
mental survi y, Judge Anderson said:
1el. B. A. Neal has been praying
awl working, as everybody knows, for
this very road for many years. He has
had sueh great confidence in its ulti-
mate construction that he has put all
his money into former surveys and at-
temps to locate it. Knowing of the
many successes of Baron De Courtier in
placing bonds, he put himself into com-
munication with him several months
ago and a lively correspondence has
been continued up to the time of the
Baron's arrival in this country to thor-
oughly investigate the matter.
Naturally, neither the Baron nor the
capitalists he represents, can be expect d
to go blind-folded in the matter. If a
practical route is discovered, Baron De
Courtier is authorized to commence im-
mediately the building of the road. In
order to place the route a survey must
bs made. This requires money, and
those cities and counties along the line
that are able and 'will be most benefited
are merely asked for sufficient funds to
make the survey. After the stakes are
put up as far as Franklin, Ky., it is not
probable that any money can be gotten
foam the counties between that place
and Cumberland-Gap, for the people
are all very poor. All the money asked
ii for the survey. If it proves satisfac-
tory, the Baron and the European capi-
talista will do the rest."











ucces- r to (Tchti Y. Qw4ley
.N-tly stock
the latest style Woolei.,, both foi ign
-
d omestic. An rit line of Eng-
(". Vionetas III .Ch
which a-ill be cut, triuinjed and made
:atest st,
z"• UST MAIN STRIPA t
: 44 ilop)er Bros.'










drid Ls. Taanol'C 'Po 114 • I-72 *:;ftOm.
•
Repairing and Repainting aspecialty
:—: AND DEALERS IN
arrkes; ai-dware d gs,
a.ir., ems, "S7.77r1.1.r.z•-, t
Corner Eighth and
Virginia Streets, fippk'nsv'Ile, Kg,
It‘ Y. OWsi
 ompolmlaul......111•111M
-4Bucliner & 0 ¶;5!yo--
General insurance
And Reel Estate Agents,‘"
ilepres?nting a Irong Line of tokiurOnee
Hies.
Firclitc,InuadotAccidcati
Any busines. i trnated t,., our ca-I- wi.1 ,i\ rpt
attention.
- OFFICE:
Over First National Bank, : llminsvlDe. Ky
Ino• R. Kitchen
Has the the Finest Assortment
Of all Kinds of
FURNITURE
To be had in Fouthern Ken-
tucky I' and ome line of
Baby Buggies, 14.75 to
81S50.
Handsome seta
Bed Room Suits at rock-
bottom prices!
arWhen in Hokkinsville
don't fail to call and see my
handsome display of
FINE GOODS!
Embalmers and Wm. DUCKER,
Funeral Directors DICK EVERETT.
Cagier RGom, Ragsdale & Cooper's New





THE NEW ERA. :SOME CITY • SKETCHES.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Itw atria at the pust012,e in








Fri lay, April 3 1.•491i
('OUR!' DIRFCTOI:Y
1 sportsmen should bear he tithe:
recently pueseel fish bill peirudt
ning applies only to stelae* Sep-
Kentucky from other States.
C who sets a fist' trap or uses a
net in any of the interior
is :whale to a tine of Ver.
***
Kirk aneville is to be connecteil by
telt-ph no with Elkton. The hue will
Catel'ir COrar—Filst Mentley J12110 t melt a number of North Todd
Let fourth M011tiay in February and 
t etuaer. 
Sep-
towns. Mr. L. M. Armstrong, of Kirk-
te.kltrICKLY Corer—Second Mondays maasville, has alr
eady subscribed von
in .1.tueary, April. July aud October.
hasuee Corer —Fir.st Tutetthey in April
and (heetber.
t 'to/ rot Owlet —First Monday in every
nemth.
HOME SOCIETY
Mr. P. P. Lanham, of Louisville, is in
the city.
Mr. L. D. Hammond, of Evansville,
i• in town.
Mr. ar Brown, of Crofton was
a.•r, er•tertiay.
eirs. Walter Hale is visiting relatives
aytield.
Mrs. Hubert Potter and Mies Katie
MeKentrie are visiting friends near Oak
Cirove.
Mr. James N. Clark, of Crofton, Was
iere Monday.
Mr. R. V. Sheen-taker, of Trigg coun-
ty. at in the city.
Rev. H. W. Lyle, of Church Hill, was
in tow t Moir lay.
Ur. Joe Turner, aflasinbridge, was in
the city Monday.
Asehtort Draper. of r.mory,..... was
ii cowu this wean.
° Mr. L. M. Cayce, of Howell, was in
*ewe Tu slay.
Mr. W. J. Nisbet, of Madisonville,
tam in town this week.
Mr. Frank White. of Lafayette, was
in the city yesterday.
Mr. 0.0. Burkholder, of Crofton, was
ill the city Thursday morning.
Judge J. L Landes arrived in the city
Thuraday night, from Frankfort.
Mr. George Metcalfe has returned
from a Dustman trip to Princeton.
Mr. John J. Ferguson, of Logan coun-
ty, is the guest of relatives at the city.
Judge and Mite John Felanti. Sr.. re-
turned Monday afternoon from a brief
visit to Owensboro.
Mr. W. A_ Adeock, of Church Hill,
was in the city Monday.
Prof. Will Gray, of Crofton. spent
Sunday in the city.
Prof. B. Thom, of Chtirch Hill, spent
Sunday in the city.
Mr. M. B. Brown, of Crofton, was
in the city this week.
Mestre Thomas Mertin and B. F. Fal-
ler. of Era, were in town 11 utiay.
Mrs_ Mary Morton and Mies Sallie
Campbell have retained from Owens-
Mrs. IL G. tiveretreet and daughter,
Mae Mary. of Owensboro, are visiting
friends here.
Menu Jim Radford, Will Norton and
Harry Taintor. of The Square. were
Ii TO Monday.
Mr. John Harmed returned Sunday
from Louisville, where he has beem at-
tee aeg a me aical institute.
4.1.ITE1t8 IN ABLE El
Buckner & Owsley real estate and in-
surance.
I rives & Coney. jewelers, handle the
W ire sewing machines, 'mettles, oil
&c.
Try a can of Hopkins Steamed Hom-
iny corn.) It is delicious. Full
qeart 10 rents.
Early Rose :teed r.otatoea, 60 eta., per
M erriteevs & CO.
Poems to let—To small ; con-
venience* for honeeket.pina. Mrs. J. P.
Thomas. ood3t
Cottage for Rent. three squares from
L. & N. depot on Ninth street. F. L.
Fetes & Co. • 117t1
Vie have received a car-load of homes
anol will sell same at our regular sale
teatarlay, April 4th and Monday 6th.
Reestiew & Sote
T. F. Conine handles the best Oak
Hill and Protidence coal. Give it a trial
Ofaeo termer 13th and R. R. Streets.
Feb 1 W. I M.
For billioasness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpt liver, use
Leehining Vegetable Liver Pills. 26 per
box at druggast.
.eleanme and repairing by Fowright
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from
$3.5n to 315.00. Suits from $12 to $60,00.
eaventh street opposite New Era.
Leavell homestead has been sub-
divided into a number of spietelid res-
idertoe lots, weich are now for sale on
sow terms. Apply to Henry and Leav-
en. d&wtf
Dr. Ayers positive cure, a home treat-
ment for ladies. Call for free samples
Mn. S. H. Harrieon's boarding house.
telealtwet
The rooms advertised for rent over
Richard's store are not the one's (teen-
pied by Mrs. Carreto. Mrs. Carrico is
there and solicits the patronage of the
public. ile.w 1 t.
WANTED INXEDIATELY—An emagetic,
hustling agent to take orders for the
oldest portrait-copying house in the
South; eatery $100 per month and rail-
roue expenses. Addressee at once, G. E.
Meterze, New Orleans+, La.
Fla C ever Root T. a.
is a 00•• for Headache and
DerT Nothing relieves so
quiekly.—Sold by R. C. /earthy:i.e.
Tit. New tiog rust vile&
Slier Sweeny will not begin a pm-
trantm meet log at tee clturcit
It-it Sunday, as had been arranged.
At prayer meeting, lust night, a letter
from him was read stating that owing
to sickness in his family and conflicting
eugagetnents, he would be unable to
come to this city at the date named for
starting the meeting. He tusked that
the revival be postponed until the fifth
day of next month, promising to come
at that tine..
.••• ••• 
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
World's Fair Higatet tee ard.
Do Net Die : hi..
Do not b. induced to buy any other if
roe have made up your mind to take
II' 'oils Sureeparilla. Remember that
lissOd's Sarsaparilla rare when all wh-
ere tail. Do not giro up in despair be•
Olititle Other liAlte. failed to
•ip you. Tido. Hooda Sareuperilla
faithfully and you may reareouably es•
pel to be carat.
Hod's Pill' are pun ly vegettbleerare-








es Crape Crean of Tease Pewter?.
' Ammer .a, teem or a t ette•











and other subscriptions are being uTtle.
***
• have been received in the city
eine the approaching marriagt.
Lonis Spencer Daniel. of Clarks.
Mies May Margnerite, danghtta
ad Mrs. J. M. Watkins. of ILeb-
eau. The wedding wilt take
u Tuesday. Apr!' 7, at 5:30
at the home of the bride. The
nd groom will be at home after
5, Greenwood avenue, Clarks-
enn.
**•












Mr, henry H C. Eich-t7i
.cian.





were secretly nianie in leeinee- 3alcs
last Sunday night, and :it has
e public. There were viol de
e. but the parties did it Itiliuply
romance of the thing.
es*
houses in Trenton weee &m-
y burglars last week and a num-
valuable artielea sterlee No
have been discovered by the
4eate
The hree men who were tekeit from
the H pkfteoville jail sever-11 weeN- mg..
t., 1%.4 LiAti, to triol tor r1)u1141. 113-
in the 'wton outrage, would tiottatless
like tee come bark here. It is said that
in dwell county feeling is reentre
high anitintmt the alleged tuembers Of the.
mob. aud unless the juries give liteavier
oteute s than they did in the 'Wither-
spoon cage, the ex-Herpkinsville jail-
birds 4uty be treated to lyneh lawt The
Print- it Banner rays: 'One Male has
snfferstd a trifling penalty for thelmu
r-
der of ; Hewlett Himont. but the•aeople
are. not satisfies!. There is plenty Of ev-
Silence to convict the remainder 4f the
gang, and the public is not gointato be
msarimlkid with another Wither:poet ver-
dict, whether that was right or wrong...
NEIN Ea .s renders remember that a
few- monthe ego Robert Radeere,eolorett
stabbed another negro to death at a
near tenthrie. He threw himself,
withoat defense or testimony, an the
merry of the court. The ease was tried
Sattiniay.The jury was instructed to ex
Rattforifortas punishment at either im-
prisoureent for life or hanging. , Th.•
jury tithe' to agree. The Elkton Times
says of the matter: -The crime thie
nears) Seeds guilty to is that of willful.
malicious and premeditated murder, the
details f which make it one of theamet
unjustifiable murders in the annals of
Kent° ker crimes, and the general Senti-
ment èf the public **met to be p*et he
shoal I be hung, and but little tit-4 and
expen tanstrued in 1:,ii!Lr
WEDDING AT El liTON.





!ding took place at Elktonyes-
in which many Hopkineville
are interested. The contractire
perr011ii were Mies Nora Penick. ra ft-inn-
er student of Sonth Kentucky College.
and Mt- Bailey Wilkinson, of Charles-
town. Mo.
The ahurch was filled to overah ing
by fettered,: and relatives of the con act-
ing patties long before the hoar fé the
Imarriet e
The ride is a damrhter of Atteessor
J. T. .nick, anti is an attractive and
pretty -flung lady.
Mr. Vilkineou is Deputy Circuit Clerk
of Mm. 'iss-ppi county, Mo.. ana is 11
broth of the Hon. Ford L. Wilkinson.
of Elk el.
Tile shers were Messrs. Horace; nth-
erford, Dr. A. D. .MeReynolde, . M.
Rnseel , of Elkton, and Mn. Respell
Hogan of Trenton. •
iaty of lime New wontkn
Mrs. nk H. Win-t..n. 1 th, A;.: Ii aterent
The ew Woutan tells noot that the
present century is her own; anti intleed.
she pproaches the truth in this
instanfr. She has promised: ea a
•.Worrian's Bible," and she has ithowil
thet etten the Infinite leather &till not
escape her jetaceney, for the has ditecov-
ered that we should pray to a **Heaven-
ly af tor" as well as a HeavenIst feath-
er. S e informs us that the Pi grim
Fmithes are no more, and a tea. eThere
stomp. laymoute Reek, ea the
beak shoree of New Enalland,
thirty t wo women aceonmanied b7$ixty-
uine en and eltileiren." At fame teens
she utiat have a "woman's building.-
where n she may glorify the wark of
her lirtin and hand. No work (lane by
man ean be plat-ea beside hers fer cx-
amnmn4ion or competition. Surely he
furnit4ies a noteworthy example of mete-
miry self-abuctration for the bneflt
of the tyraut man
-••••
NEW INDUSTRIES.
The Fartnerentexesit Bank, new!y or-
gattiv I at Burgin, will erect a• llama
leene
C. . Cattle"-, of Walcott/4ton, will put




The L. & N. is to make extensl e
prove tents tea its depot and other prop.
tete a Elizabethtown.
The is 3 p,ti6,11 ill
Ruse*. 'vele praying the ( aty Couticeil to
°else vote on tle• titn•stI011 WII.Oler or
not th ehall have water-works.
The Baptist congregation at Owieiten
have lti the old frame church befitting
and e tire. contents—organ, bell; le.—
to the Methodist for $600, and will shut







mg, of Sanders, claims to have
red an oil well on his farm on
're*, near the INul mines in Ow-
expect to have it analyzat, and
aehen deo loped it will vi. hl
eneteen feet tea.
I - csolutlook.
itesmutiniis of repel t iii no. mory of
Dr. V M. lIdetralle:
Wit;ti.''., Dr. V. M. elt talfre teat •
ron of 1iutteitieli7, (beau ted this life on
the 1201 of Marta, left),, met being a
meanie r of Chun It Hill 1;r1141 , we
deem it appropriate to °MT the (+flow-
ing t1 bine of reepect
Km-Devitt), That in the deitih of
brother Metcalfe the Grange. his leet a
vain:tele member—a scholar wheel con-
tributed much to the ativaticenet t of
sgricultural interests. As a Ca
meth+ er it was his life week to
borer hi his Master's t•iut :tee?, a
witness ever re.aety to teetile






pie NA Ill lolig cherish and levee: y re •.
member the author of "Uncle a leer -
&effete Therefore be it turtle
Reateeven, That the society is bereft
of one of its brightest ornament. es a
scholar amid a scientist he WWI ale full
accord With the pre weepiest age in
white he. lived. lie it further
liEstif,A rim, Vint 111 m, py or thsis roe,
lutite • hie stored on thee reveres ;I 11113
( iransie one ..I.y I rt
of till' itt3'uliwtil bridle r.
J. W. M4.0.tr4e 





ABERNATHY a CO.'S SALE.'.
Tobacco sales by Abernathy & Co. of
S5 hogehettele for week eliding April 1st,
were as to/lows:
20 Wide. medinm leaf, Ve 30, 9 CO. 8 Ise
8 00. 7 60, 7 30. 7 10, 7 00, 6 90, 6 /40, 6 -Pi
e; mm'. em ?o, 0 10. 0 HO, .0, 7, •1‘
35 hints. low leaf, $500 to 300.
30 hhds. Ingle $800 to 1 00.
Our market was active and strong on
all grades except trash lugs. Some of
theist' were meninges low as 75 (ante per
its). We do not advise rho Feeding of
tobacco. Medium and good tobaccos
bring more money than they did last
year. and conimon leaf and low lugs are
fully sus high as they were 'Ia.., year.
This oule leaves medinm lugs lower
than last year. and with the large stock
in the present clop we do not believe it
will be to your interest to hold tobacco.
A10.:RNATIIY & CO.
--"••••
WHEELER. MILLS a CO'S. SALES.
Sale of 30 hhds i tobacco by Wheeler,
MilLs & Co., April 1, '96:
10 Wets., good to unetitim leaf: $9 00,
8 00, 670, 6 40. 6 15, 5 65, 5 60, 5 00, 5 
tel,
5 00.
10 hhds. common leaf: 4 75, 4 75, 4 70,
4 50, 4 25. 4 20, 401), 4 00, 4 00, 4 00.
10 Mete, lugs: 400, 3 Re 300, 2 80,
:i titl, 1 80, 1 75, 1110. 1 30, I 00.
Market stronger on all grade* except
commou lugs and truth.
HANHERRY & SHRYER•S SALES. •
Smiles of 27 hhds. tobacco April 1st..
'96. by Hauberry & Shryer, as fellows:
.7 Wide. medium to good leaf, to 00, 7-
60, 7 00, 6 90, 6 00, 6 50, 0 00.
7 hhds. common leaf, 3 00, 5 30, 5 Ole.
4 50. 4 00, 4 00, 4 00.
13 hhas. lugs and trash, 3 00, 2 90,2 50.
e 20, 2 36. 2 on, 1 95, 175, 1 53, 1 50,1 40.
I 25, 1 N.
Market stronger on all lower and cone
:atm grades of tobacco. H. 8.7 S.
YELSON a DABNEY'S SALES.
The tobacco sales by Nelson & Dab-
ney of April 1st., 11496, are as follows:
S Wale lugs, fl 50, to 3 50.
12 taels, medium leaf, $3 50 to 8 00.
Sales by Gaither & West of 77 hhdx
ate follows:
23 libels. good to fine leaf, 12 50, 12 00
10 00, 11 00, 1100, 1050, 1100, 1200.
11 00,11 50, 9 00, 875, 890, 820, 825.
8 70, 11 50, 8 80, 8 60. 11 00. 8 50, 8 30.
lh hhds. medium to "cad leaf. 7 OD.
640, 150, 7 10. 734). 1 25, 6 75, 1 00.6 60.
7 30, 8 00, 8 00, 6 85, 7 25,7 00, 7 30, 7 10.
341.
7 24 hie*. common to medium lea`
174), 375, 500, 395, 440, 354), 525,
400,5 25, 4 00, 5 90, 6 00, 4 40. 3 80, 5 2e.
600,6011,380,370,325,510,460.425
13 Mode. of lugs, 3 35, 1 00, 3 25, 1 30.
280. 2 CO, 2 10,1 GO, 1 40, 2 70, 3 00, 1 30.
1 50.
The demand was more general this
week and the prices better sustained on
all glades, The Bremen and Regie peo-
ple have commenced buying more free-
ly. Ana we look for a more steady de-
mand for good useful tobacco front this
date. Lugs seem to have no friends
anti ate selling very low. Oar sales,
next week will commence on Tuesday.
April 7th.
eatiseeee. commit a co's. sates.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co. of le
hhils., this week, were as follows:
hDtIS, good and medium leaf, 11 50,
11 50, 11 50, 10 50, 10 50, 9 SO, 9 30, 9 W.
900, 8 30, 850, 8 25, 7 ele 750,7 40,7 :to,
7 50, 6 90, e 50, 6 10,6 40, 6 00.
23 laels, common leaf, 5 50, 5 50, 5 (Ni,
5 50, 5 :/0, 4 75, 4 70, 4 23, 44%), 4 40,4 40,
4 14', 3 75, 70. 3 40, 4 20, 3 90,4 75, 3 50,
3 ter, 3 90. 3 90.
11 hhia. lugs, 2 20, 3 10, 3(10, 280,
2 3e, 2 20, 2 40, 2 2.5, 2 30, 2 00.
23 Ideas. trash, 1 00 to 1 75.
Market stronger on all grades of leaf
anti good lug.. Common ;lugs and
trash still remain low.
WEEKLY REPORT.
Weekly repeat of the Hopkineville To-
loaves, Market for the week ending April
I. i els; :
Receipts for week,  470
Receipts for year,  Itleo
Salmis fin. week,  24e
Sales for year, 




eletelay retort of the ilopkinsville
Teloacco Market fur the mouth eliding
April 1, leeta
THIS YR. LAST YR.
HMIs. Mile..
!teepees for month, - lote5 1065
Receipts for year - 3065 • 1515
Sales far month - • 3047 5:37
S'11.44 for year - - 990 1045
Shipmente for month - 442 438
Shipments for year - 8-19 9tet5
Stork on sale - - 21:12 986
Steak seat - - • Dal 1142
Stock on hand - • :i'.5 2148
D. F. SMITHSON.
• THE LOUISYII.I.E ItAttElir.
This report is furnished exeluteively
to tie New ERA, by Glover & Durrett,
Tiaameo Warelit muse :
Sall* I/11 our nitakei fia the week just
('11 ,0,1 amount Is, 3,e22 lava. Sales on
(our market since Jan. 1 amount t 5e.•
410 Idea. Sadie of the. crop ef 189e on
our market to this dute entouta to e0,•
fitil Wads.
The dark tele:arise being tottered on eeur









f II It "Rh+ IA "sprit*. on./
of t. rtutlag he aa.ura are 01114
Wooah5444 tM vnflS. lbso.A r. seg.
ay. • so.% I, peg ?virus
VA..4 &SD ‘2414 cast. Ileis hope, Begia. U.S. a.
ity. Anything suitable. for the French
1
 
Or Italian wt ne ; would command ful
prices ; extra long leaf (emanate; to sell
I well and we are glad to be able to repw I
i that the (eminent grades of leaf have
I been selling some better. Lugs of de-
I cided Quality are selling well, but tlee
thin nondesteript eats (-wahine hew.
The time of year has e tome when all
ehippere of dark tole tem should be very
prudent as regards order.
The following quotation/4 fairly rep-
resent our market for dark totexao, 1895
crop:
Trash.  $1.00 to $1a0
Common to med. lugs  1.00 to 2.10
Dee:, rich loge, ex. 'quality  2.00 to 3.:0
Common lea .. ..... . . . 240 to 3.50
Med. to good leaf, 3a54t to 5.4.0
L se of extra length  5.00 to 7.00




receipts (if rattle were light to-day, lent
there were very few lentehers on the
yarde, and the demand fully as light us
the supply. The market ruled vt.ry dull
throughout the day, no life or mei% ity
about the trade. and while prices were
but little lower it was a very hard mat-
ter to make sales at all. An entire clear-
ance not made,
i.: 1: t ra Oil polite 5i3 T155 3,.:
1,1,.1! -hippl, 3 anlq, a;',
Bast wieners  a VW A e4
Fair to good butchers  8 The sill
Common to nushlunt buteherilm 1 llefill 244
Thin, rinimh sierra, poor coif s
and scalawags • • - • I '...54 I 5..
0...1 to oextra xen  3 011ft 335
Common to tesallunt oxen ...  I 774.8 2 :IJ
teloar.  .... . ...... •• 3 titg a
14tocio.“ I ilkis 8 Ho
Bulls 1 :Mt 3.4.
Veal calves 2 50,4, 3151
Choice lunch cows  3)301.4 3)
Fair I41 g04111 IIIIIVII 041411 . I/ ontqlnOn
ThigS.—Itereipts of hogs liberal. Mar-
ket dull end 10c lower; bast medium
hogs $3 65.e 3 70; heavies slow at 3 reee
360. At the close a good manyamsold.
Choler. packing and butchers. Dee
to WI a se eras re.
Fall' to good packing. ISO to 225 It. A 7.rastA ,'..'.
tiood to ex t ra light. VC to MU is 3 8,114
Fat hoats. 121. to 15ath .
Fitt PlIOnt16, 1(1) to lent, ...




Sheep and Lantba—Receipts light.
Market steady,
(toed to extra shipping sheep . $3 00'33 LAI
Fair -to good 2 5tt.11
Common to medium  2IO2 Si
Docks . ..... . 1 IWO 50
Extra Iambs 4antat
Fair to 4.40.1 3 5.38 I 'II
().1111 ..... 11 to till411UM 3.104.3 Si
T8il-entls or culls „ 25583.4)
Fine Hogs.
Will sell to highest bidder Monday,
April 6th, near Court House, 12 thor-
oughbred Poland China boars :111(1 gilts.
Sonic now ready for use. W. J. Wino
ens. It
SNOW.
[erecter. TO NEW ERA)
Minneapolis, Minn., April 2.—The
snow that is now on the ground all over
this section is one of the deepest that
has fallen for some time, and many
West•an trains ate blocked, while oth-




hae signed the act repealing the etatute
prohibiting the appointment to the
army and navy of persons who held
Confederate commie:4;MM
EQUALIZATION BOARD.
f,..e.e.et +a. TO NEW F.1111
Frankfort, Ky., April 2.—The State
Equalization is still very busy and tinny
of the countee which had been assessed
at loss- figures are being raised, but the
total aseeeement will not be brought up
as high as it was last year.
_
THE GYPteIE QUEEN.
[sexciee TO NEW ERA]
Evansville, Ind., April 2.—Over 12,-
000 people attended the funeral of Mrs.
Elizabeth S. Harrison, late Queen of
the Gypsies. in this city yesterday. Mrs.
Harrison (Heel September 20, 1895, at
Corinth, Miss.
THE SOUTH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Boston, Mars , April e.—In an editor-
ell on the closing of Massachusetts (le-
en' mills, the Boston Journal frankly
adrnits that it is due to the fast paw-
ing eentips titter: tl... South.
UNPARALLELED OFF' E R.
Pi d ; Ii11 ill ill you
The New York Thrice-a. WickWorld
anti the WEEKLY New ERA will be sent
to any person one year for $1.50.
Think of it!
This offer it the. beet that has ever
been matlto by any newspaper published
in the Swale
The regular subscription price would
be doidele that amount.
The World IA larger than any weekly
or genii-weekly paper publudeel, and 1-
the only importataDemovratie ''we'e'kly'
published in New York City. Titre,
times HA large as the leading Republican
weekly of New York City. It will be
of teepientl advautageo to you during the
presidential campaign. as it pulpit/de-el
every other day, exeept Sunday, and
has all the beelines:, end timeliness of a
any. It comes all the news with 11
rig list of imitcresting departments,
uttimiu • features, cartoons and graphic
illustrations, the latter being a epee
tatty.
0. V. Ity. Time Table.
Corrected March 22 11496.
sourit nor ND.
NO. 1 daily No. 3 daily.
Lv. Ea-awe-ale 6:0/a. in. 4 :10 p.
Lv. Henderson 770; ••





Lv. DeKoven N:38 "
Ly. Marion 957 "
1467;:::Ii1.575 ‘•:•‘:Prineetien .1012e ''
Arv. Hopkinsville. II mime noon 9.,:10 p. iii
1.V. P611(14011 6 '' 5 ;4 2; "





Le 51orguel field 9:07 " cp
Lv. Henderson 9:57 " 
71e
Le. Cory di en 9:321 
''Ary'
Etamuuivihl.' 10 :43'' 
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH W)UND.
Lv. Morganfield 9 :10 a. In. 7:1)5 p. ni.
Are'. Uniontowu 9 ete a. In. 7:30 p.
SOUTH. BOUND.
Lv. Laciontown 7:25 a. tn. 5 :25 p.
Any. More:infield 7:344 a. in. 5:50 p.
1.4.31•AI. FREIWIT TRAINS.
Le. Princeton 7:15 a. in. daily.
Any. Ileopkineville 10:20 a. In. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :00 p. in. daily.
Art'. Princeton 7:15 p. m. tinily.
B. le Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
41
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Why seta r %% It It m tiug Its, on ultb, al191
Ii OAT, N% h. co lent:Ito. Beene, teulnint,
Still eel, ....ea el, ea, oat_ I )10.0,4 Mit
•,,01111,1 1111.1 ritoging iii filo heat tee,
Stalphm, tail-




E I could relieffrom a most hor-
• ribL• blood dis.
hundreds of dollars-
';,.. remedies anct physi-
,. wholl clicl me any
i oger nails came off and
r came out, leaving me
perfe,r bal I. I then went to
11C'fir SPRINGS
Hopi! ; cured by th:s celebrated
treatm• ut very coon became disgusted
and dat e to try S.S.S. "1 he t if, ct was
truly wee.e. mei. I commenced to recover
HAPPENINGS , at once •-: after I had taken twelve ,hot.• I lies I w es entirely cured—cured by S.S.S.when 0
renowe ml II et
Seeing, ; i,1 famed.
Wht. )
Shr.-
a • - so--Doings cf a Dzly Toki in ief 
Way.
Mrs. S. A. Riehards, the estimablt•
wife of Mr. Henry C. Itieliareisa the
e.11 kreown 31:tin street menet:let. diod
yostert ay of to•rnmen after a eieknees of
several weeks. l'neumonia cam eil the
death,
Mr.-. Rita:tree poseeesed many excel-
lent trees of eller:tette and her gentle,
lovable diepositien entleartsd her to a
large e-arlie of frietalim. The news if her
death ClAilli(V1 genuine sorrow through-
out the tenumunity. She was a life-tong
comet:4.1a Christian and a ntende.r of
the Methoelist t•hurche
She was about forty-seven years old
anti hal been living in Hoplinsville for
twenty years Her maiden mime wee
Mies co ,'ti, hew,
•
1.1.iler Dr. letrher.
Mr. Henry Lewis, of Henderson, ar-
rived in the city yesterday to locate.
He has accepted a position at the Wes-
tern A•ylturt for tat Insane, and began
his ttnace etateetlea.
----••••••• • ••••••• - -
The Cokre
The Board of Trustee: of the: colored
public school &Aided year 'relay to make
a contract with Forties & Bros., to erect
the new school builiiieg. Work on the
structure will be started as 80011 as the
contract is ratified by.the Genteel.
Mr. Ike II Sick
Mr. Ike Hart is very sick at his home
on Save nth street. He was confined to
his bed in Memphis' several days this
week and arrived in this city Tuesday.
His matey friends earnestly hope that
hie illness will not prove seriore.
ho is Li wrenc,
The Paducah News says Dr. Clardy
will be opeeeeed for reeelie.tion by L. P.
Lawrence., of Calluoon. With all etii•
tonal reverence, wt. rise once more to
ask : "Who in the is L. P. Law -
renceY' says the OweensLoro hetnirer.
!Leith 0I - (hi hi.
The two•yeats-old child of M. and
Mrs. Charles Gambrell. who live North
of the (Ay. died hot night areu a short
sickneto front pneumonia. The funeral
will tale, plata this afternoon(' The
sympatay of many friends is tatteieled
to the couple in their bereavement.
WHEN TRAVELING,
Whett,:r on pleasure bent, or lewdness,
take en: every trip a beetle of Syrup of
Figs, a:: it acts Malt pleasantly and ef-
fectuelly on the kidneys., liver and Low-
ell+, pre veeting fevers. headaches, end
other forms of selectee Der sale ill 50
taut aim.! $1 Letitia loy all leadieg drug-
im.ts, Matinfaetured by the California
Fig Syrup Comeany only.
hrktIan county Cases.
Act 1, et was taken yet•t •reloty in the
Court ta Appeals in two Christian coun-
ty cam.- 4. 011 :9011Wi of tippellent. time
for tilim,g mm pe tition for tele aring the. L.
& N. E. It. vs. Cayce et al, ease wee ex-
tendal to May 1St. Lu tlie (-nee of elei•
beat' s aesignee vs. Earedele, the thee
for filing the traneeript. on mot iou of
the api lima. was we for Ma' 1st.
Flop& in,sville 14 .411,,si Him( r 41.
At Owensboro, yest ertely, Mrs. 111:try
A. Menton, Mrs. Thomas Flarienir and
Mies Sallie Campbell, all of this city,
we're unanimously elected offitare of the.
Woman's Parsonage anti Home Mission
Society of the M. E. Church, South, deo
offices being Vice-President, Correspond-
ing Secretary, and District Secretary.
respectively. Mrs. Morton read a paper
on -Sy: tematic Giving," before the RI-
eitty.
-
still h▪ er %Vous •
The people. et Madisonville are ( ensid-
erably stirred up over a seneational
charge 1 memplot against a preeminent
farmer ly a well-km.° en young widow,
w at•eint oe ae ern ont 1.. fore re mute.
Judo. yeterevy by Julia Miller. te
blow. about thirty years of age. living
?ear le et., for the arrest of Ben Seuth-
aril upon the (+urge of ttemeted ate
sante etterreel to hem. been reemmittsel
on Monday. Southard is said tom have
skipped. He is 81,01:11 tWel!ty yelln: of
age, and is the son of Boyel Southard, a
welekeown farmer residing one mile
from leis city.
The facts as detailed by Mrs. Mille r
leefore .Tatige Hall were serenely put.
and aionthareta flight is consaler lie
stromay confirmatory.
There is great indignation t eters:steel
here.
Ilocd Play Coming.
The many frieeels of Sadie aloe Fred
Itaymenid eta be pieties! to learn that
thee.. two ele•ver people Ilro
Witil stlref•as ill tila.ir Ill'W com-
edy. -Daisy, Theo Missouri Girl," which
will a • P414•11 Itt 111/11/0111.4 ()pent House
next Thureatty Meet. ha.
surcess filen the start. It ignite
(of those lainte•liko. plays eel the moriler of
Bennato laienereeles 4 III Ile:a-teeter
rhea ale oot 1.1. . It i• ..,1 %%retell
story, full of tame el sitimeeee am!
strong elimaxeet, full of eparkling wit
and r parte and hes been th.• ne•alls of
pUttlIIV Fred 31111 Sadie Hay 1111.1:41 to the
very teep of the ladder in Ile etricea.
They leave alre'mully r..C4.1V1.1,1 .1.../..11S of
°fries trot i the lee city teem. ter the
perdnetion oef the play.
i. 1 1. .
PRING E MIKE
and everyone needs it at all times of the
year. Malaria is always about, and the
only preventive and relief is to keep the
Liver active. You must help the Liver a bit,
and the hest helper is the Old Friend, S1M•
MONS LIVER SEGULATOR, the RED Z.
Mr. C. Mimed, of Lancaster, Ohio,
says: "SIMMONS LIVER St(el:LATCH+
broke a case of ,Malarial Fever of three
years' standing for me, and lees thee
one Nettle did the biainese. I ehall use
it when he need, and retommend it.''
He mire that von get it. Alwave leek It
the Mil) /. Olt the package. And don't
forget the word REOULAT(M. It is SIM•
Mae. I iVele SFOULATOP, Mel there a
only one, mei event one who .takes it a
sure to be benefited. fin: liENEFIT Is
ALL IN THF eleMIDY. 1 ake it ale) hit
•• „. , • Biliousness and Sick Head:elle; both are
It ..y• 11(p- • Caused by a sluggish
uschaeue *4. /Awn It col L'IultdelVaill%._
er•fim.n;sau0.1wewrx•••••.••••&••sa7-ws•••••0•110.0•••••3166•••••••••••••....—.....-..
GREAT DAMAGE.
[smite TO NEW ERA)
Nash'. tile, Tenn., April 2.—A clone.
burst believing heavy rains has canoed
great e :lam, in Eaat T1,61111471141.0. Many
ranee! . t •-• •st les have been washed away
by fast At McMinnville the. dam
was w awry and the city left in
aerate ie ef power for the electric
light to: . t.
I M M IGR A TION.
-recite. TO NEW F.R
g...
NewYork, April 2—During the tnonth
of Feb. 11,822 immigrants were landed E
in New York, an increase of about tie
Per cent. as colninlred With the sante
mouth last yeur•
SUICIDE.
. Hetet:111. TO NEW ERA.)
Rock Island, III., April 2.—It is be-
lieved that Henry Bastian, of near here,
who, at the time of his death a few
weeks ago, i4 was thought had commit-
ted suicide, wee murder. Suspicion
L•4 Said to pOitlt to four farm halide in
the neighborhood of Bastian's place as
the guilty patties. Further investiga-
tion will be timid.
RUNNING TOO FAST.
(sew 1.111. TO NEW ERA)
New Yerk, April 2.—Chauncey Dc'o
pew, referring to the MeKinley Loom,
said signifirantly that there is such p
thing as a titan running so fast that C.
will be omt of breath when the time
comas to jump.
DEMOCRATS.
r,el'ECIAl. TO NEW ERA]
lemisville, April 2.--Chatirman Long
sent net letters last /sight calling the
Demote% ti •• State Executive Connuitteto
to meet 1.. this city Apri122 to fix a tine.
and pee - for holding the Denex•ratie
Convene
TIle • . It eR SOUTH AFRICA.
April 2.—Owing to the gray-
• itnatiou in South Africa, the
t is taking steps to eispatch
::s to the Cape of Good Hope
HS SOW, s':Ar•millit' to be remedy fee any
entergt y.
The • - tore of the British ( eaarte red
South - a Company have formally
rape.- . the Government tnVar the
Immo s t . dispatch of 300 regraer






Chi,. April 2.—J. W. MeLoeorgh,
of this • e. , claiturt that he has perfected
a pima I y wheel rataral colors can
be pleot• graphed.
OPPoSE WALTON.
Weigel:vine, Ky.. April 2.—Denio-
eras of the Thirteenth senatorial (As-
tral ss ill nee t at this place to-morrow
to seta t a candidate to oppose Dr. C.
J. Walt.',, who will le the Republican
nominee.
WELL FIXED.
Naelaille, Trull., April 2. The re-
ceipts of the State Treasury during the
month of Martel amounted to a249.909.-
73, of which $144,193.90 came from
County Trusteee. The diseursetnents
were $127,029.54. Balance in the Treas-
ury April 1, $669.4))169
Dr. Price's Cream BAking Povk del
4.1r.rasil 'Al ain.4 Ir•at i.1•61:11•C•
stale l'• rsontik.
Webb Watkins, formerly publisher of
Itrineetem Banner. has le en noni•
inated 1 v leenewrate fig eleyor mt
Dexter. ..•
Mr,. ',ma S. Poitge. of A-lila:lel.
ha ..- Is . oiest a silt er inalia for am:
teeny •• Univer-ity Ltage,
of Chi.
Dr. e. •, Slattm. of Leitchfield. las
been 11 mc elluir in the medica;
departite. .1 of the University of Ten-
nessee. eseeted :it Kneen!' e
.1. 'I'. la • Mahn, elf Touipkittsvilla., is
end is raid to lie.
try. : ley carryiug n raft to Nash-
! cet rio • .•,t in that part of the roan-
( Me .• elaust hotel men in the
State t. . .• 1.41•%% Inc. t) Mt. WZIL1,11111g-
t011, . 14 leen keeping it tiaverit for
tit•arly t . years in that flouriehing
little. te
tutal teatiltfl, r.
Kara s Clover Remit Tea purifies the
blond odd gives a el..zan and beautiful
(entitle elem.—teed by It. Hartle Irk
IN TO1'611 LUCK.
• .;eee u.n. To NEW nut',
Diva. laye. April e.- S. C. !Velem
and 1, il.aley drugged the son of Jail-
er Pe, this place. took the prison
key. ate ay from hint end attempted to
liloerate Se ill &Litt), U l•rimmer charged
with dee:ening a toenail. Their pima
(Atha, and they are new keeping Smith
compete- in jail.
If .toon eat what you like. anti digest it
you v 1 urea. Is. strong and healthy.
.iii dMI•I it. you might
aline • • -.ell not eat, for what matt
can • ...ed do you if it doesn't ma:
ish .% •
If • feel Hat yeti ain't algae it
•ttup!..1)..lp flapper
It m . • leer Digestive. Cierliel male






A congregation of the most stunning things that has ever





The spring Fashion show
In our Dress Goods Department, as choice a collec-
tion of Fabrics you ever saw. Neat, tasteful, sub- ---1°
stantial patterns. High novelties for those that
want highest style and exclusiveness, and the 4
pretty stylish fabrics you get here at modest prices.
?nr, A YAR
D for Handsome an,,, A YARD far rich effects 1- I A YARD for those 4484)411811e a
UHL New Wool Plaids, 39 in., JUL in all Wool Novelties, 46 I i 
Ira Idlo,astabique. that )ou
a wool, Sakernieh Serge. Rich inch : all 'wool Trench Serge; Fine ape cen't rte Inr, otl:(;sitlei•neftbror ielte 1
Buick Mohair Sicilienne. 46 inch • Lustrous Mohair Sicillienne; Nov- I th:Al&huht eaLhe =vane NI. 
ohs)r InBlack Novelties.*. I elties in all wool Black Goods Mack Arod N,.' f fret el else. .-re
It would take a whole newspaper to describe the many exquis-
ite Imported novelties in black and colors. We want you to
come and see.
The New Foster Gloves I
Have Arrived.--Fresh, Dainty. Stylish and Good!
The genuine Foster only at this store, no matter what others say. Look for Foster,
Paul ciL Co. on the glove. It mesas the highest satisfaction.
Ladies Lace Collars.
Graceful, pretty, inexpensive: in a few words you have the story. We might add neat,
nutty and all the adjectives: the goods will stand them They are getting almlet
bible to a stylish outfit, and nothing is so becoming. Look at the lace counter for. them. There is
plenty at the ,(me counter to interest you and saue you money.
Si 50 }u'oir Laididieec'hFnlolnedeolser:ind s2 2 00 CFori very 
that 
Latt•emaonmd Silk, tahnedaLaceattinodu Velvet
• 





sacrifice fit and comfort. Our strong bold is in combining all three
You don't sacrifice anything in buying our shoes. The only sacri-
fice in them are the prices and we do that for you. You should 
see
the new beauties in this line
eee'ettite
Collars, Cuff., and
t prices that have
Hopkins', die.
Men'sFurnishings
'Very complete line of Neckwe...r, Sus-
penders, DreSs Shirts, Negligoe Shirts,
the many things necessary to a Gentlenish' Wardrobe
given to us the MEN'S iirtoasal NG business of
We Can Fit Yqu With
A Proper Corset.
We have the make best suited to you, and nothing is more
essential to the charm of your Easter costume than a well-
fitting, correct corset. We ha, e
Warner's, C. B., Armorside, P. D,
' And Many Others,
11MsCrillII&,,..aie=WMMIIIIIIIIIMIIIMNMBMIIIIII211M111111lMINIIINIIIMIMKIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIINIR
1 ‘, Whithr eaveFryew 
purchase of ndrleys,s goods or
amountingshoes to $3. or over, 
mount
we give
you a beautiful 
Pa 




Is as satisfying as that that wears well. Shapely,
- sightly, 
serviceable stockings for ladies and children.
We contend there is laone in the city like ours.
FANS.
Pretty Japanese fans from
3 cents up.
And the prettiest line of




















Th. tatoular new Dresden
effect,' :it
Half Regular Prices.
i- E UTIES I' WA IS1 SjIIEL1 8, BUCKLES and SETS
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I At druggists. Trial bottle. ten cents,
• .1tre'1.. 4.%It
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Iii,.  r VP mire th w easee. erst 1.,
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St,'.' ii end health 111111111 trent the
fisid y• • ...I . mitt ••r leen digeet. •
•and Isa• wow into tIn• 11140‘1.
l'In.1•444t tnnii• is digested food. T lo,
best aid to digestion, Shaker Digestive •
Cordial. .5 ON
of dystemeia, Shaker Digtative Cordial ;IP 6
nausea, Ii 'a' Wind, (It 0f.
f 
•
ensive . Loat h, or any other symptoms
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We Have Just Received




Have just Arrived. The
Handsomest Line Ever
Brought to the City!
Ile. • -
V-- evapeasee
























Reed, McKinley and Allison are the
- telly Candidate:le who will have the solid
sopped of their own States in the' Re-
publican convention.
. Lost .strayed or stolen,-one presiden-
tial boom. Finder will. confer a favor
Ly re turitiug saine to Wm. 0. Bradley.
Military (iovernor, Frankfort, Ky.
An exchange remarks that Reed,
ltiorton and Alliseen will feel disappoin-
t .1 after the adjourumeta of the Re-
publican National Convention. That's
a mistake--they will have gotten over
teen etifeet before the convention
me1t:.
inelr"WANTED-.kii agent in evry
seetion to canvas; $4 Olo to 5 00 a day
dells at eitelite also a luau to sell Staple
. t .4)13e..S in &Art% best side line $15.00 a
ine'llifik• Salary Or large commission
ete.dose experience nunecessary. Clifton
L; eip and manufacturing Co:, Cincin-
teen, O. Sep 1 9w Iv.
The Spanish govertanent ought to of-
ficially thank the Senate of the United
ntebss foeits delatory course on the Cu-
ban question. If the citizens of thee
tonntry had their way, Cuba would be
free and independent of Spain within
tie next forty-eight hours. but the Sen-
ete never pays any attention to the
wishes of the people.-the Senators feel
like Wm. H. Vanderbilt did when he
said: -damn the people."
The Britesh people consume each year
3150.0(10,000 worth more of grain than
they predate., and in view of possible
war complications it is now proposed by
the Government to keep not less than
one year's supply of cereals on hand.
With a year's supple of food on bead
a'id with the best navy that floatsou the
high seas. John Bull will be in dues/lope
to work a good many bluffs on nation,
eett so well prepared for war. The bet-
t •T' prepareet nations are for war, the
leas liable they are to become engaged
pi a wan-other nations being slow to
tarnish a provocation for a tight.
The Secretary of that organization has
juet written an official letter to Speaker
Reed thanking him for enforcing the
rule against smoking in the Hbuse of
li•presentatives. What earthly differ-
ence it could make to the W. C. T. U.
whether or not the members of the
Heine of Representatives srnokedin the
capitol is. something that few people
will be able to understand. The W. C.
T. U. by making itself -;ridiculous in
such matters as this lessens greatly its
powestlee do good where its services
might be really needed.
friThise testimonial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My daugh-
ter has been sentinel to severo colds and
croup and often taken with violent
c. eughnteg spells at night. Dr. Bell's
Fine Tar Honey is the only -preparation
I have found that will relieve her. I
think it is as tweet-levy in the household
ise a life preserver on instetunbeat.
Respectfully
B. L. Jessel.
:an. 18, 189ii. 202 W. Bridge St.
Louisville, Ky.
The Democratic State Executive Coin-
tentesse of Tennessee has committed a
great blunder in a calling a state con-
veution to nominate men fur State offi-
ces and announce III platform in advance
of the national convention. If the plat-
form happens to be at variance with the
national platform it will mean defeat
for the Democracy of either the State or
Presidential ticket. The committee re-
f allied to consider the matter of having
ten conventions, the one to nominate a
State ticket to be held after the Chicago
gionYeation. The other States of the
Uuion realize the confusion that might
te• brought about by having one conven-
tern. so they are all preparing for two-
nee for the purptese of sending delegates
to Chniago, the other to nominate State
tickets.
if the him- 1 :Appropriation Bill goes
(eminent Congnas just as it is ref orte
nen the Committee our navy will be
ceneeterably improved by it. The bill
rewnemends an appropriation of more
taan thirty-one million dollars, and of
this amount a little over twelve million
of it is for the construction of new vete
sein-efonr battleelepe end fifteen tor-
pedo boats. Considering our Minor-
taisee in the great family of nations,
and considering the vast amouut of sea
mast and large number of harbors that
withave tsgoginsi, gar navy is a ma
insiguiticent affair. If our jingo would
lit amen are to continue to work,
mouths as they have %water tilo
p few years, we will soon* or fileter,
:1411,7sit bly Sr.*we have seed of'
a nosy, vet.* will knock the chip
Of o
ifoba 
0:t ("pod*, Oar Navy is at
present a toy affair coinpared with that
of Great Britain ; and the British are
nowt preparing to spend a htualred mil-
lion dollars on theirs. Everything con-
sidered. the United States ought to
have the largest navy afloat. ,
Harper's Weekly for last week con-
tained an able editorial renting forth a
analser of very excellent reasons why
McKinley- should not be elected to the
Jr....cadency. The Weekly says: "The
author of the IleKinley bill is an ami-
&Lie man, with a pleasing manner of
Reach, Lin of all the men who in the
twenty years hays risen to leader-
ship in the House of Representatives we
know of no one, with one exception,
a An lees capacity for the poet, either in
eharactnr or in intellect. During his
Ciairmauxhip of the Ways and Means
Cenonittee h was the tool mid servant
of the piviterted manufaeturers. It wan
to de their bitldiect thee be was plaend at
Ills' beset of the nemenit toe thief le thee
Put ;hale I-fifteen; eine the ti eft tof too,
/10“0•Offss for foloeitie ft*
tips aeppett elf 190 go,psies.tst j4e ‘41,'
Pail telt parpieie end lore, Iti
Ben dom. lie ths• isiatilnal
twit' of it noes/ere of whirls it. battoll-
t aeries, (ties protected mattinflattersrin
wer3 this reel authors. It was not a
ineasure for supporting the government
with the ways and means for its main--
t eance ; it was a ineature for increas-
lig the profits of a favored few at the
expense of the overtaxed many. • • • •
There is no reaeon for his nomination
for the Preeidency mune that which led
to his aPpointment on the Ways and
ecus Committee. That reason Is, as
en have already explained, that Mc-
Kinley will do whatever is commanded
1 e tee men who insist on having the
resht to tex the people of the United
tenter; for their owe profit. McKinley
leelieves in levying taxes directly for the
beneet of private citizens, making the
revenue it ilecondary or incidental
comne.eration. He I. the chief politician
or hi., rs.t, not bemuses be is a great
e:tstio:nist-he has not even an ordinary
*quint:owe with the subjeet-not
r.i.T1,• he °reinitiate Wean gill' on his own
nreennon thee lope and ountiletes pro.
C' Pen. lettimilition, lint simply and solely
Ise:time he is willing to take orders from
certain mannfacturern who know what
they want, and who are willing to pay
leen. sums money to secure a political
»gait who will turn over to them the
rising power, to do with it as they will.
* • • • He lathe candidate of thou
svMs want to divert the government
frig) its constitute:11W fauction or pro-
eineisig tie' generatwelfare that its chief
poShe• may be used for their own selfish
putowess. The testi( as net to be the ig-
en? of the (inning, el/actin, isin if it
wen., do we believe the country would
nodeto nieke anothe,t trial of MeKitt-
1. Th.. lane lett) be the eurreney
ilteirttiot. The contitry *mini the ettecey
WOO artthssi, need the tteettlieti that *Ili
le4ilt Seeetelidetess the
Bradley s boom was short lived, but, I Every day that the present inettivient
n then wait longer than it deserved. RePubtlean Conferee*, site fnenishe-
the leinewrate excellent tuao•rial for
McKinley continuo; to rake in the approaching campaign
votes, although he has positively ref •
The new law in Ohio in regard to
ed to tell where he stands on the
; spending money in elections would be a
rency peer 1011.
I ';0011 eine if it could be. carried out. Can
The members of the PRA., of Lea* aidetes are limited to an expenditure,
vile, have ••Kot it in for" Mayor Todd,
mid dewlare that they will defeat him *
when he Neocene a candidate for the
office next full.
E. W. bagby, a prominent lawyear of
Paducah. Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey cured his children of whoop-
ing cough when all things else failed.
it's a new remedy for all coughs. Guar-
"vetoed by all dealers.
The greatest mistake that Reed ever
made was in accepting the Speakership
of the Hotter while a candidate for the.
presidential nomination, and of .this
faet he is now. doubtless, becoming
aware.
Bon Platt will take New York's thin
ty-six votes to the Republican national
convention and trade them for a promise
of the Treasury portfolio. As Secretary
of the Treasury Platt would make mil-
lions.
The Nashville A. P. A. 's are having
a big thus of it at the expense of the
eaudidates for Chancellor. Any candi-
date who would affiliate with such an
organization as the A. P. A., deserves
to be defeated.
The Menet estimate of illiterates over
ten years of age in the United States is
8, 104.706, which is 13.3 per cent. of the
population. This is a large number, but
the. proportion in 18n0 was 17 per cent.
The public schools of the country are.
&nag good work.
Boas Platt 'Pays that McKinley's race
remnant him -of the log which was
chaatng a rabbit, and ran so fate that he
ge 4 attend of the rabbit. "McK inley is eer-
tainly kneeing all the other dogs in this
race, and none of the dogs behind him
need any hope of getting hold of a
hair of rabbit.
By a majority the English nni-
eerie' of Oxford and Cambridge have
detente-el the proposition to admit women
to degrees. The vote was so chew that
the contest will be renewed. There is no
valid reason why the women should not
be etre* the same chances as the men
in an institutions of learning.
Good 'old Granny Metcalfe, Miners
living old,  at 615 Monroe street, Padu-
cah. K _rays that Dr. Bell's Pine Tar
Honey the best grip cure, cough, tang
and bronchieal remedy that has been of-
fered during her life. Guaranteed by
all dealers.
The Repo:dine:in talk about the recip-
rocity policy inaugurated by James G.
Blaine in the early days of the Harrison
administration is all rot, used to deceive
people who are not pureed on coeuntene.
Our trade with the South and Central
American governments was in no way
benefitted by it, and for that reason ano
for no other it was laid aside
During the presidential campaign the
Republicans are going to talk about tar-
iffabont reciprocity, and any and every-
thing else under the heavens excel t the
currency question, but on that they
will be as silent as the tomb, and it
will be in vain that the Democrats win
attempe to make them commit them-
selves to any plan of currency reform.
Still another county has instructed
against our military Governor to
the presidency. The Calloway county
Republicans went for McKinley on
Wednesday just as if Bradley had not
'been in atefield. --My Dear Happy' P who
has jest been made Warden Of the
EddYvnle penitentiary, and who lives
in that section, ought to have looked to
Bradley's interests better.
Be the years 1885 and 1144.5 En-
gland' increase in naval strength Wits
37 :sir cent. that of France 42 per cent.
R • 71 per cent. Germany doubled
e nuinilwr of its war-shire. Time- United
States, however, made very little addi-
tion to her navy, we are sorry tee say.
Not a shot was fired at sea in that de-
cade, but it is evident that the time
will cOme when there will be such a
thundering on the deep as Neptune.
never hearei tenon., and when that tine
canes we will regret that we did not fol-
low the example of the other great pow-
., a the world.
Ike* Ileani. who is said to be the
drollield authority in Spain on interne-
bier, declared in an address some.
days ggo that "Europe will not permit
Cuba lo belong to the United States,
siace it is destined so be theGibraltar of
talltWistun hemisphere." Senor Mo-
ist is Of his base. His idea seems to be
that the American Gibraltar, as he is
pleaeed to term Cuba, must necemarily
be a European possession. The United
Statee has no intention nor desire to
take possession of Cuba, but when
Spainloses her hold on that island,
Uncle Sam will see that no European
pow* will take pomeadon of it.
It it said that the latest scheme of
Bradley and his gang is to call special
elections to fill the legislative vacancies
in Republican distrieta and not call any
in the Democratic districts. After do-
ing so the program is to call an extra
session of the Lewis lature, naming the
election of a Unite d State* Senator as
part of the business, and in that
way send a Republiean to Waehinirteu,
depending on John Sherman to have
hint seated. The people of Kentucky
would not stand this, and all the tropism
Bradley mild call out would not he
able In moppet". them if he *tee if) ilf
tempt He+ it thing.
Jelin Wite Pleetetilfit 411 thu
Troitattry tut how Folire at SO 1111104$1
*041 MO sit his Nor
yowl salary attutunnini Isa,onn,
he isved fairly well, and man-
aged' to stave feta
' Boss Platt wants tut opportunity
to try the same thing, and feels assured
that he could save itie much, if not more,
of his salary than Sherman did. Platt
would come mighty near owning the
whole country, treasury and all, if he
could get the office, but no President
could afford to have. him in his cabinet
on account of his unsavory reputation.
The Howe of Representative.; in its
haste to eeiumre Ambassador Bayard.
and thereby satisfy the protected manu-
facturer'', failed to provide any means
to officially notify him of the censure.
It's dollars to cents, howeve-r, Chet soine
ofticiens pereon will tell him gamut it,
but it is to be hoped that whoever thee
do so, will break the news to hint gent•
ly, se such proceedings by a Repnblienii
Congreu just proceeding a presidential
election is womething 'to little. to he ex•
ported that a sudden notificiition of It
might have. • very load eiffese totem the.
anoneeseior. A Republican Congrea.
Il it presidential year is a great institu-
tion
Paducah may well feel proud of some
of her enterprises. Mann D. Wilson &
Sea, of Kimble, Ky., write to the BE.
Sutherland Medicine Company as fol-
lows: "We write this to certify the
wonderful and grand good neulte from
ror Dr. Boll's F'ine Tar Honey, whichefr:ti. People who never tided atlamer than any medicine We
oar More have heard ofit and comes
from adjoining counties; for it. One •
woo in ionlar ill that of Mtn Smith
, of this place, who was so
eillMtied with her throat for over two
yawn that she could not 'speak above ,
After she need the first '
lIe Dr. Hell's Mint Tar thesey she
enul
for personal expentse only, of not more
than n.100, and of only $100 if not more
than 5.000 votes are eoneerned. If this
Law could be enforced it would give
poor men an equal ehance with rich
men for an office, but, like all laws to
make men better, to make. them moral,
this can not be enforeed. and had might
U.S well not have been passed. This law
will, however, furnish candidates a
means of graeefully ignoring some of
the demands made. upon them for
money.
Congress has done very little. so far.
and is being abused hy the prees and thei
people for its general triflenem. The
legislation that is mon. needed than any
other is the restoration of an honest
monetary system to the people of theses
United States, so that while the syndi-
cates are making $10,000,000 at a single.
turn, the farmers and producer, may be'
able to get money to buy a few neceesa-
ry articles and pay taxes. In the judg-
ment of a great many earnest, thought-
ful and practical men, the nest impor-
tant step in thee direction is the teen-
plete remonetization of silver. A bime-
tallic standard of currency, both silver
and gold, with no discrimination against
either metal, is what is needed to restore'
prosperity to this country.
A leading American ornithologist 'says
that some of our most desirable birds
are. threatened with extermination .The
common quail and ruffled grouse are be-
coming very scarce. Wrens and blue-
birds are driven from their old haunts;
by sparrows. Terns are. slaughtered by
thousands for the millinery tinsineese.
end Florida is eimilarly despoiled of te-
lltale's, ibis, pelieans and smaller birds.
The wilel pigeon has disappeared. Fade
ion at pneent is the greatest enemy Of
bird life, but collectors of eggs' are. ale.
responsible for great deatruction. Pro-
tection of birds mnst mine through tie
education of the people, especially the
rising generation. and by protective leg-
islation. Thus far no State Legislature
hae given ;he subject the attention, it
deserves, and mast soon demand.
Barvelons Remits.
From a letter written by Re-v. J. Gun.
nerman, of Dimmulale. Mich., we. airs
permitted to make this extraet : "I
have no hesitatioli in nevem/lending Dr.
King's New ISL.:novel-ye as the neults
were. aimed man-eleme in themes*. eit 111,
wife. While I was pastor of the pt - t
Church at Rives JIllietiell She is
inesughit titiWII With P111`111111•vii.1
ing La Grippe. Terrible pargayStit- .•
Ittighirig icesol$1 leer he with lin
inoeauption and it seeIlle$1 as if se ,
lintel not survive. them. A friend -
leinmentles1 ler. King's New Dewey, :
it VCRS quick in its vvork am', Inge
satisfactory in results.'' Trial leen
free et R. C. Hanle ie k's Drug Ste.
Regular size 50c. and $1.00.
& N. Time fable
sourer.
The following time table tells whee
al passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis express.. 6 :00 ail
No. 93, Chicago express ..6 :45 au,
No. 55, aoneumodution  7 :0.5 an.
No, 51, St. Louis mail  . 5:43 pie
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail. 10:05 am
No. 56. ncommodation . 5:50 pm
So. 92, Chicago express,   9:44) pm
So. 54, St. Louis exprees  9:50 am
No, 53 makes connections at Guthrie
for Louisville and points East. No. e5
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The, first water dams were constructed
by the beavers, and the engineers have
never been able to impteve upon the
models prenuted by these industrious
workers. Their dams are wide at the
bottom, narrow at the top, are well sup-
ported and seldeut give way.
itheenea ant I 01...1 Ili flit
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cane in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
Tatum and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dose green() benefits;
75 cente• Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
Tulips are so sensitive to the light
that during a clondy day they will often
chew their petals and remain shut up
until a return of sunlight.
Barken's Arnica Inn C.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum.
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Come and all Skin Erup-
hone. and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give.
perect satiefacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by R.
C. Harthvick Hopkinsville Kv.
Gen. Weyler may be. a great soldier,
as his admirers claim, but he. has failed
to furnish any pram-tie-al evidence to that
effect since, he went to Cuba.
Ito Not Do This.
Do not be indueeel te buy any other if
you have made up your mind to take
Hood's Sangaparilla. Reentember that
Hood's Sanuiparilla cure+ when all oth
erg fail. Dee not give. up (wispier le-
mma. other tnedieinee have. failtel Cu,
help you. Take Routh. Parseperilla
feitlificlly pat lady reaapantiq esk
pao lee he settle,.
--
tiesol's Pillu aro pars teip,tichle,espe
ftillY prepared free, the leaf Illifftellelthe
'4he
Roden alima tei inekti an experiment
in high liquor lienusiv. Sixty hotels will
be cancel on to pay 0000 etu.h instead of
&Into, as flormally, and the. tax of retail
dealer% will be $1000 each.
A course of Hood's- Sarsaparilla this
spring may be the means of keeping you
well and hearty all slimmer.
(2 tiMPTINWS the most
1-1 careful women are the
most caretes& Many
a woman bundles
herself up, puts on
heavy clothing and
wraps and furs to
keep out the cold-
to keep out sickness'
-when she is neg-
lecting the very
worst sicknees that
ran come to a tro-
ilism She is allow.
ng a slight disorder
to grow, to become-
wow, to slowly and
Surely sap her vital
Hy Ti,,- Mlle pain
and the other eight
i 11 diistion4 of
trouble seem to her
unimportant She
PRI's tin attention t*
them. Ay and by
they grow a little
worse, but she is
used to them then
and takes them as a
matter of course By and by, they have
rown into dragging pains that occasion-
ally keel) len in the house that occiusionally
put her to bed. Then she knows what is
the matter, but she won't go to :I doctor be-
cause she kmiws he will in,ist on " exam-
inations " And "local treatment." She
goes on, with increasing suffering, until
life itself becomes a drag. Nervousness,
" sinking spells," digestive disturbances,
and fifty other complications may arise
from the same cause. Frequently such
symptoms are treated as digestive dis-
eases when the root of the whole matter la
theolerangement of the organs distinctly
Feminine, Over %hitt years o, the need
rot a rellidde remedy lot so-cal ed " female
talk as ercil all Oirtir and the 1•11/1P romplainte" eat tIPMNIfIliteri by tk, R. V.
too ant+ * stiatebeilil eafe that her Melte, kb , All Mt*, c.ltlet is-Insetting hayt
alibi*" tvititts hi Imo 1 thwitrifitm pil to She' Wgclp ntiVirlisittt too niva-
ITS a too tataith art hi hem of tot I "4` V 0414
• Whofts *4 keel .4,4101 mmii 
A fi '1%4414,1_4W onok tlei19* liti.lortftilttot 
%est
emits 
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Right Aral Paral), zed!
Saved iro-i St. Dance.
i•• new fif-












Dr. Miles' r" 'ije
Cures.
Dr. Mlles' Nervine is susie on a positive
guarantee teat tie fir,t bottle will benefit.
All arut;;;Ists sett IL aihl,6 IAA ties tor Aki, or
It will be seine peepain on receipt of price




Office over Planters Ralik. Office
hours from 9 to II a. ne., 2 to 4 p. m.
Jr. Ws FEL *ND,
ilttornen - at - tei




OFFICE: Up stairs, opp. telepeon.




moor ilk • . 1.4..iveR
Special attention given to the collection
of claims. Office over Planters Bank.,
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, ne stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY
riaris iiiiiitaTo




The only complete stock in the city.
Ik —PRZSCICIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.-
-JEWELRY 
AND REPAIR WORK 4
0 at prices that can't be had elsewher
: OPTICAL GOODS. . .4
Will Kell $1.00 Spectacles; for 50c,4
I, Musical Instruments and
il Sheet Music.
UNDRIES,
—PAINTS, OILS, &C.— 4
kidkAklall Oats& .111. Mikrikribrier ALA
Jas. I. Belote,
Plain Bad Ormatal Plagerer
HOPKINSVILLE, Y.
Formerly with Forbes Bro
Will make estimate* on all kinds
of plastering and cement work.
All work gaurat'd
and prices re.a.sonald.i. R* -pair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.
Address Lock Box 420
mr,rn-rrn-rin-rrrrrinll
t4, Cushman's Menthol Balm 4




Quick is, Relieve rain awl Reduce int/arn manna
Guar unwed to give .5115,31•Iim, hen you nerti
*n olotinent.i.e*ure to gel Combats:co Menthol




SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HANDS ...4
ULCERS FROSTED FEET .4
ITCH RINGWORM "4
ERYSIPELAS AND OLD SORES.
Stereos Recommended Tar PILES.
,047:1.17L„ITtit:;"tevtifale.,;.111...i„,24:1-̀  B"'"  "t-
get driggigl *end Vic
fit for on* I.y 11.1411 aNald t.y
CUSHMAN ORUC CO.






Old Mutual Benefit Lfe
Of Newark, New Jeriey.
—See Their New Contract.—
Everything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
specialties with US.
Office on Wed side North Main, near
















A COO n intenal
PUSH IT ALONC1
tim-. Holt , • 11,114
1,11.1 •'•
ft. •
EFFERVESCE Litt y(),A WATER,
If Tall art- Steak MIA Nen...a., it
..an "are If s... tt,r
irl'T A1,1.51,41'1 0 ji otralitItI-







CURES milu BUT MIAS.
A OVRE mist CERTAIN ( • .7iE







ever Pails 161 restart,
Sale to its Tomtit uI
Outs iralp _11 MOMS air
10$ aid lin
PLANS
For the Approaching Wedding
Of Ex - 'indent Harrison
NeW lurk, Marril 30.—Till• wedding
of Ex-President Benjamin Harrison and
Mrs. Mare- Lord Dominick, which will
take. place nester Menday, will end a
pretty little. romance that began in the.
White House, a place not usually con-
eidered sacred to Cupid.
The ceremony will take place at St.
Themes Episeemal Chunli. The efflen
ming clergyman will he the Rev. J.
Wesley Brown, who dee p:te the. Meithe-
dist simplicity of his middle name. is
mot aye] Se 01 the. soe•iely of thee rich am!
luxurious.
The bride' has for year; been in the
imineeliate circle of the ex-Preside pit's
kindred. Sin. was a neice sit Gitu. Har-
rison's first wife., aed du; in the lett ea
Mimes and folhowing her el ath during
the lase ;lays of the Harrison regime at
WaushingtonMrs.Dinnitick did then tttttsrs-
ut mansion. The Presitleut thus became
acquainted with her tact and brillianee
She is the daughter of Russell F. Lord
cube it UR general superintendent aim
ei ief engineer of the. Deleware ane
Hudson Canal Company.
About a dozen years ago Mina Mitre.
Lord married Bennenin E. Dimmiek
The bridegroom lived but three months.
He left his widow a large fortune. Mrs
Dimmick pinned the. succeeding years of
her widowhood eith her ineother at In-
dianapolis. During the Harrison ad
ministration her mother dieel, and her
life then leseame awsociated with the
Harriette's. Her meeher was Mites Lizzie•
Scott, daughter of the Rev. Dr. JAI]
Scott, a Presbyterian preacher, who liv-
ed in Indianapolis. Her deter. Carri,•.
tuarrieel Beiejainiu It arri •:4 in.
Mrs.  stick is about thirty-fie,
yenie of age., and alteough net a beauti
tut woman, is very attractive, especiale
in animated «mversation,
This wesleting has a partieular intense
to politiciane, because, it is concede d, it
took the ea-Pretsident out of politics,
verifying most Deatififtilly die truth of
the lereuch preverti, teriand en aline il
u'y II 01111s he vie- glue Fame ur. (Wile ii








bort vse;le a. It . .•t.
•
, .13. - - . I ed
1:ine, the ck.t or, I eve ined absolute
y to discover a cure for bl /Ott diseases
(Vhether in the form of pill. powder or
•iquid, their treatment is always the
saute - potash and mercury - whici
.emporarily dry up the poison in the
iystetit and no siooner has it taken on
site full effects of 'beer pewerfel drugs
elan that supple tins and elasticity uf
the joints give way to a stiffness, foe-
lowed by the racking pains of rheu-
matism. Then follows loss of hair
and finger nails, and even decay of the
bones-a condition most horrible.
Mr. Henry Roth. of 1e48 South Ninth
street. St. Louis, Mo., was a victim of
contagious blood poison-that worst
form of blood disease.which has always
baffled the doctors. He was treated





flounced cured, but as usual, in such
cases, the disease soon returned, even
worse than before. He says: "I had
severe pains in my feet and arms, and
was covered with small red sores. An-
other doctor treated me for a long
time and I was again pronounced well.
but the disease came back on me again
as before. I was in a horrible fix,
and the more treatment I received, the
worse I seemed to get. A New York
specialist said he could cure me, but
his treatment, which was quite expen-
nye, did me no good whatever. Many
patent medicines were resorted to, but
they did not reach my trouble. I Was
stiff and full of pains, my left arm was
useless, so that I was unable to do even
the lightest work. This was my con-
dition when I began to take S S 
and a few bottles convinced me that
was being benefited. I continued the
medicine. and 0111. dozen bottles cured
use sound and v. ell. My system was
under the effect-; of mercury, and
would soon have been a complete
wreck but for n S  "
S. S. S. is the only cure for real
blood diseases. It is guaranteed pure-
ly vegetable and one thousand dol-
lars reward is offered for proof that
it contains a particle of mercury, pot-
ash, or any other product of the chem-
ist's ellen The mercurial treatment
of the doctors always dine more barite
than goed. Beware of mercury!
Hotilltit on the disease acid lbs treat'
Mehl totalled free ill any address by
swift ep..hlieet, Atlanta. Liao
ilfailioy *111 dunk Imo om iett the Ise
'me 111141 11111 I ibriallon 1.1minl,v I,
lit-es 14111111110mi lille *WWII against his
is Millie Y.
- -.VONA 11' 11111111,'
rot' BR vu,
Electric Bitters is is lIul'slu''iIIs suite-el
for /ley seinen, but p l/if Wt.
generally needed in the Spring. whili
the languid exhaustisl feelings pre-vain,
when the liver is torpid and sluggish
;end the need of a unite and alterative In
felt. A preempt tew of this medicine
I111.4 often averted Is lug and la•riiiips fatal
hilionn fevers. No medicine Will tte t
more suren iii eounteracting and free-
i tug the system from the malarial poison.
Headache, Indigestion. Coustipation,
Dizziness yieel tee Electrie Bitters. Only
fifty cents per bottle. at K. C. Hardvelelt
Drug Store.
County Clerk Premise has received phi
instructions to prepare Lathes for a
anwial ehseigoll ti 5 select Jeigige. banelese
Why suffer with l'onglin. Colds and
IsiS irippe when leexative linen, I
will (lire. you in OM' atty. 1,),),
wit pi-$.(1(114. the ringing in the head
like Sulphate of Put tip in
tonveineeet ter taking. teleran
theil ti cure, or money reinnieleel. Prio,
?.. For eels. by le 1.. Elguii, /lop
kineville, Ky. dent
Masteachumetts Mose. Pan not nummati
5,-cret1ery tlIney for the noel
fen- this the nation might to feel thank-
ful. liens will be laying brick, Oustingl
of eggs, long before. S envy ever receive it
the Lteingehatic nomination for the Pres-
&Hey.
The Ills of Women
Constipation, causes more than half
the ale of women. Karl's Clever Root
' Tett is a pleasant run. few Constipation.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Menefee. !loll, of New York, is said to
favor Morrison her the Demineritte. tires.
itionietatlion --but that will test
help Mtortietelo helmet Hill Nettleton
I will anti' its it knot of it liusceiieu'hssset Is,
lilt' 141ll'Illirth N1111 Is MI it stim st.itillido as
I alarte
MO ice .01,4 etwurod, by
Sheeler CietaiTh itelleelY• 1.1'100 an
limits. Nosed lujeekle Fur salts
by R. O. iiardwiok.--tiold by M. (,).
ilardwiek,
PISO'S CURE FOR 'ce- ft.,-- U.






1 ever used.—W. C. ILTENLERCEII, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894. - I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.—E. Snoni:Y. Postmaster,















T Flarrher;y. M F Shryer:
PEOPLES'— WABEITHSE
HANBERY & SHRYER. Proprietors.
ilroad Street, Bet. 10th
3ECOplCin.s7Pille - 1Con.tlacic57.
T. C. HANBERY. Salesman.
F GILL. E P 1URNLEY
GILL & TURNLEY,
Tobacco Warehousemen,
-- :And le n,rai nonisaion M•sehan'•:--
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarkbville, - - - - • Tennessee.
The Patsonagelsolieited nut all who h•Te tobseeo to sell. Mark your hogsheads GiLL
TCRILIT. ea. Ulm g tense. Ca$b advise s made ear ssisseieste.
rox P. MAJOR
Litte of elsektetlke Teas
JAti. D I4RADLF.Y. Ja ,
Lets."( Givens. Resets, it ta$
MAJOR
 Tobacco Ihrohoase,
•O11•11•11•11•11•ROM•R•itoierite,c:•71111•11** • --Alt .11•SO115115111••
•






for Infants and Children.
T
HIRTY years' observation of Casteria with OuLpatronage et_ _
man. a eerseastieratit us to speak et It witheet_tik
It ie_umpsettenahly_Ose best remedy tor Infante sad Chilihres
th• world ha. over known. It ts harmless. Children Me ft. It
v., times koala. It VIII save their lives. In it Niethers have




Castoria provosts vemItNr Soar Curt
Castes-t& mores Diarrheas and Wind Cells
Cantons ramieveo Teething Troubles.
Caiteria ears@ Constipation and Flatulency,
Casteria neanralhose the effeste of °girlhood° sold gas or. pelsesesis air.
Castor'a does net °contain saisrpliine. opium. or ether narootie property.
Ceeteria assindlates the teed, regulates the Amuck and bowels"
i&baArli_ealthy and natural sleep.
cleateria is put up in *swine 'betties only. It is net sold in balk.
Deal allow any oats to soli you awl:Was also on the plea er presides
that ft is "just as good" and 'will answer every purpose."





Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorla.
INIMINIM1111111111
It's Money In Your Purse
to heat your home and
















'I Id by Guru W. Fla Keltrcly
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso'fi
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am eontinuul!) utiviLing utherr











Agit\ MID fiAtAttiER SODA'415, •
• •
Costs no more a rtc!..ire soda-neN sroi!si in pacages. C)ur-universally sr•latgcii rurest In th: world. •
• •z Made only by CHURCH & CO., ?few Tart. Sold by grocers everywhere. •






Importer and Manufacturer of
Marble-G711onuments
TABLE7S, ETC., ETC,
C:ARKVIL4LE: : TZNY'& =SEE.
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper ,•41. Co.






The. prettied line of beaten- a led the. best ranges in the city. It will pay you
to 1.114. (111-Ill before. belying. l'onte and you will be treated with courtesy whether
you want to buy or not. I want to show the meets.




Est&Atshca Publ. (lak ourated
Orri:RP unsurpa.er,1 advantages ter securing 
•
eractiost Butting.. Education. No other school,
nem cr South, po...I.e.0,es equal facilities for
locating young :lieu tu positions lu the South. r
South-weir. and West.
Write tor Catelo(ua- erre,- eedreie
BRYANT & STUA'rTON COLLEGE
Louisville, Ky.
FOR  FURNITURE
iruA NiAJOR & CO., 1 r4,r-
Noelele.4 . WillR14 $ LOUISVILLE,' k "U('KYWest Mat.. Strimti
jega•r wohths fres* storage. 1.4...1; aaeiiun
sale. 8.1*-ir lea at t *Aim, • mutate sides




COR. RA*RuAD :-: AND -:- 11111 bTREEIF,.
`WIN.




CLARKSVILLE - - TENNESSell




.11 1 • Id street.
d wards 13...-.rna rd eo., Proprietors
locorporatee.)
LOUISVILLE. KY
Mt rk Your Hogsheads "Central house,"
Auction Wee daily. Prompt /Wares made. Fiar m laths stars
s cum tee g iv•o the ssle Dart iso.
JI'G Wheeler IG FiFtv)t,




Fire-Proof Wanhouse, Cor. 7th and R. P.. Sts,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
Strel-Liberal Advance on Consignment& All Tobacco Sea Us Covend
by Insurance.
--NAT GAITHER. JAS. W.102.
GAITHER & W f T
ToUaceu 1,0111111i81011 E1'0111.1S,
rzudef..10._ _ ommiimmoomoomoomomoommo
I Don't fail to see our elegant steakI GAP;;S ./1X1) ,IiiCKET........S I ----J, .......i..................,........ 
1 Misses' and Childrens CLOAKS and JAessrs To buy
J of us means good service and the very lateett styles.
1 Our  faIlL 
importation of
I Novelty Dress Goods
I and Tx immings.
as by far the largest we have ever had, and cannot
he excelled, even in the largest cities. We have
also the most choice patterns in Moquette, Body
and !apebtry and Ingrain
CLiliblEariFalBriCidE3.
Beet line of Ladies' 'Gents, Misses and Children's
shoos. Every pair warranted. Repaired frcs.hen
they fail to give satisfaction, or money refund
Buy your fall Hat or Bonnet from us and you
will get the latest style, made of the very best ma-
terial obtainable. Very Resp'y,
loci
5' : ' I mI, ost , mt al^le sto.k. ever of ?erect 
RIH A ksC
tn. Mk ray. Chea,n- for co sh Cn/l ott(t examine mu
"tuekt beture Nee it teilliiMMINIIIIIIIIIIMPMIIIHOINSI
I DO illin t :::;11t: till 11111 1161 :14;1111P MAISUltilliC V014,
') li M. btiViCNR .4A leirNAWL .iii:
Pegt,711k..,44V1) EA! 114,L.Mt: It.
arqr. rt. ElICIWCINIZEINF • i
GinD "INC)
no. R. Kitchen,
203 S. Main St4 Honkinsville, Ky, co,
The Daily New Era
She
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